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WEEK Y
$1.00 A YEA*11.
C H E 3'
TONIC
..URE CURE r;cf.R
Chills and Fever
or 33 Years A :;uccass
this Testimony than T SeY
For Yon. Bolt
Ploprirtors have ii.aue ;etters like this;
BETTER THAN QUININE.
Mr. 38. M. Keeferson, Homey Co Ark
ass's:. "1 roe c h•tify to t he feet that Hugh/
rase : bed chill Ionic I ver tried.
nonstider it better than qulisl rte.."
CURE-4CHRONIC CASES.
Ur. H W. Menu-aid. oirel UHL M Ise..
"Your Hughes' Tonle ifr chi III and
ever has never felled y et and I hay so a n
on number of chronic cases. It cures them
very Hine "
Ask for Hughes' Tonle and inke no t her.
Fatzr• RID DV.
RO B I NS'ON-PFITET
•VI 1.1,E, KY.
it r Fair I y I ti int Mix
•.` NX.V.
..,41
‘6.4 • V'S
kltN%
001Y coo'
,I,Nrrud -JKY 0/
-A-44 I 
ERA.
flOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY. KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, MAY 30 1890
Yur 0111 Wild! $21 Ulla
Kr aver de
HOPKINSV il.I.F:,
OEM
Ali.
Harris,
KENTUCK1
WHISKY
$2.00
PER GAL.
•
The follow lug brands kept: Davie,s County met
E. W. Worsmon's Peerless; Filli Winatead's
Velvet; Roberteou County Corn %%laxity; Andereein
County Whisky; White core Whisky; Rich Grain
Sour !Masai Utaon County Whisk) and Tenneiesee
Whiskies*.
-Eight differeut kinds+ of Wiues.-
815 acialties.
BRANDIES,
"PEACH and HONEY "
"ROCK atid RYE,"
and OIN
▪ ric:s, From $1.50 to
$4 Per Cal;on,
With Jugs
Free.
FL-Euelose Postal, Moey Order or Crush
with your 3rder.
NAT GAITHER, 51anaitet. JAMES W EMT. tialeamte
PLANTERS WAREHOUSE
The Nat Gaither Co., Proprietors.
Tobacco Commission Merchants.
HOPKINSVILLE, - - • KENTUCKY.
tirFour months free storage to planters.
c.T. R. Hoecot e. it. 11•1.1.Ulla.
ati el hair. Ills scalp was covered with
eruption., a hiell the Ile-tote 1011t1 %as Se1111-
head anti that lam II tit neee r ow
•
Fever Sore 2,- igh : Y (-, ,rs I. that Cantwell has suegested lite is is-
tne cuatomers, Who has been cured by veing 
point:new of NleClure um] that Har-t must extend to you the the it it st one of
the 1 Tiler ow 6:m Lot s a, of tin al 1 ewe, rear.. intends to make it.
catered by a long spell of an•kness or Vet" ,eowell Lon is tirgitsgeteClure's
eight yearn ago. He wax so ted ii- was tear- '
rut, he wisuift have to have his 1-g amput ted,
but is nupoy to -ay he is nos entirely well,-
tround as a dollar. lie nspiests nue to toe
hi. mon., Whieh Is 11. t A sox, meo•litelit.
OH N V. M I Ns tit, Dr Jigged, tialustasro.
Tenn.
ICEEUL
We here been redline yolir 4'1"TIcCRA
Rite V.111 KS tor ) she ne. lattAr the Ord
eginhisi.int yet to receive I  a much:taco.
One of the worst eases of It twain I es yr way/
was enrol toy th
TAY 1.1111 A T.ATI.OR,Fianktirt,
Cuticura Resolvent
The New Blood taut Skin puraler anti pelmet
and hest of ti ..... r Int roally,and
CrYtet RA, the great Skin Cure, Allot 1 ICI.-
MA SOAP. an I.-X.1111,11e Ski • beautifier. • a-
ternally, sikl permit hiently cur et -
ery species of itching. burnt ii•, sealy,erlist
pimply. scrofulisit., tont hereditary insets r
Awl ..... r- of the skin. scalp atel blood, all'
Imola bat r.inim pimples, to steroftilo.
sired everywhere Price. CrricuitA, 5I]c :
So • e, 25,; eteoLv ger. II. Prepared by the
Porrao Dere va0Cit ict eterokariost
Boston
ele.Stend for "How to Cure Sk in I 1-euts-
es, IN pages, ill illUatratloits, Oral 100 testi-
1110131441..
J. T. EDWARAD11. W.I. 11,14Aata
egrWERN
Louisville and hiempli Hancock, Hallums & Co.,
WITH -PROPRIETORS.-
Pu.'Iman Buffet jee,oing Cars GRACEY TOBACCO WAREHOUSiFROM AND To
LOUISVILLE, JIMMY!! Is, VICKSBURG,
BATON ROU-•E, and NEW on.
LEANS, via. MEMPHIS
TA 11E1 nd Dslirrlic Rook
To AND Ir RON
• er York. Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Wrothinatin N rfolk, P int Comfort,
Rieli mond. Buffet f. tlevelen•t,
Toledo. elite-atm I distimpolta,
'I ncionat I. oulevIlle.
EASTER.N NORTHWEsTERN POINTS
AID
Memphis, Vlekatmeg, FS ton Roege. New
Orients*, Mobile. 1.ittle !kick, Hot Seringe.
and p sinus to West Ten never-. Texim.
Ark-ensues. M badeoppi. outstare's. an
TS K SOUT • ANH :44/UTIIW FIST.
No 1. No 'Li.
St •tione. Day Ex. Mall Ex.
Centre City   Ly 12:45 pm ft:00 ant
Nieri-er . 6:04
Greenville  I:05 6:0'
tiordon 
 
1:13 11:1:.
McNary inti 6:::t
hap. enport   11:14 6:41;
WM e Clams  I:24 6**
Nurt uv ill,   134 6:50.
st. Cherie.  1:57 7:12
IMMO.*    2:15 7:31
M lialleys   2: 0 7:47
 2:104 7:51
Prinenain ...... 4:isi 6-455
No. 74. No.
Illhalsea. Ma I Ex. Day Es.
Prfusellea ... .. Ler. 4:28 pm 11:16i:tan
the-ttat-.ag ... 11:1.i
Montgomery it.  4:45 11:24
Lawson 5:00 11:38
1/1, Mertes,  5:174 11:M
Itherien. tile,   t5eCt l':12 pm
i5:33 la:15
White Plains, 5:42 12:2:
Biekersport 5:4S 11:35
McNary, • :f:''•3 12:94w
I 0411.1,641, 0:11- lt:Si
tireenvine, 6:13 1:165
Mereer, . 6:211 1:15
Central City, Ar deal um 1:2-1
No 4.
Day Ex.
Central City. Lv. 5:uu I:15
The tine ts thoroughly equl ppea and in first-
cheat co rant Mu. and provide. an excellent ar-
rangement in time and throug h ear.. A
FEA.TURE is the time and convenience se-
cured by the Limited Exprese; Trains ONLY
A NIGHT•st RIDE between I oulsville and
Meningitis'. an I the hest iseni quirkeat Nets lee
tretween th-,wo cit le. ever offered.
For Lowest Rates. Time Tables, ani all de-
edred information spry to
GEO M.AGITNDER. Agent,
NORTON V I I.,F.E. KY.
Or W. H. PROUT Y. Ural Passenger Agent.
LOUISVILLE. KY.
0 V. RAILWAY.
In etrect November 21, IWO.
TRAINS 00INO sorrn.
No. I. No. 4.
LAI Evansville  9:.11.1 a m 1:3I) p
Ar Hendenson 50:19 a m 4:21 p
Ar Corydon  MO:46 a m 4:50 p to
Ar Worganneld 1112 a m 5:16 p ni
A r Dei4a ......... _12:02 p :50 p
Ar tbt 12.14 p m 7.114 p en
Ar  1 09 p rn 7:55 p m
Ar Prineeton 2:15 p m ban p m
TRAINS DOING amen/.
Lv Princeton  6:00 a ra 3 00 p m
A.r Marton.- 7:01 a m 14:V p m
Stumm  h :51 a n 4:45 p In
DeK,,ven 6:01 • it 4:56 p tii
r Morgan-eld . a 5::th p in
r &per ft . 9:55a m 5:50 p in
Ai He so . ... 111:4. a m S:21 p
Ar Evansvi . . 11:25 a in 7 an p m
Trains leave Moymeatteld for Uniontown at
11:115 a in and 5:10 p ro.
Trains leave Unio town for Morgandeld at
US a m and 5 45 p in.
ear- rr... I, 2, or d 4 daily except Son-
ar. Trains 5 and 6 Sunday only.
Tra'n 'raving Chicago at 11 :id p arrives
In F. tilt 9.1a • ni utak Mg direct eonnee-
Wal In Pelson Depot with Ohl V•lithy trein
WO. 1 at fialu a rn arrIving at Henderson 10:20
isk Prince on 2:15 p in, Paducah :eat p in,
sod is, 51 •mphis 9:60 p same night.
Train No 2/in C. 0. k W., leaving Meln-
pine at 6:45 a m anavi g at Potiticien et 12:45
p Prtn eton p m, making direct con-
nection with Ohio % alley train No. 4. aniv-
Ing at enderron at 6 en p where direct con-
nection Is made In union depot with E. k T.
H trail • at 7:05 p tn. for V lines, Terre
Haste 1 nd -anispolls. Clneinuat St Louis,
and.. hk•ago. By this arrangem t the trav-
eling public are afforded the quickeat and
11404 direct route 10 above named e ties.
W. W. A. K. SHRADRII.
GellSral isuia. G. P. *T. A.
 
-
Private Medical Aid
Alv_k_NVARD
0 slyest. wi diseases or irmililer mairt
or marr11.1 or brtturrbt about
espepare. abases. exceeses or imp roprie t ars.
Ilk OLD DOCTOR,
eassealial try wall. or at the Onre. free ot charge.
ST. toreemo. trees' attention
Skillful Treatment Guaranteed.
liserd sad sicartinents furnished to those who
denim parsomi ea., Send P. U. stamp ter circu-
lars. rms. Aadresa letter..
fIe. Ward Office 114 11.7th West: Ft. Lea* Re.
of Fold 10,11 Bwr
IMiltiC I N E
'B OILER
u roe ours CATALOGUC•aa avItC4:11
ATLAS ENGINE WORKS,
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
Commissioner's Sale.
ehrtatian court of Common Pleas, Kentucky.
C. W. Radford, Exr.
Against Equity
James M. Hipktns.
BY VIRTUE of a lodgement and order of
sale of the Chrtsition Court of Common Pleas
rendered at the November term thereof, 1144,
In the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
fur sale at the Court-house door, In Hop-
kleavIlle, Ky„ to the When bidder, at
POW* Aeolian, on Mondsy, the 2d day of
AM. WA. at II o'cock, a. m., or thereabout,
CalnaVestriday,, upon a credit of 12
ter real 'agate and 6 months for
./roperty The following
ued premerty viz: The lot at N. E.
of Main and 10th streets, Hopkins-
*/ Ky.. known a. the Banner Livery
Hlohles. !root an ft. on Main and extends mune
w idth with leth. 214 ft. to VlOgin la Street. It
will be offered as follows, the Main street
front in Iota each Oft. wide. extending ba-k
IN a. so foot alley opened front 9th to
teams glieets, and from said alley ti.) ft. wide
•
1511p=9):rginla street and upon which is a
kick Livery Stable. These Iota
will be falleed eeperarety and ss a whole.
AM^ loose sad lot situated south of
or West Seventh streets in Hop-
Ky. etantaining 2 aelrea, /Lod upon
illiplehul now residee Also, 2
air R&M levier street, corner („f Ind
strum Mekiniernle, Ky. each 74 x 100 ft.
Ales,street st land lying about one Bartle
Well of the Aigflata ennetietne im acres,
weieseer Ise* and knosan Ms the shannnn
Also, .41ffiet of land situate.] on the
, hboot mile. north went
HespiltInsvitte. eentaining 263 acres,
MOS and Isaown aa the Ritter farm.
taw licetawiug personal property: 10
horses and en•ree; 2 mule.; herbs; 
1
bitintighc 6 top buggies; open buggies:
cabal I road cart: transfer wagons and On•
has* wagon. Our atiffIcent thereof to produce
tbe yams ot money ordered to be insies,
ratesustIng to 410,087.115. For the purchale
the purchaser, with approved surety et
must emotes bond, beetle', levet
trots the iskr sa.e until raw. Mil
he prepared to 401%
and i !feet of a re
Z."1.a.7.1=s77-1.11e. Tenn._
Special Attention Paid to Sampling and Selling Tobacc,
LIBERAL ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMLNT.
T. E. HANN ;C, Salesman, W. J. Ely, Book-Keepei
T. e. HANBERY. M Sit RYER
eople sWarehouse
Hanbery & Shryer Prop's.
HOPKINSVILLE, KY. R. R. ST. BET. 10th and llth.
Careful attention Oren to sampling and ladling all tonoccoconsigned to us. Liberal ad-
vances made on tobacco In store. Good quarters for teams and teamsters. A II tobacco in-
toured unbolt. ot berw fee instructed.
HALL & Cal
-DEALERS IN- ---
Granite and Marble
MONUMENTS.
e'irginia Street, Between 8th and 9th, Hopkiusville, Ka. •
We will duplicate any ..... numental work put up in Christian county by any areit
dealer and discount their price from le to 25 ter eent
Caldwell Randie,
• Ni eCTLItLfte 01
Galvanized Iron, Cornice, Window Gaps,
Crettilli, Tin and RIR Rtf111[ Ontide Work A
-AND DEA i.ERS
Tinware, Glassware, Queensware, Duthry and Lamps.
NINTH STREET HOPKIN6VILLE. KY.
W. G. W 11 It fiV W. II. FAXON, Book-Keeper. .1011!. N. lItt.1.4
777 5:3==1_, MR , & CC .,
!tobacco Warrinseffign, Commission Merchants & Grain Dr.!ers.
SEVENTH AND RAILROAD STREETS. 110PK I NSVI LLE, KY.
Liberal advances made on consignment/4. All tobacco sent us covered by Insurance
\Vit. II. TUUNLEY. ED. TURNLFY.
W. H. TURNLEY & BRO..
Tobacco Salesman
A N
60AIMISSION MERCHANTS
Elephant Warehouse
CLARXSVILLE, TENN
We never speculate directly or indirectly In tobsime. Car•ful nttekit ion to the Interest
our Cuatomens and best prices obtained. Ail house made on Totorieeo to store. All Thine .
at owner'a expense utile.. otherwise Met outgo! in writing
A General Stanpede in Prices
FOR 3C =.49:7-S..
M2IiCtr'&1.4Qx-c11.3aeaar-y- C1t fro-3 z-13:1 got
35 Pieces Fine Dress
15 
‘.
5
25
20 Patterns Lovely
to .55 and .90.
All Our French Novelties
di 44
6.
• 1i
64
Goods, worth $ 90 go for $ 75
60 " 374.64
00. " 50
75 " 55
China Silk worth 90 and $1.25 down
16
worth $20 00 go
15 00
12 00
12i
10
08§
2 50
2 00
1 75
2 50
2 25
1 SO
;6
66
Dress Gingham worth
411
44. Beat.tiful Line of C'alicos worth
Lace Caps worth
I .6
5. is
Ladies Shoes worth
66
• 6
A Big Drive in Carpets, Rugs and Lace
White Goods worth 08§ 
6 $ 05
Parasols worth 5 00 for 3 50
i. t 6 4 00 
66 3 (K)
3 50 
46 
2 75b. 64
.4 41 2 00 
6 4 1 50
" 
66 1 75 
64 1 25
44 ti 1 ro ., 1 00
The best $2,03 Ladies Shoe on earth for fife money. A
full line of Stribley & Emerson's Slio3s at bottom prices.
Everything in the Notion Line can b€ found in our house
i hroughout the season. Respectfully,
for
.6
51
65
66
it
44
64
45
14
$16 49
12 00
9 00
10
08
05
1 75
1 50
1 25
• 1 75
1 50
1 10
Curtains.
joivEs C
FRANK FISCHER,
The Tailor Al Draper
NO. 212, UPPER FIRST STREET,
rNANSVILLE, - IND.
BABy'S sk;is nod Sea lp pree rvisi and• beatititlisl by Ct SOAP.
Absolutely pure.
EVERY MUSCLE ACHE',
shorn Aehes. Du I Paine, strains,
Weak liesece trilleved lone, inut-
by the CUTICURA ANTI-PAIN
PLAATRIt. The aria teed 41 ,ly
Willi. 10 oca pith. killing strenxtbenitg 141 4-
444-r. 25 cent,
pasT ALL PRF CEPEN r!
over l'wo N1 Wiens Distributed.
s.els retie" e' . s' 7 • ei.e
; Arki:‹g • .,,,e'fr ""
- e.
0, , .• •
Louisiana state Lottery Co.
socorporatc•I hy the Legielliture for Eltice
!login! 161141 'heritable potpie. a, awl I a foot.
elibie insole 0 ',not of the -Ores ait State
Constitution, In 1.711, by soh oterwheltitinit
itopilltir vote.
Its GILA N D EXTR WRIHNARY DILA W-
1 Nutt**. e pint, semi- A fi 'many. (Jun-. and
Ito
-ember), l• RA NI1 SINGLE N1' M
UER URA WINtia t.it• 'mice in e felt of I lie
other tell   III 4.• the • ear. and tire •ill
isa is 1,1111 1e, lit the Academy of MUSIC,
New t trleatta,
" We do hereby certify t hat a si superv lee the
arrangements tor all tit. Morality and seem
Annual Drawings of The Lotaishina State
Lottery Ono patsy. and in person man geai
control the Dr. tritons Hamm-lye*, mid t hit
the Mottle are coedit. tett It tl hot esty, fair-
nese, and I ti V11.11 faith fowler.' 1.14
We NU thoriae the Company to me till, es-or ifi-
eat a It h facet m lies ot our signature-attach-
e I, in Its folvertifsement -."
Cornininsion
We the imileraigue•ft Bank% and Bankers
will posy till 1 Hz. drawn The Lottlaiana
state Lottery a Ill ti may he prenetited el our
count, rs.
R. NI Wait:miry. Pres Louisiana Ntit.
Pierre Lanaux, Pres. State Nat'l Ilk.
FlildwIn, Pros New Orleans Nat'l 11k.
Carl Kohn Pres. Colon National Bank
MAMMOTH DRAWING
rt the Avademy of MUSIC, New 0 leans
Tuerelay. June 17, 1,410, write Jusiiee Nliller to mend the
CAPITAL PRIZE, VI 0,000. error 01 hie way is. Hey I. Peter, a
tones' Tickets at tat Helve. 551:Qua ten. 1111; v. .1. •
-.trial's...list ere%) Walt or Oskaloosa,
Eights:Vs; Twentieths $2: Fort lettia (1.
LIKT I•etZlca. autl all stel-tinie friend of Jareice
billy . r aiver,,emi "poker Jock, , I he afflicted find es ni pettily and moat
McClure to the vacant I:Heel States I 
generally relief : the unfertutiate ere
I began 'he us, fa the ceriet• RA It &mauler", Jiltlgreltlp cl III•• 
reesterit .e•
I 1 triet "flolf i'lti4H-t ;leen:1.
1 le .1 fe;earke deif to the cees
unit Igor peter+ unit
&gala i repairing et a erre Iretiephyslmsn.„ , „ . , „
and. 1 ion happy t i fray. wi•ti I he In ert pei feet I . t..I tary.w. sato. Hfirriesoi etat Al I lint the
Success. Hi. hair Is wort splimilid, atilt there I ria,., by ass Wins and prs vide for ail, %Ito by
Is not ft pimple i it Min. 1 recommeed the ' 111311 lionii paled for I be
Cl.TICLWA IIEWKDILN to litiothers ili the I , , reason of r fillet ion or utiefortuue are
mo.t speedy, economical, and sure eur f r Jiidg.' Caldwell , !Vet 1111 y
 proll1Olen
rendered poweriesa to provide for
all skin dim:WWII Of infants. met i blithe', and! to a (Irene Judgership, a (rule! stand
feel the. ever moth. r who lots all I. nth:tad therneelves. We tax oureelvee for
chili is:it is Mk Itle fo wo ilia mt. il a tire-elate chance of getting the
la a. 51. E. Wien-MU/ft, Norwny, Me. I believed here the support ef the p super blind,i dace It ise therefore
2tr vast
PitIZEoF 101,460 . 1111.1141,
I l'1117.1.: :51,0111 is . . 50000
2 PRI Z. ES OE 10,010 are aeon
pipet:eel** 10.1110 are . roans
PitIZES 5,oton mre  :rye°
2i l'ILIZEs Or 2..sun are .. .. 50 MO
1101 l'ItIZEI4 fIF iolif are Ma,t) n
200 I'll1411..M141. 11410 are 141,14111
:WO PRIZE:SOF 4.0 are . . 4.0.4.0uu
A I•1•ROX I ATIOX elt111o.
100 Prigett of 11.051 are . Hoops,
1161 rives of MI5 are reff,01111
1110 l'olz .14 of 4161 are 40,000
Two Nuance Titaillat•ta.
1,40ert Prises of $2161 are . . 1:565,00
1,141 Prizes at ..... to ..62,1:41 i
IZE 1041.01in P11)1" M iiler. A reply has just been re-
I PRIZE Ill: 211000 Is
creel! by the reverend gentleman
which might te teach even a Prohibi-
tionist that a conacience is a good
thing tii have tkii the Supreme belle!).
Justice el Wee says:. "I regret to
tine that you are in trouble about kny
concurreuee iu the recent deeisiou of
the Supreme remit. in regard to the
sale of goods intimated from abroad,
or from another State in the original
iksekage. venture V) hope that 1
elute IPA a holly fo: felt your esteem
beeause iu obedience to that sense of
conacientions duty elect' I boar DO
110111,1 prompts ou this matter I
have felt bound to follow the liveliest')
made by thim court more thad
AGENTS WANTED.
ser-rom cern tte -res. or any farther in-
formation. write leg My to u mier.igned,
clearly waling your reetilenee, a alt Stale.
Coma v. St ree• end enlister. More r ipid re-
turn meal delivery will Is- fissured to 4111*
imeloailig an Envelope tearing your lull iiii-
si rens.
M PORTA NT.
Address. NI. A. ItAI'l'ill V,
New Ilrlsain.,
or M..% D.AUPIIIN.
Wa.biostion, Is. C
. By estitenry tome. mint/tieing MON ItY 011-
1.136 led It. all F:xprees Comp 1111e11, NeW
Yore E seining.% I trait iir Poeta! N41te.
Ail nese Register«1 LettersCobtaining ur•
rency to
NEW oltLEANS NATlitNAL ANK,
New °rooms, IA
"RI...MI.:MM.:It. Shill the pilyir.eist of prize.
1. titaN tr.eir Fleet NeTleeel.
BAN s of New (trireme and the tickelienfe
Khios-el by the Piesliterit or an 1 list Ittit to
who...chartered right. are re4.41.4111X1•11 Ifl the
higheatCourte; titer •fore, ti•-w snits( ad loam-
Dona r onymous acheinert"
ONE [POLL AR is the priee of I he anotileat
purl or free! lOil Ili a Tih•ket Ill' l's
in env drawine. .1 ey Dime In our
ters-d f fr le Reruns tenser is a sw odic.
OFESSMIAL 4.1110"1
A. II La ms. .1. 1 I,A 1.art
Landes & Clark.
Attorneys at Law
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Huitysa WOOD. to M. BELL
WOOD ,Itc BELL
Attorneys Ai Law.
OF VICE IN HOPPER BLOCK, UP STAIRS
WIII practice In the murk' of Chrlettoe
and eattot-,ing murals-a.
D. L. JOHNSON
Attorney at Law
W111 proct Ire in all the courts. of the com-
monwealth. Office upstairs In the 51cDantel
block.
Especial latent n paid to the col leet fo
&same dieehter
W. W, CLARK,
Attorney At Law.
°Mei- with Judge AteCarroll, tiesr eour
houee, Hook Inavil'e, Ky.
Will firma Me In the courts of Christiati 14nd
adjoi I og mu tales.
Especial attention paid in t hs collection o
claims. deod/kw tf
31Facsir
A Garr Scott h Deltic in perfect repair end
working order, am goer' as a new engine, will
be sold at 11 bargain. Aliso is separator need-
ing repairs, but will be sold Ivo cheap that
anyone needing a separator will mins a bar-
gain by bot treeing It lieldre buy log a new (hue.
Will be wad se, stately.
J. P. THOMAS,
Near ELMO. KY
Public Notice.
HaVing reconsidered my former annoss•ice-
ment for Jailer of Christian county, subject
to the action of the Democratic party, and
through the edvice of my niany friends, I
hereby announce myself es an Independent
candidate tor the above office.
Respectfully,
J. D. Wow
_laxsprinfavprA-.0-ave ,
appoitittue•ta, being (servile:red that
hie ',roller Bill cantiet be made a
judge, as he" Si tor only efolIDLIllell
United tetalete attorney ey the resell
of hie ts rkateare del-gte
tele ii; eengress4 are reinsinetralieg
ith the Presideut *widest the a to-
p element of Mettle re, because of his
notoriouely bad character, his vio-
{rut piettisamehip and hire thorough
dist egarti Of ties preprietiee of life
and cs ntempt or opinion.
The are a goed many men Arkau-
see earneat Repteilit•ane, whom the
Ark attests delegat hut in Congress
uld redily White upon. For ins-
tastite, there would be no (Keret:on
on the part el the delegation to the
appieutmeut of Judge Williams, of
Pine Bluff, or Mr. Seott, of Texarka-
na, or of Mr. Whipple, of 1. tile Reek.
'tile appointment of "Poker Jack,"
however, would simply meau a reign
of terior it, Arkansas, and (mime-
quently, the delegation are using
what influence they can bring to
bear upon Harrison aud Miller to
prevent him appointment.
It is uot ulikely, however, that the
opeorsition of the A rkanmas delega-
tion in Coegress is one of the reasons
why Harrison iv seriously censider-
ing the appointment of Mcl'Iure.
leteey end the Republiean membera
ef the sub-committee w !deli went
to A rkaneare recently to investigate
the Breckenridge-el:ea-ton contest, it
he me-lei-stood, have urged the aie
poiutnient of NleClure to the judge-
ship mew itletantling the exhibition
hineself before the vont-
totter. The appointment Is likely
to be in tar in a few days, and if Po-
ker Jeck is hot appointed it will be
becanee the Pi-trident eleinges his
mind. I here is every rem:soot to be-
lieve teat Ike has made up his iniud
to. appoint Poker Jack.
----ewe
et' re; II; NIILLEIt seltittE4 RACK.
Ile Defends. Ills neetillinil 4111 III.° )110-
ilal reek age 441114,11mi.
DE:4 Mot N May :.!6.-Justiee
Miller of the United States Supreme
'tin is being severely criticieed by
titer Iowa Prishibit ionises fer his part
iu the recent decision in the original
package terse. Tile Iowa Prohibi-
ti  linve leen the habit 411 re-
tiriag judges of the State Court, uud
they are not a little chagrined that
Jtietice i ler anti the five concurring
justieers cantiot be 4ItepOroal of in the
%ante mumnsury way. One. Of tile
brethren a iso his been constrained to
4: .%N 4:014•:1
atie ins ille. CO1111 ..... ritica,
coreorations and societies are con-
tiuually raising funds for distribution
I not only among the peer at home but
among benighted and ;gnorant den-
izens of heathen lauds. All these
things are done for charity and are
done at a great cost. Time, labor,
anxiety anti care are-expended in this
work.
a*.
But this charity in the seuse
that the Master meant it? No.
Christian charity is broader, deeper
and more comfort Ing te the soul than
the mere giving of alms to the needy.
charity of the purse is %ell
euough but it is uot half what is
IlleHOL by the term; the charity of the
Maine is the nobleet element of the
;tube st virtue. A psi yet how few
there are who prate tee it. How mauy
hearts are brokeu; hew many lives
are blighted; how many homes are
rueted and destroyed by those who
practiee charity a ith their purses
keel forget or negieet that sweet
charity of silenee as applied to errors
Anil miefortimes of others. Often IL
is those wins work for the heathen
and weep for the ernicted, who send
the poisoned darks of slander quiver-
ing to the hearts of their neignbors
They p etre in thee. weeping over the
ignorance and degeneracy of obscure
race, long enough to repeat the idle
rumor of a domestic ecandal in a
neighbor's hotetehold. It would not
be a bad idea for a few preachers to
let up on foreign :newtons fer a
whole and devote a little of their Cunt &Khmer Blood Diseases.
tittle and talent and elequemie to this
es:eject.
Not a Pimple on Baby
Baby ones year old. :Fed with Ecao- The Inclined to Appoint the thet at a tilt en to i he Pub It .141.11
ma. Hair all gone. boalp covered is Was Fouled
with •ruptions Cured by Caticarat Netstrielea "Poker Jack" •. !entire
Hair Splendid and not a pimple on retied atati a J1141$Le " A ;:te Ter the tarity eitestieehim.
nit.Ev Gera LEFT.
11 Ile Soli or Istotgfell.tW 1.41..1.1. 1 Ile 1
toots Derby.
INCINNAT1, May INi.-The spring
Cured by Cuticura WASIIINGToN, May 1:6 -There. are 
teeter tise sun"! heres no meeting of the LaVoie Jockey Club
iudications that she Preaideht and 
!dearth of 'hilarity KO far as the pocket i' (Petted Sa•urday under fume favors-
1 callow any 4•IIOUF11 in limb* of I Ile (Tit- I ION Ai torney-General are seriously 
!book ja cireeerned. Fite beggar in ble eireimuetancea. The clear blue
CURA 1110111tIONS. Niy boy, when one year t• „ . s ,,‘,11,..1. isn.1 ails joa. : this world seldom appeals to vain, sky was slotted lucre and there
 with
of tip., was so bad with eczema that lie lora CODRItter log tee i light fleecy clouds, am] a cool breeze
blowing made Latonia a moat de-
light fiat spet. The t rack wan fast and
i fair time Was the rule. A very large
numier of peeper were present. The
graed stand WKS literally oue mass of
human icings. 1u ti.e great event
of the day, the Derby, Riley was h
favor te reel was heavi'y backed. 'lite
eerie- w it . wort 01 W 1111'11
$44» went to ee- islet eilit tu third.
Starter Sheridan did hie work *atilt-
isetorily.
Fourth race, the Laetrile Derby, for
3-year-olds; elie mile and a half.
etarter: Avimeale 112, 7 to 1; Bill
Letcher 115, 4 to l; Itiley 124, seed at
I to 4, 3 to 10, 7 to 10 and 1 to 3.
The hone's, eepeeially Riley, mere
lustily cheered as they mowed out be-
rot e the grand stand. There was uo
trouble iu starting them, alt.I at the
first tap of the drum the flag fell, and
the horses erre away. Bill 1A•tcher
led by half a letsgth, Riley second and
Avondale close up. Bill Letcher
kept bis lead until paseiug the eland
after which Riley moved up and held
the teed under a stroog double pull.
All the jockeys were pulling hard.
Riley int•reased the distance between
himself and Bill Letcher, who led
Avoudale by a bead. At the half
mile pole, Riley was a neck in ad-
vance and Avondale was lapping Bill
',etcher. At the three-quarter post
Bill Letcher wale giveu tree rein by
Jockey Allem, aud began to forge
ahead and Rile) et fate was sealed.
The crowd recoguizitsg the fact, be-
gan ter cheer. In the stretch Murphy
plied the whip, but without avail.
Letelier passed first under the
wire amid great applause, one length
In front of Riley. Overton on Avon-
dale brought up the rear, twenty
lengths back, putied up. Time. 2:43.
4.11•
A Germain is to be given at the
Armory Thursday evening by the
yoting men of this city, compliment-
ary to the visiting ladies. Banks'
orehestra will be eugaged and the
oecasien promisee to be very cities's-
ble.
I Die of he masteeneeds of Hopkins-
ville is a public ball. Since the
great the of 11042 there has not been
a Omer in this city imitable for public
gei 'tering'', dances, etc. If Mr.
Nirkayou carries out hie present plan
of furnishing his hall with movable
elevated meats it will till a long felt
way: t. Tile aecond story of this
block of buildings now under con-
struction, will be admirably adapted
to steel purposes. i lie location is
advantage-oils and the dimenaions of
the room will prove adequate to lite
demands.
l'he f'2,000 bequeathee the city of
Hopkinsville by the late Mrs. Roach
are subject to the city's order as 00011
He the conditions ere complied with.
Ity the emitted hies not taken steps
liekitig to the erection of this (-un-
ties, he•fore, is more than t he people
can understand. When asked a nut
it they mutter Kennet! lug itlrout
"water being inaceesomble." Hal, !
Weter of the ;meet , 'sweetest keel
(en he obtained feint the reek see eau
aud driven by hydraulic 'erasure to
arty public place in the city. Even
if the a ..... tint lequesithed liy Mrs.
Roach is not sufficient to meet the
expeleres, a few hundred from the
city treateury would suptily the
&theft.
..*4"
Charlet. Aurierson authority for
the atatement thet the "picnic
has been postponed." He wants this
information imperted to all who cote
temp'ated attending the picnie. "Not
only hits it been postponed," wept
liariey, "butt it haw been p mtponesi
iadefi ;hely."
•••
fe-veral days ago I had occasion to
epee( of the anxiety and solieitude
of a young Main street blindness Man
over the delay of certein goods which
he expected teem the direction of
Evansville. Well, the goods have
eome, an41 it may be observed by way
of parenthesim. that they are in lime
class 'shape. Indeed, one Call appre-
w.iieb lois never been ieste deep anxiety for the safety
years ego, 
.of slice eshiptuent, having seen
doubted se disputed Iron' that day to
this. Indeed, that tiecucon in addi-
tion to being a siecirsion of this court
W:14 one which fell front the lips of
the greatest coustitutinteil lawyer
that thee government ever haul. It
was based upset conetruction of the
eisetittation of the United States
This Constitution luta not been al-
tered senate semi the judgment of the
court has remaitied without queetion
from that slay to this, now years
ago. NNey people, like you, 1 titiuk,
have I he i_Rra I hat the Supreme Court
is old). beund es risciesions by the
VieW a 11411 they may have rif ab-
stract merle right. But we are as
murk sworn to decide ateordin; to
the constitution of tile Fuited States
as you are ii0U1141 by your courcience
to a faith the ilible, %tech atm
isrofese to follow. If my views of the
truw meaning 6f the Constitution of
the United Stated in a question be-
fore me, as g judge of oue of the
(mune of the ciuntry, should compel
me to differ with the whele world, I
-houlsi do ietam couregesaisly as I
have no tiohli you would statist te-
eny doctrine Willett you believe to
he taught in the Holy Bible. Thies
is the oisly • letter that I have at-
tempted to answer on this subject,
and, however my friends may think
I erred ou the; subject, I must bear
their censure. If I should believe
everything which you believe on the
subject of prohibition, I must still
follow the Come itution of 11.e leniteal
Stater+ Until it DI eilellged by thorie
having euthority'todo me"
- •411.ft--
'1 1.: SCHOOL BOOR TRUST.
It Practically Coot rels Ilse tteltool
Book BUI0i111•11,11 t Country.
Nee. Vette, May 21; -The twiner]
book trust has triumphed laet and
lit eoneiderable feet. When the plan
to control the sale of the text•bookr
that eduente millions of A meriean
children was laid before the publish-
ers the Harper Bros., of_ New York,
cattle out sturdily against it. They
refused to enter the emnbine. They
would neither be bought uor driven
into it, and art they are immetisiely
rich their oppreition threatened to
crush the "euterprisee
The trust gave up threats when
they terrified utseless and resorted to
diplomatic methods. Its promotorie
were skillful, and in the last few days
have beeti me-aided. They have
landed the Harper Brits. Vie school
book departnueo t of the fatuous Frank-
lin Square Publishing hourte has gone
over bodily to the enemy. The price
paid is said to have been between
$750,0410 and $1,000,000.
Alt overestimation of the import-
mice of the deal la impossible. It
gives to the truet command of 9U per
cent. of the school-book males of the
country.
"HACKel Fel ACK," a !sorting and
fragrant perfume. Price 26 aud 50
WYLY & litinNerrr.
them. It is needless to say tbat the
face which tune while sugeesteit the
disuse' abode of 1•101'rOW, 110W
tit 'MVP taken upon itself lixed and
chronie teethe
rel'•
Tlie fact that a Northern publish-
lug ileum. has live anisoutteed a
handrionte new et ition of John Eater'
Cooke's+ thrilling war story, "Surrey
of Eagle's' Nest," la evidence of the
lumina decay of the biller animosity
and prejudiee wheel' has already too
long eurvived tree Wendy end unna-
etruggle. It will be issirchaseti
and rend by Itutrirede of Nertirent
people of the v (stinger generation, who
hile they will be emeitrained to dif-
fer from the author in many respect's,
eit•insit fail to revognize the genius+
and warmth a Melt glow from its
pager. Nething he more signifieant
of the reproaching death of this pre-
judice than that tile works of Smit It-
ern authors who dourislied in the
slaps preeeding and immediately fol-
lowing the war are being rescued
fr  almost obscurity and given to
the world egret] from the presses
of the North. A Boston publishing
houise lately issued the eomplete
works of \V. Gilmore eine4, and so
importaut is the place now aceorded
him in American literature by the
reading !ruble., that his biogra-
phy lets been included in the "Ameri-
can elen of Letters" eeriest. elany
other Southern authors whoree genius
was mite recently hidden from the
people beynnd the Ohio by the cloud
isrejudice, have become famous
throng!) this reaction.
.
EP4whi.
The transition from long, lingering
and painful sickness to robust health
inarkis ten clique in the life of the in-
dividual. Sueli a remarkable event
is treasured in the memory and the
agency whereby the good health has
been 'Maine! is gratefully blessed.
Hemp it is that se much is heard in
praise of Electric lettere So many
feel they owe their remtoration to
health, to the use of the Great Altera-
tive and Tonic. If you are troubled
with any disease of Kidneys, Liver
or Stomach, of long or short standing
you will surely find relief by use of
Electric Bitters. Sold at 504.. and $1
per bottle at H. B. Garner's Phar-
macy.
•
Randall's Suecesiear.
Hon. Richard N'aux, of Phiadel-
plea. who was elected on Tuesday to
succeed the late lamented Samuel J.
Randall, carried his dietriet on a
U leers, wire*. pimples, Itch salt rheum
etc, are evidence ed emitagtous blood 4.1144esse,
It is iimeifently du y 'vindicate blood doe
...II the system hy a une le. B. B, temen-
te B104141 Biala thus emits!' og the sore ',Uwe,.
to heal. nod thereby temp% .tig all
4.1 other members of the family becoming
likes ble kt1tit•tett. semi to Blood SKIM Co.
.A , for book that vrill covluce.
.1. H. Outlaw. hlt. olive, N C., writes: “I
had running sore* isii my shoulders and arms
one bottle II. It. B. cured late entirely..
I, JohlasUm. ite • elation, Misr.,
w rifest: "B. B. II, has w'hirked ma me Ilse a
(mania. My he a and body w.. covered
wi sore nud Inv h .1r value out Itlit B.
eh. iest me quickly."
Killian. Hu 4•11111 ,Texax, ii•rit,p: "B.
11. hi cured tev wife of a lurge ulcer on
her leg that doctors nod all other medclue
could tiot cure."
M..I Itiessmen, prominent merchant of
Greenaletro, Use., %rites: "I kurow of Nevem]
cams of Mood disetese speedily retied by 11. B.
B. Two bottles cure a lady of ugly 'scrofulous
sk in itoree."
W. Ilirch mons & e'o.. Mazer, (Ia.. writes:
"Ft. B. B in curing Mr. Robert Wald of
blood poinon effected one one of noel Won-
derful (hures that ever came to our know-
ledge."
AN EXCITING RACK
A Partner Chased nit- Miles by a Mune
Bitten by a Mail Dog.
BREEDS, IA , May ea-There is an
epidemic of hydrophobia in this vil-
Inge and vicinity. Masi doge are run-
ning loose theme% t the country
and stock has "suffered to a great ex-
tout. Jobe Ityne. a farmer, hail a
seartling adventure yert relay with a
letrae that had leen bete n by at mad
dug. Ifyies WI- driving 'thug it lone-
.y road in a lock boad draw by one
lie heard the temper of hoofs
and saw a huge white horise pursuing
Fiakes of green saliva flew
from the jaws of the mad brute, while
its eyes were widely expanded. As
the animal tore away aloug rhe road
it gave vent to unearthly shrieks.
Rpm realized that it was a race for
life, and he lashei his horse into a
terrific run. The mad ah heal gained
and waa boon enapping at the driver
aud horse. Ryito hushed the crazed
animal continually with his whip,
but it had no effect. When the horse
of Rpm was about to fall from ex-
haustion a passenger train appeared
and attractee the Mad horse's atten-
tiou. After gazing at the train for a
moment the brute jumped a high
fence and ran across a fleet anti be-
gan a race with the parseuger train.
The engineer put on s•eain and the
pareengers allied windows to bee I he
race. Revolvers were drawn aud the
brute received a Dumber of shots, but
kept up the chase for a half stile,
when it stropped in a fit and was sub
trequently te some section men.
111
The Pulpit and he State.
Rev. le M. Shrout, Pastor United
Brethren Chureh, Blue Mound, Kan.,
says: "I feel it my duty to tell what
wonders Dr. King's New Diseovery
ha. done for me. My Lungs were
badly &seised, and my tiarisitiouers
thought I could live only a few
weeks. I Wee live bottles of Dr.
King's New Discovery and arn 'sound
aud well, gaining :el lbs. in weight."
Arthur Love, Manager Love's Fun-
ny Folks Combinatiou, writes: ' Af-
ter a thorough and convincing evi-
dence, I atu confident Dr. King's
New Discovery for Consumption,
beats 'em all, anti curee when every-
thing else fails. The greatest kind-
neer I can do my many thourtand
friends to urge thetn to try it. Free
trial bottlers tet H. B. Garner's Pliar-
many. Regular sizes 50c. and $1.00.
Monday Is the
That
A PHORIHMS.
golden clasp
bind. together the volume of t week .
-1Lonaretiow.
Life is a quarry, out of which we are
to ittold aud chisel and complete a
character.--"Goethe.
Enthusiasm is the genius of sincer-
ity, and truth acconipliabes no vic-
tories without it-Itulwer-Lytton.
With firmness iu the right, as God
gives us to see the right, let U. stand
by our duty fearlessly anti effective-
A bralia in Limed re
There is nothing like a fixed, steady
aim, with an houorable purpose. It
dignifies the nature and insures roue-
cess.-[ Stepford Brooke.
Hasty words often rankle the
wound which injury gives; but soft
words assuage it, forgiving cures it
and forgeting takes away the scaree
Tupper.
He who is truly at peace never sus-
pects others. But he who is ill at
ease and discontented is disturbed by
various suspicions.-eehornas a- K rite
pis.
When thou art obliged to speak, be
sure to 'speak the truth; for reittivo-
s1 raiglit out "tariff for revenue only" cation is half way to lying, and lying
platforni. He is deeribed an one of !lei is the whole aety to eternal deatruse
most at ri kei tig figures in American I tion.-e Willis in Penn.
politics, being even more eccentric in
his dress; and appearance than ex-
Attorney General Brewster. Pressing
along the streets of Philadelphia he
presents a queer picture, with ruffled
shirt front, immeculate broadcloth
suit, low patent leather shoes', tied
with a broad black silk ribbon and a
wealth of half-brown, half-silver hair
flowing upon his ehoulders from be-
neath a high silk -bat. He never
wears an overcoat, and lila trousers
never bag at the knee, for he never
wesrs them for a longer period than
two weeks. He is bluff manner
and bold iu speeeh, but a charming
companion and a firm friend. lie
Will add new Interest to Congress.
Kind worsts produce their own im-
age in menet sutler, and a beautiful
image. it is. They esithe and comfort
the !tearer. They tis•ke him ashamed
of his unkind feelings. W'e have not
yet begun to use them in such abun-
dance as they should be used.--[ l'as-
cal. 
_
Saya the 14sitst hero Medical World:
"Mother's Friend" growing in
favor throughout the South aud is
highly recommended by phyalcians.
We con•ider it indlopeneable to thoee
who know they !mutt pass through
the ordeal of child-birth. Write
v (MUM E XX. NO. 4113-
CR RCII II I LL GRANGE.
A i'lettentit Reunion and a Pretitishie
sate.
The an;itial Mock male by the
Churell Hill (inspire emit place s es-
tsrday in the beau:led grove near
that little village. It was a great
day for the farmers wits' gathered
from every section of South (lire.-
tian to participate in the yearly so-
cial and bissiurato reunion. The pro-
verbial reputation of the Granger fur
open and generous licapitality did
n st suffer oft this occasion. Not-
withstauding the announcement that
denier %mild not be public, there
was au abuudauee of food for all, and
those who br.tved the terrors of alter-
nate dust and mud of the hIghsraye,
to mingle with the inemben4 of the
organization repreeenting the high-
est type of the agricultural clew,
were royally entertained and cordial-
ly weleonued to bountiful feasts
spread under the oaks
The attendance Friday was neither
PO house nor ise promiscuous as on
previous similar occasions, the fact
that the dinner was not public hav-
ing a tendency to keep away tin t
seam of peeler who go :o such places
only to Ise fed. The buyers and bus-
Mese mett, hoe ever, were out in force
and bidding at the pens was lively
and active throughout the day. CoL
John Day, of this city, officiated in
the capacity of auctioneer and ac-
quitted himself with the usual credit.
Alter the crowd had dined it was
publicly announced that Mr. C. C.
levee's, of Owenseoruecoudiciate for
congress from this district, would ad-
dress the voters at tee academy
The building was soon fil-
led and Mr. Givens was introduced
by Mr. V. M. Metcalfe, of Hopkins-
ville. Mr. Givens spoke for more
than an hour on the political issues
of the day and made an argument
which was highly creditable. He
was listened to very attentively, and
that he made many friends is evin-
eed by the numerous favorable com-
ments heard at the conclusion of his
address. The result of the sale of
stock is shown in the follwing.
J. A. Browning, 7 hd. cattle WIZ.
10 " ir 82.00.
PBC.. CB°au.die, " "
1 IS .1
axprdia&ydeldrilidtioe'o, 2181 ""
R. C. Gary, 15 " " 439.00.
1 el:5.51.250(9.:
H. C. Gregory, 6 " "
161.05.
E. Jones, " "
C. F. Jarret,t, 4 " "
J. \V. McGauhey " "
le C. Stowe, 1 " " 10.50.
Reed Brost, " " 7t1404:00r..
Oeo. Lander, 1 mule f.or
1 "
I mare " 
moo.
loo.00.
Total $3,440.55.
In tamers of TrareL
If one weeds to get a lively seise of
what it meet's to mall through space at
fifty or sixty miles an hour he must
get on a lecomotive. net mily does
lie beget to realize what trifles stand
between hire and destruction. A few
weeks tree a lady sat Lill hour in the cab
of a locomotive hauling a fast express
train over a mountain road. She saw
the narrow bright line of the rails and
the slender points of the switches. She
beard the thunder of the bridges, and
saw the track shut in by rocky bluffs
and new perils suddenly revealed as
the engine swept araund sharp curves.
The experience was to her magi ificent,
but the sense of clanger was most ap-
palling. To have inado her experi-
oleic complete she should have taken
one engine ride on a dark and rainy
night.
In a retylight ride oil a locomotive
we come to realize how slender is the
rail and how fragile its fastenings
compared with the ponderous ina-
chilleS Whit:II they carry. We see what
a trifling movement of a switch makes,
the ciifference l*tween life and death.
We learn how short tie. look ahead
must often be and how close danger
sits on either hand. But it is only in
a night ride we learn bow dependent
the engineer must be, after ail, upon
the faithful vigilance of others. The
head light reveala a few yards of glis-
tening rail and ghostly tteee,raph poles
and switch targets. Were a switch
ripen. a rail taken up, or a pile of ties
on the track. we could /101. possibly see
the datiger in time to atop.---H. G.
Prout in Scribner's.
- 
--
1.41ne stews Twice.
\V. C. .111tirews. of the steam com-
pany. told ille of a marvelous double
Use of steam which his conipany has
beet: making. Said lie: ••I have long
conteeded tilet steam could be used
twice, :lit the eugincere leave beeu
uesaitist tile in opinion. Hilt lt IS tle-
min istrated mow practical opera-
tions. From out station at Fifty-
eighth :erect and eladesolt avenue we
supply steam for 1,100 electric lights
at the Lenox L•ceiliti. This steam is
.supplieti to tile engenes at 13:.) pounds
pressure, and after It paeses throuet
tile cylinders the exitaust is pareed at
a pressure of sixty pounds into ear
street mains, where it serves to run el-
evattrrs, beet houses, cook food anti
tiereirm such other functions as we re-
quire of it.
••The steain thus dors its work twice
over. The serving is about Ge per cent.,
which is a clear net gain. Very few
peemle know, although it is a fact. that
of the atertin that goes from a boiler
into all engine only about 15, or at
the moat 20 per celit., le actually uti-
lised to create power. The other 80 te
S.7k per 4.eilt. is exhaust uial got-s off
itito the ints ',Alert! 11 is waeteel. Now
we have. discs iveretl that tins waste
product can Ire made to terve just as
perfect u purpose as if it were made
fresh in a separate boiler. It means a
great tevolutioti in the eteani bust-
York Prersa.
la Fell Flat.
Otte day, us a Sixth Avenue barber
alert) had but one empty chair. a man
wearing a very big bat and wulking
with a great deal of swagger entered,
hung Ills hat on a peg, and then draw-
ing a revolver lie turned to the idle
man and said :
••I want a blauve jnst a CO111111011
WHItt 1)0 talk. Don't ask me
if I emit a hair cut or a shampoo.
Don't speak of the weather or politics.
If you speak tome I'll shoot.-
He teok the chair, held the revolver
eeriest; his legs, and was shaved with
promptness and dispatch. Yellen he
gut up he returited the shooter to his
hip pocket, telt on his ItaL and utter
a broad chuckle he said to the cashier:
"That's the way to keep a barber
quiet. He didn't utter a it ord.-
cou
"No, sir; jues deaf and dun'. . '-
Sew York Sen.
- s
ekatlag ea Stilts.
A new mode of ittiliziug the princi-
ple. of stilts for locomotion has beets
patented. The action of propelling is
that of skating on ice, and any for-
ward figure that can be done on ice
call be accomplished with ease by these
machetes. Each wheel is independent
of the tither, and backward travel is
prevented by mechanical actiou. The
ledence is the first movement to be
learned. By pressing the thuntle on
the brakes the wheels become fixed,
by which means the learner can walk
on them tire same as oil stidts.-New
York Journel.
- ---
The King Wins.
When the Kingmf Greece first start-
ed out as a euchre player he made up
his mind te always win, and lie has
never lord a game yet. The chief
reason for his good luck lies in the
fact that every man who plays against
him is given to understand that if he
wins over three points out of five be
will be trotted off to some fortress tut
Bradfield Reg. Co., Atlanta, i;a for , tt political conspirator.- -DetrOit Free
particulars. Meld by all druggists. '
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FINE ORIENTAL SOCIETY.
"Edwin A mold Glom • DaOrriptirall apir
slopeame Matertalasneat.
We assisted a night or two ago at s
charming entertainment, where Imp.
anese and European children were
mingled in a fancy-dress dance. says
Edwin Arnold in a letter to the I
Telegraple The little native maids. is
brilliant-coloree Losonae and d
obie, demurely danced Japanese
IVestere measures with they Jap
dresited as dainsios and awnings.
lag two swords and greasily appareled.:
with shoulder-pieces and satin teatimes.
Atter the chiltiren retired the older Mee
played at being young, and I saw the
Russian Minister slap His Exoelessy
of the Austrian Empire at the gamest
ring and rope veer an energy which
nothing but abandoned festivity could
save from beconeng an immediate raise
brill, while the ituseian Plenipotentiary •
was obliged to call aloud to WS con.
sort, 1k In uwderalion. Madams! Se
there is something, aa will be mem for
all mood's in Tokio; but the best of all
is when you are tired of walking up and -
down tele quiet garden. under the bam-
boos and catuellias --and even satialled
with gazing on sno vered Fuji-ess-
to stroll down the streete. sparkliag
with painted lanterna. and casting off
your shoes. at the spotless threshold of
the litt e'house you know in Mikaws
Daimachi. tito sit on the aott white tate-
min, amid a gentle shower of musical
salutations, ••011ayos- and -You kis
nasai-mashtas." and drinking the ts.-
grant tea and lighting the tiny kisses.
to listen to the songs of the “Dregis
King's Daughter" and to dream yoe age
Ureshime. who discovered the Forte%
nate Islands and stayed there harpy,
for a thousand years. On the wall well::
hang some picture of the life or
ings of the Buddha, whose cora
ate peace has passed irto the spirit
the land. The clean and shapely braes
feet of the laughing na taint:Mee patter
on the floor in--willing servtoe like
the coming and going of birds. We
fry slices of inuchl upon the bread..
and sip, in trright sobriety, the pale yel-
low tea. A seri), of scarlet winter ber-
ries and the last of the yellow ebrya-
anthemums suspended in a bamboo joint
give a point of lively color to the apart-
ment, which is so commodious because
it has no doors, and so neat and spotless
because we do not mike street* of our
houses like you at home. When the •
samisen is not tinkling the sound ot
light laughter makes sufficient muate,
for we are kokori yossi, "heart-essy,"
and life is never very serious in Japes
Listen a little to gay. fragmentary love-
songs 0 Tatou San is murmeriag.to the
strings which she strikes wish thelvery
Shote wa /odes
Nakagora
Ima ja talgal no
Jinni to jitsu.
Is it something real in her own HOW
existence which renders her bt•own era
so soft and expressive as she thse
sings?-
First 'Swag all • jest,
Then 'teas dolly duty;
Now .tis at Its best,
True faith. tender beauty-
Both are love possessed.
A GOOD OWL STORY.
- --
How One of the 111-Osneama Birks Fright-
eased • Poor Darky.
Speaking of owls, sometimes eeriest
result. arise from being frightened by
them.
We were camped. ten of us. SOOn after
our unpleasantness with the South, in a
weird place in the stink lands in the vi-
cinity of New Madrid. Mo.. teen on a
hunt for turkey and deer. The trees
about our camp were ornamented with
game. On this evening, while sitting
in tent engaged in a lively chat, there
came suddenly from the deep, still
forest about us a wild, unearthly serease.
frightful enough tomake the hair semi
erect on the bead of the unini
and it would have made it stand trill\lbei
head of Mat, our colored cook, whom ire
had taken from Cairo, bad it not been
for the kinks. As if by oonoert
thought every countenance of the tea
assumed an anxious look. "Panther!"
exclaimed an old bunter. "Yea," re-
sponded another. "Smells our game."
says the third. Sooa, naturally enoegh.
we were enraged in the narratioe et
blood-curdling stcries in relaUon to
panthers. Then one of the party
thought we needed fresh water in camp.
and Mat `was detailed to bring it tress*
the creek, a few rods away. He hesi-
tated, but went, taking the axe with
him and making the quickest trip es
record. We notioed after that when
night set in we always hid abuadeses
of fresh water in camp.
The next year Mat was with us again
in the kiame region, but in a wilder
camp. if possible, than the old one. One
afternoon I came into camp earlier than
usual, and found Mat sitting on a leg
the whitest darky I ever saw, grasping
with both hands one foot, the blood
dripping from them. I found a fright-
ful wound: he had put the full edge ot
the axe deeply and lengthwise into the
top of his foot. \Vith the aid of thread
and a glover's needle !closed the wooed.
and. with bandages from a linen coat I
had in camp. stanched the flow of blood..
The next year Mat did not accompany
us, but procured another darky who was
several degrees darker than the tea ot
spades. but sharp, raised on a plantation
in Missouri. One day. while chattering
with they, he said: "Mr. L, Mat says
there are a great many panthers here.
and that I had better keep a good look-
out and have an axe bandy. Did he tella
you how lie come 1.0 Cut DDI toot?
said one day lie was chopping. sat IIIMMet
the axe was raised vo strike slangier
screamed behind him in the Umber, sad
he looked around suddenly. and maw
how the axe came down on his toot."
A few days after that I cause
camp and found Billy preparing
and a few yards in front of him al
on a branch of a tree was a small
looking wisely at the darky. Billy,
with a twinkle in his eye, pointed toile
owl and said: -Mr. L. there is Mat's
panther."
Moral.-Never frighten poor darkies
with owls -Forest and Stream.
-The dog w ith the appetite for trona-
ers is liable at any time to go on a tear.
-Washington Post.
Mrs. Burnett a Play Writ.r.
"Little Lord Fauntleroy," writtem
by Mrs. Burnett, is certainly one of
the insist attractive plays made known
to the theatrical world du-ring the past
two years, both from the point of view
of the box office and of the critic. But
since theii Mrs. Burnett has written
two playa, one of them entitled "Phyl-
lis- and another of them called
••Nixie,- and both of them have been
failures. "Nixie" is a play with a
child as the central figure, and was
produced in London, and the critics
there declared it to be unworthy of
colisideration. Tnis was the work of a
a eter whose "Little Lord Fauntteroy"
brought her a fortune.-New York
World.
As Ear That Was • saes
Rev. J. R. Folsom brought into WI
office a curiosity in the shape of a
cob fashioned like a perfect
The ter of pop corn was plucked
Bingham. and when the corn
shelled from the cob there was
vealed the perfect form of a e
left hand, fingers and thumb
plete. Another feature Ai interest
connection with this is that the eh
shows to be double jointed, an
counterpart of the left hand of
tle girl living on the place where
corn grew.
-Kennebec Journal.
• Geed Against Odds.
Patterson
-When I was in
a friend of mine, Charley F
Barrow-Charley erguson`
I know him I
Ratterson-Well. lie's a
all the same.-liarper's
- -
The literary production
qui.e wonderful. One
biblergraphical lists
than 12.000 volumes
Mintkao authors.
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DEMOCRATIC TICKET.
For County Judge,
THOMAS J. MORROW.
Fee County Clerk,
WILLIAM COWAN.
For Sheriff,
V. MOSES WEST.
For Jailer,
OBORGE W. LONG.
Fee County Attorney,
LARKIN T. BRASHER.
For Assessor,
DENNIS R. PERRY.
For County School Supt.,
PROF. S. L. FROGGE.
For Coroner,
DR. JOHN I... DULIN.
, For Sarveyor,
H. P. RIVES.
THE fifteenth annual meeting of
the South Kentucky Christian Mis-
sionary and Sunday School Associa-
tion is now in seosion at Henderson.
The meeting is largely attended, and
an interesting program is being car-
ried out.
Tug Greenville Echo is disgusted
with the printery election ae a meth •
od et Detecting party nominees, and
very properly remarks that an en-
lightened public opinion demands
that other methods be adopted for
the naming of candidates.
Titsue have been a greater number
of changes in the National House of
Repreeentat;vef by death, resignation
and uneeating than in any Congress
since the civil war, as the total
reaches twenty-one. There are
several alleged contests yet to eettle,
and the committee have recom-
mended the unseating of two more
Democrats. One of these victims of
partisan spite is Gen. Charles E.
Hooker, of Miesissippi, who has made
a very tine record during kis three
terms in the House.
Da. G. W. NORMAN, of Henderson,
announces that he wiU be a candi-
date for Congress. He represented
Henderson county in the Legislature
which ham just expired, and was the
author of two important measures,
Abe Pauper Idiot bill, which became
a law, end the Miners' Wages bill,
witiCh passed the House but failed to
get through the Senate. The congres-
sional race promisee to be quite live-
ly, as there are now three entries,
Col. C. C. Givens, Capt. William El-
lis and Dr. Norman, with the pros-
pect of one or two others.
THE counties composing the third
appellate district held conventions
Saturday to express thir cholee for a
Democratic candidate for Judge of
the Court of Appeals. There were
male two aspirants, Judge Lewis, of
Barren oounty, and Judge Roberts,
of Louisville, and the Barren county
jurist was the winner. He has made
a Sae record on the Appellate Bench,
and we are very glad to learn that he
will be his OWD successor.
A bAMPLE of tin, highly relined,
from the mines of South Dakota has
been received at Pittsburg, Pa., and
the New York Tribune says it can be
produced for $2.2.5 per ton, while it
costs $4.44 per ton to produce sim-
ilar tin from the mines in Cornwall,
England. Yet the McKinley tariff
bi: I pr.:mows to place a tax of $20.00
per ton on tin plate in order to build
up another monopoly in Pittsburg.
Another fiagrant instance of taxing
the masses for the benefit of the fa-
vored clams*,
TAB Harrison administration is
lading the McKinley tariff bill a
heavy load to carry. It has placed
the Republicans everywhere on the
defensive. It ham nowhere won them
new friends, for already the great ma-
jority of the tariff beneficiaries were
with the high tariff party, and the
Republicans have alienated many
friends by the needless and iniaui-
tous increese iu taxation. This bill
will accelerate the rapidly growing
sentiment in favor of tariff reform,
and the Republicans in the House are
already hearing from their indignant
constituents. When the 'ongression-
al eleetions take place this fall tbe
Republicans will find that they have
dug their political graves by the pas-
sage of thia odious bill. Democratic
prospects for success were never
brighter, and there is no sort of doubt
that the next House of Repreienta-
lives will be Democratic by a hand-
some msjorlty. The campaign of
education has begun, and the Demo-
cratic Congressional committee is
already hard at wcrk. Good tariff
reform speeches are being sent out in
large quantities, and the work of
spreading the light In benighted die-
trioto is going bravely on.
LorisvitLe business men appear
to be very much wrought up over
Governor Buckner's approval of the
McCain anti-trust bill and anticipate
all sorts of unfortunate results from
the operation of the measure. The
Louisville Poet publishes a number
41 Interviews with prominent busi-
men forecasting the dire effects
general trade that will result from
workings et this law. They
surprise that the Governor
have given his approval to a
re that will put such ember-
eats on trade, and prevent the
nt of tbe enterprises of
has been found in
a similar law was
very detrimental
the State, and
a piece of
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A RESOLUTION has been introduced
in Congress with a view of having
the list of questions to be asked by
the census enumerators modified so
as not to bc so impertinent and offen-
sive. It is well enough for the ,
Government to get all the informa-
tion from the people that can be of
any real value, but there is certainly
a limit beyond which this inquisi-
torial power should uot be carried.
The censue enumerators will be
furnished with a list of thirty ques-
tions which every person must
answer under the penalty of paying
a heavy fine for refusal. It would be
impossible to get correct answers
from a third of the people to ob-
jectionable and impertinent questions
such as these: "Whether suffering
from acute or chronic disease, with
name of disease and length of time
aftlieted"; anti "whether defective
in mind, sight, hearing or speech, or
whether crippled, matted or de-
formed, and name of defect." These
questions are asked for the Inv pose
of making up vital statistics, but it
will be so difficult to secure correct
answers, owing to the sensitiveness
of people in regard to detailing the
mental maladies and chronic diseases
of themselves anti their families, that
the information secured by such
questions will be very incomplete
and utterly unreliable from a statisti-
cal point of view. Such questions
should never have been placed upon
the schedule. Then there are other
questions concerning the private
indebtedness of the people which,
while not so offensive as the ques-
tions about diseases and deformities,
are very distasteful to the average
citizen. The list of questions needs
toning down considerably.
THERE has been a rumor for seve-
ral days past that President Harrison
had determined to veto the river and
harbor bill in the event of its passing
both branches of ougress. There
was a meeting of the Republican
managers recently in which the
river and harbor fellows took &prom-
inent part and inflated that their bill
must come up in the near future or
they would pick au opportunity and
make a motion, and, in spite of the
wishes ofilteed, McKinley and Can-
non, put the bill in committee of the
whole and upon its final passage.
The show of strength and determina-
tion made by the advocates of the
river anti harbor bill convinced Boss
Reed that it would not do for him to
refuse to allow the bill to come up.
The reason assigned for the Presi-
dent's threatened veto was that the
large pension appropriations, togeth-
er with the increased expenditures of
the Republican administration of the
departments and alleged cutting
down of revenues by the McKinley
tariff bill, promised a deficit in the
treasury. Since the passage Gf the
humbug tariff bill even the Republi-
cans admit that, instead of reducing
the revenue, it will be largely increas-
ed. Now that this hae become evi-
dent the Republicans know that there
will be a plenty of money to pay the
appropriation for rivers and harbors,
and Harrison is deprived of any ex-
cuse to swing his veto ax should the
bill pass. There are many meritori-
ous provisions in this bill, and some
that smack of jobbery. It is to be
hoped that the objectionable provi-
sions will be struck out before the
bill is put upon its passage.
CONSERVATIVE Republican Con-
gresernan are said to be feeling uneasy
about the reckless way appropriations
are being pilled up by their party this
session. The amount of appropria-
tions on bills already passed and
pending will exceed the revenues of
the Government by many millions
duriug the coming fiscal year. The
Goverument revenue from all sources
is estimated by the Treasury depart-
ment at $450,000,000, while the regu-
lar appropriation bills-exclusive of
the Dependent Pension Bill-call for
au expenditure of $45.5,000,000. It is
estimated that the miscellaneoue and
other appropriation bills will run the
amount up to mere than $547,000,000,
leaviug a deficiency of $97,000,000.
These figures and estimates do not
include possible appropriations for
coast defenses, the direct tax bill, and
many other probable appropriations,
which, if made, will increase the
deficiency to a good deal over $100,-
000,000 per annum. Such reckless
extravagance is well calculated to
cause a feeling of uneasiness among
conservative people throughout the
whole country, and will made this
administration still more unpopular,
if such a thirg is possible, than it is
now.
SEVER.% I. Republican members of
Coogrers from tbe South hsve re-
cently expressed themselves as being
strongly opposed to the passage of a
Federal electios law. Mr. Butter-
worth and a number of other West-
ern Republicans are also opposed to
the scheme. This is believed to be the
reason why Speaker Heed notified the
Committee on Elections to increase
the Republican majority still further
by unseating some more Democrats.
And the Committee promptly obeyed
him by robbing two Democrats of
their seats last Friday. It is quite
plain that the opposition of certain
Republican members to the Federal
bill WM. the cause of this fresh out-
break of robbing Democrats of their
'seats, for it was practically decided
by the Republicans more than a
mouth ago that no more Democrats
should be unseated, as the party then
had-a majority of eighteen in the
Howse by the proeees of wrougfully
unseating Democrats for the purpoee
of making room for Rep iblicans.
HON. BENJAMIN 111:TTERWORTII,
the only prominent Republican who
stood up and boldly told the truth
about the robber tariff bill, was
asked why he voted fsr it. He said
that he did so became) be knew that
it would go to the Senate and be
buried, and if it ever came out of that
body it would be so altered that it
would not be the McKinley bill at all
but a Senate substitute. It is said
that there were many Republicans
who voted for the bill, sharing
Butterworth's belief. They did not
dare to disregard the crack of the
'party whip because Speaker Reed
and his chief henchman McKinley
would, with the aid of their eel-vile
tools, defeat the local bills which
they have pending. They were afraid
that if they did not vote for the
abominable bill they would be spotted
and their chences of securing even
the smallest consideration would be
destroyed. Now it remains to be
seen whether the Senate will content
to rob the people, and make good the
Houle bargain with the monopolists.
There is more fatten-1i in this sec-
tion of the country than all other die-
eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be iucurs-
ble. For a great niany years doctors
pronounced It a local disease and pre-
scribed local remedies, and by con-
stantly failing to cure with local treat-
ment, pronounced it incurable.
Science has proven catarrh to be a
conditutional diseaee, and therefore
requires constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,
is the only constitutional cure on the
market. It is taken internally in
dosses from 10 d rope to a teaspoon f u I.
It acts directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. They
offer one hundred dollars for any case
it fails to cure. Send for circulars
and temimonials. Address,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
sarHold by Druggist*, Me.
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THE STATE CONVENTION. COMNTITFTIONAL
an Open I .etter to Squire W. E. War-
ne keistacky Democrats at Work on
The following letters explaiu them-
selves:
the Nomination of a Catsdidete
for Appellate Court
Clerk.
Hu rs of a Conibinatilni Between
Madden and Long re--The
Prospects are for a Pro-
tracted Struggle.
LOUISVILLE, KY., May 29.-The
State Democratic Convention tonom-
inate a candidate for Clerk of the
Court of Appeals was sailed to
order yesterday afternoon at 12:1.5
at liederkrauz Hall.
The convention was late in getting
started, chiefly owing to a wraugle in
the Louisville delegation over its
representation on the Credentials
Committee, which involved the whole
tight for and against Aaron Kohn.
The friends of Kohn were successful.
Rumors were afloat of a combina-
tion between Madden and Louginore,
the two leading canaidates. This, if
true, may cut an important figure in
the contest.
The number of votes in the conven-
tion is 917; necessary to a choice, 459.
Mr. Alford opened the proceedings
by requesting the numbers of. the
State Central Committee to some for-
ward and take seats on the platform.
It was 12:15 when he called the
convention to order. He said unity
of purpose and concert of action are
desired. He couneeled good order.
The prime duty of the convention, he
said, is to select a worthy champion
to bear the colors of the party. A
more gallant number to select from
he said was uever offered toaeonven-
tion. 4Ontinuing, he said: "1 cou-
gratulate you as a part of the Nation-
al Democracy which is struggliug to
courageously in the advancement of
a principle." The Republicans, be
said, are on the run. The dissensions
in the party indicate a wavering of
the forces. Referring to Kentucky's
champions in the Federal Congress,
he paid a high tribute to the late
James B. Beck and to his successor,
John G. Carlisle. Both names were
greeted with hearty applause. The
name of Mr. Watterson mentioned in
connection with the great tight for
tariff reform altso aroused enthusistem.
Mr. Alford congratulated the conven-
Bon on the increasing majority of the
Democratic party in the State. He
predicted that at the next election the
old majority of 50,000 would be ob-
tai led. In conclusion ime referred to
his resignation as chairman and mem-
ber of tue State Central Committee,
expressing his sincere thanks for the
honor and trust that was conferred
upon him.
Eichhorn's band then played a
couple of airs closing with "Dixie,"
which provoked the rebel yell, for
which the Democratic conventions
are famous.
As soon as the music ceased, Henry
Kremer made a demand for chairs
for the Louisville delegation.
Mr. Hugh Cooper, of Marion, than
nominated Hon. NV. T. Cox, of War-
ren, as temporary Chairman.
Mr. Ben Lee Hardin, of Mercer,
seconded the nomination, and
M COX WAS ELECTED.
By aclamiton. He wee escorted to
the chair by a committee. He re-
turued thanks for the honor conferr-
ed upon him. He said he had his
favorite in the race to be decided, but
he promised to decide fairly all ques-
tions presented to him, and will at-
tempt to deserve the honor imposed
upon hint. He closed with an appeal
to the convention to assist him iu the
arduous duties before him.
Messrs. cireett Keller and James E.
Stone, Clerks of the late House, were
unanimously elected Secretaries.
Col. Bob Tyler and Cadt. Todd Hall
were elected Seargeants-at-A rms.
Hon. D. H. Smith, of the Fourth
district, offered a resolution proposing
a call of the Congressional districts
for the purpose of organizing the va-
rious committees, including the State
Executive. The resolution also pro-
vided for the addition of three mem-
bers for the State at large to each of
the committees to be appointed by
the Chair. Hon. James Rudy, of the
second, propssed two Instead of three
for the State at large. It was adopt-
ed by the author.
Mr. G. G. Gilbert, of the Eigitth,
opposed the ides of the temporary
Chairman appointing the members iu
question as being against the usages
of tbe party.
Hon. Evan E. Sett le, of the Seventh,
took issue with the gentleman on the
proposition advanced.
=Mr. James Garnett, of Adair coun-
ty, said that tinder the late ap iortion-
!tient the Eleventh Congressional
distr:ct bad been so changed as to
make the melection of an executive
committeeman from that district a
difficult matter at present.,
A motion to reconsider was laid on
the table, and the call of the diet ricts
preceeded.
commiTTeus oitomsizeo.
The following committees were or-
ganized:
Organization-Hon. J. K Robbins,
Graves; J. G. Taylor, Union ; P P.
Fiannell, Niuhlenberg; capt. A. J.
Gross, Breckenridge; W. B. Halde-
man, Louisville; N. M. McGrath),
Campbell ; Thos. H. H Ines, Franklin ;
J. M. Logan, Shelby; J. Q. Ward,
Harrison ; Robt. Little, Estill ; James
Garnett, Adair. State-at-large-D.
C. Walker, of Simpson; Claude M.
Thomas, of Burbon. Credentials-
Hecry Burnett, McCracken; R. W.
Black, Daviese; J. M. Wilkins. War-
ren; Hugh P. Cooper, Marion ; Ed-
ward Hughes, W. W. Cleery, Kenton;
P. P. Johnston, Fayette; J. A. Craft,
Laurel; Geo. W. Castle, Lawrenee;
V. B. Young, Montgomery; C. NV.
Thompson, Metcalfe.
State-at-Large-John P. Norval!,
Nicholas; JIM W. Lewis, Meade.
Resolutions-F. W. Darby, Cald-
well; H. J. Powell, Hendenson; A. L.
Peterman, Monroe; W. C. Mte'hord,
Washington; R. C. Davis, Louisville;
Marcus D. Graves, Grant ; Wm. Lind-
say, Owen ; Ben Lee Hardin, Mercer;
T. D. Markham, Boyd; D. I). Sublett,
Magollin; C. W. Wright, Taylor;
State-at-Large, Henry Watterson,
Louisville; Willis L. Reevee, Todd.
Vice-President-L P. Pierre, Crit-
tenden; J. D. Powers, Daviess; Ben
Perkins, Todd; Sam E. Hill, Ohio;
Chas. Kremer, Louisville; Prentiss
Mead, Carroll; claude M. Thomas',
'turbot); NV. E. Walker, 4:arrard; H.
T. Lloyd, Bracken ; Wm. M. Beckner,
Clark ; Chas. Pattieon, Taylor.
Assistant Secretaries-Jamem It.
Lemon, Marshall; R. P. Bradley,
Hopkins; It. E. Morningstar, NVar-
ren; H. A. Sommers, Hardin; Henry
Kremer, Louisville; J. Peck, Pen-
dleton ; NV. H. Miller, Lincoln; NV.
P. Canipbell, Bracken ; W. T. Havens,
Montgomery; NV. J. Macey, Hart.
The Great Revivalist's Politics.
(MaelivIlle
Col. Sam Jones confesses with
shame that he was once a Democrat
but thanks God that he has never be-
come so low as to be a Republican.
It has been intimated, though unjust-
ly, we think, that this is a plagiariem
from time person who is said in the
scriptures te have remarked: "Oh,
Lord, I thank thee that I am not as
other mon, even as that Republican
over yonder." Col. Jones' observa-
tion, like everything else he says,
was strictly original and he no doubt
gave voice to him honest c naterrnpt
for Democrats and Republicans alike.
Yet we shall have to hear the confes-
sion from Col. Jones' own lips before
we shall ever believe that he is the
thing known among Texas negroesas
a "It ugworm."
assosedt lelaseassess
A
COIITRNTION.
Horitiesvieee, KY., May at, 1890.
Me. S. C. MERCER,
leir:-At your re-
quest I earried your open letter tQ
W. E. Wartield, Ewe, ou Wednes-
day the esti' inst., at Salubria. He
took the letter, read it carefully, and
returned it to me without remark
and I herewith return time letter to
yOU.
Respect fully,
D. L. JOHNSON.
MELROSE, Poen RIVER, May 28, 1890.
NV. E. Wartield, Magistrate in cas-
ky Precinct,
Dear She-1n December, 18e8,
and a number of leading citizens of
both parties, beentue possessed of au-
thent iv and positive information
that you had written a letter urging
a division and disunion of Christian
Comity into two counties, the newly
made county to be called Buekuer, as
you suggested, as a compliment to
Governor Buckner and to secure his
support to the division and disunion.
Did you write such a letter? Did
you not say in that letter that "two
new county seats" would greatly ben-
efit the laboring classes, aud that the
"bitter feeling" existing in the coun-
ty against Hopkineville was "becom-
ing more intense" aud would add ad-
ditional fuel to your project for, dis-
union and division?
Did you uot say in that letter that
the fight was "squarely made up" of
the county against Hopkineville
"all along the line en tax, on trade,
etc.," and there was butt little doubt
as to the issue?
Did you not also state to a promi-
nent official of this county that you
were in favor of dividing Chrietian
county, beginning at Fairview and
running weetward to the county line
through Hopkineville along Seventh
Street between the City Bank and
the Bank of Hopkiusville?
Did you not say-to the same official
that your reason for seeking a divis-
ion and disunion of Christiau County
was that you "wanted to take Hop-
kinsville down a button hole or two;
that you had beaten her out of fifteen
hundred hogsheads of tobacco IVO Jar
this season and that you hoped to
make it three thousand
If you deny the foregoing state-
ments will you consent to have your
views, thus stated by yourself, given
to the public whose votes ycu now
aek as a candidate to represent Chris-
tian County as. her delegate in the
State Coustitutional Convention?
Respectfully,
S. C. MERCER.
THE Kentucky Legislature ad-
journed sine die Tuesday. While
there was seine good material in both
branches, the body as a whole did
toot acquit itself with much credit.
The session was-remarkable only for
the number of local biils passed aud
amount of general legislation left un-
done. The Governor called the at-
tention of the &dons to the fact that
the bill reducing the rate of taxation,
passed last week, would leave an es-
titnated deficit iu the State Treasury
on July 1st, 1891, of from $140,000 to
$150,000. He also showed them that
if this deficit was not provided for in
some way, the credit of the State
would be injuriously affected and the
administration of justice seriously
impaired, and advised them to reme-
dy this deficit either by a further re-
duction of expenses or by an increase
of the resources of the general expen-
diture fund. No attention was paid
to the Governor's advice, and they
adjourued with the Treasury depleted
and without providing adequate
means to meet the necessary expenses
of the State. Many other public in-
terests were also left unsettled,
although the Governor had
urgently invited the atten-
tion of the law-makers to the
necessity of taking action In re-
gard to there important mattere.
It was thought that the Governor
would re-convene the legislature in
extra session to attend to tnany itn-
portent matters left unsettled, but lie
says that his suggestion.; which have
not been considered during a pro-
longed session would toot be likely to
receive attention if lie were to res
convene the General Assembly.
SENATOR PLUMB, Of Kansas, has
been hearing from hie constituents
who have evidently found out that
the tariff' is a tax and are determined
to know how much the McKinley
bill will increase taxation. , Plumb
has introduced in the Senate a reeolu-
tion directing the Cortintittee on
Finance to produce a statement
showing the duties levied under the
existing laws, the duties as they
would be uuder the Home bill, and
the duties under the bill to be re-
ported by the eommittee, arranged
in parallel columns, and further, if
the committee should recononend
new duties or increases of existing
duties, to state the reasons in each
case for such addition or increase.
This rersolution W88 bitterly °mewl]
by John Sherman, the most rabid
ultra protectionist in the Senate, but
Plumb meant business and said that
he demanded information so as to
enable him to explain why the Re-
publicans voted to increase duties
when the expectation was that they
would vote to reduce them. Enough
western Republican.' and Dernocrate
voted for the resolution to pass it,
much to the consternation of the
tools of the monopolists.
Tut; resolution of Senator C'handier
to change the rules of the United
States Senate so that the gag law may
be applied, in the eame illegal and
tyrannical manner as in the House,
has not been acted upon by the com-
mittee to which it was referred. It
is said that (71tandler has been per-
sonally appesling to the Republican
Senators to report favorably upon his
resolution, but has met with so little
encouragement that he is willing to
compromiee and adopt the gag rules
during debate on the Federal election
bill only. He is not meeting with
much success, however, even in this.
Sonie Republican Senators, particu-
larly those from the far West, are
very anxious to force the free coinage
of eilver, and will not commit them-
selves either way upon the Federal
election matter until after time silver
and tariff questions are settled. It
is believed that there is a disposition
among many of the Republican Sena-
tors to make a deal on the silver ques-
tion, and trade votes against the in-
famous Federal electlou law, if they
can gain anything for the free coinage
bill by such a deal.
'fife legislature has passed the
tax reduction bill over Governor
Buckner's veto, In spite of the Gover-
nor's warning that, instead of having
a surplus in the treasury on the first
day of nextJuly of $171,84S,142, as esti-
mated in the Auditor's report of last
year, there will be an actual deficit
on that date, as entlniatell by the
present Auditor, based upon the
actual expenditures up to the present
time.
liarayette eremite
Rev R. N. Barrett and Mies Fannie
O'Brien were married at the Chris-
tiau Church at tool( part seven o'clock,
Rev. Jordoe, et Paduenli.
'rhe newly married couple will go
imntediately to Fairview, where they
will reside in time future, Rev. Barrett
having fleet. pted a call to the Fairview
Baptist 'hurch. VVe wish them all
the happitmess poesible in life. May
they have all sunisitilie owl no cloud,
ever living uuder (Ssi's approving
smile.
Mr. W. T. terifilit had a right sick
child yesterday but time little fel low is
letter to:day.
Our town election conies off Mon-
day. The candidater so far are:
Judge F. I. Fraser, for Judge. For
Trustees: Thor. Terry, it J. Cooper,
C. B. Fraser, J. W. Griffin, L. J.
Pureell, Brandon, E. It. Bogard.
For Marshall: Cobb, Amami,'
Edwards, J It. Roberisou.
Miss Ludie Thacker, of Bennetts-
town, is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
I...J. l'urcell. We are always glad to
see Miss Ludic.
Rev. Thos. Miller, of Logan county,
is the guest of Mr. J. H. Thacker.
Miss Hattie Rives went to Padueali
this morning on a visit.
Miss Laura Carter and sister, Lula,
of Bennettstown, were in our town a
few days ago shopping. .
Miss Minnie Itiame, of Bennetts-
town, was in town yesterday.
S. L. Frogge will be in the field
after the 6th of June. It has been
impossible for hint to travel any while
his school Was in session. lie says
lie believes when a man has any timing
to do he should do it with his might.
Hill Cobb spent Sunday with his
mother and wife at Rumpus Mills.
A great deal of tobacco Was sent
here 'Monday.
Mr. \V. I. Frame, of Clarkeviller,
in our town this week in the interest
of his warehouse.
Miss Jeanie Fraser has returned
front a visit to Mrs. Henry Rives, of
Garrettsburg neighborhood.
Mrs. Henry Rives is visiting friends
in our town to-day.
Two Young Clerks Who Won $1 3,000
in the Louisiana state Lottery.
Henry Hudson and fiery Knouts
two young clerks ;Im C. Is Kenny's
tea store, 500 N. Gay Sr., a couple of
weeks ago drew $1.5,1K)0 in time Louisi-
ana State Lottery and have already
received the money. They sent one
dollar aud got one-twentieth tieket
No. 8,132 which won $300,000, of which
they received $15,000, the one-twen-
tieth part.-Bahimore (11d ) News,
March 27-.
couN-mo '1'HE PI:01'1X-
Some orate Inquiries to be Made by
the CC1111•110 Enumerators
June.
The eleventh Ceneus of the United
States will be taken during the month
of June. The cemmus euunmerotors will
begin their work on Nlouday, June
S, anti will visit every house and ask
questiens conc?rning every person
and every family in the United States.
The questions that will be asked call
for the name of every pereon reeidiag
in the United States on the first day
of June, with their sex anti age, and
whether white, black, mulatto, quad•
roon, octoroon, sr chinese, Japanese,
or Indian. Inquiry will be made also
of every person as to whether they
are single, married, widowed, or di-
vorced, and, if married, whether
married during the census year. The
place of birth of each person, slid the
place of birth of time father and moth-
er of each person, will also be called
for, amm well as a statement as to the
profession, trade, or occupation foe
1)wed and the number of mouths un-
employed during the census year.
For all persons ten years of age or
over a return must be made by the
enumerator as to the number able to
read and write, and also the HUM tier
who can speak English. For those
who can not speak Euglish the par-
ticular language or dialect spoken by
them will be ascerteiued. For child-
ren of sehool age, also, the number of
months they attended school will be
recorded by the cement enuineratorts
In the ease of mothers inquiry
will be made as to the number of
of children they heve had, and time
number of these children living at
the present time. This inquiry is to
be made of all women who are or
have been married, including all who
are widows or have been divorced.
Foreign-born males of adult age, that
is, 21 years of age or over, will be
asked as to the number of years they
have been in time United States, and
whether they are naturalized or have
taken out naturalization papers. Of
the head of each family visited the
question will be asked ae to the num-
ber of persons in the family, and
whether the home is free from moil-
gage incumbrance. If the hesil of
the family is a farmer, similar in-
quiries will be made coueerning the
ownership of the farm. In addition
to these itiquiries, all of whiell are
made on the population sehedule, the
law under which the census is taken
makes provision for special inquiries
concerning such of the population as
may be mentally or ployeically defec-
tive in any respect, that is, insane,
feeble-miuded, deaf, blind, or crippled
or who may be temporarily disabled
by sickuesom, (Reeser, or accident at
the time of the enumerator's visit.
Certain special inquiriee will also be
made concern img inotates of prisons
and reformatories and of eharitable
and benevolent institutions. Besides
this, a statement will be celled tor
concerning all persons who have died
during time census year, giving their
name, age, sex, occupation, and cause
of death.
Hood's Sarsaparilla has time largest
sale of any medicine before the public.
Any honest druggist will confirm this
statement.
ONE EN-jovist
Both the method and results when
Syr tp of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
aud refreshing to the taste, awl acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels. cleanses the sys-
tem effect...Ay, disieds colds, head-
aches and ieveis and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup' of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever pro-
duced, pleasing to the taste and ac-
ceptable to the sit oust+, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent cpalities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50c
and $1 bottles by all leading drug-
gista. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will pro-
cure it promptly for any one who
wishes to try it. Do not accept any
subetitute.
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
84N FRANCISCO, CAL.
LOOISYJUL. Pr. NEW YOAK.
`ss
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Sale of Real Estate
FOR THE
Payment of ('ity 'faxes.
a in on Monday, time 2nd day of
June. Is99, between the hours of 10
o'clock a. in. and 2 o'clock p. m., at
the court House door, in Hopkins-
voile, Ky., sell to the highest bidder
at public auction, for caela in hand,
a eutileiency of the following real es-
tate, situated in the city of Hopkins-
ville, Ky., to pay and to satisfy time
following tax due to said city for the
year Iss9, anti costs, eotumitiotion and
penalty unpaid as follows. to-wit:
1 Lot situated on S. Coleman
street, and
1 Lot situated on E. Eleventh
St., asoessed in the name of
Mrs. Lula Cary, taxes, pen-
alty and costs . ..... $1.5 11
1 Lot situated on E. First etreet,
assessed in the name of Mrs.
S. J. Fleming, taxes, penal-
ty and cost . $12 39
1 Lot situated on E. Second St.,
assessed in the name of Mrs.
Mary Garrity, taxes, pen-
alty and cord .... $ 6 69
1 1. ot situated on Main street,
assessed iu the name of
Frank Gorman for Margaret
iortnan's heirs, taxes, pen-
alty and cost  $113 02
1 Lot situated on North Liberty
street. assessed iu the mune
of '1'. J. Haddock, aminfr of*
'I'. J. Bruce, dec'd, taxes,
penalty and cost $12 39
2 Lots situated on N. Main st.,
aesessed in the same of Mrs.
P. J. Johnson, taxes, penal-
ty and costa  $34 4s
1 I.ot situated on E. Fourteenth
St.. assessed in the name of
Mrs. Lucy H. Laub, taxes
penalty and cote $19 06
1 Lot situated on E. First street,
assessed in the name of Jas 
Montgomery, taxes, penalty
and cost $10 57
ir-10 Lot situated on S. Main St 
assessed in time name of
Moore's Heirs, taxes, pen-
alty and cost $14 56
1 Lot Matilde(' on S. Main street,
witnessed in the name of R.
P. Owsley, taxes, penalty
and cost   $74 11
1. Lot situated on E. Ninth St.
aseteseed in time name of Dr.
W. F. Patton, taxes, penalty
and cost $38 84
1 I.ot situated on NV. Seventh
St., aseessed in the name of
Mrs. Ellen Rautenbusies
Heirs, taxes, penalty aud
eost ..... .. $34 17
1 Lot situated on S. Main St.,
asseseed in the name of Mrs.
Virginia itossiogton, taxes,
penalty and cost. ..... 72
1 Lot situated on N. Main St.,
1 Lot situated on Virginia St.,
asseseed in time name of Mrs.
C. E. Simmonsi, taxes, pen-
alty anti cost. .. $31 17
1 Lot situated on E. Firet street,
assessed in time name of Jas.
H. Tunks, taxes, penalty
and cost $17 70
1-10 Lot situated on S. Main St.,
assessed iu the name of A.
v, Townee, taxes, penalty
aud cost . . .  $ 7 3:5
i Lot situated on Iitnilbell St ,
1 Lot situated on E. Fourteenth
street, asseseed in the name
of Ben T. Underwood for
wife, taxes, penalty and
cost $65 02
1 Lot situated on S. Main street,
asse0sed in the name of M rs.
E. H. Watt, taxes. penalty
and cost $31 17
colons:P.
1 lot situated on Lovier St., as-
seseed in the name 9f Rev.
Jas. Allensworth  taxes,
penalty and cost  $ SO
1 Lot situated on E. FirsI,,street,
assessed in the nameof iiro.
anti Peter A rmstronet,
penalty and cost ..t ... $ 3 70
1 Lot situated ou E. Second St ,
aiseseed in the nanme of
!henry Berry, taxes, penalty
and eost  $2 33
I Lot situated on E. Fourth St 
assessed in he name Of
Henrietta Bell. taxes, pen-
alty stud cost  $ 2 60
1 I.ot situated en E. Ninth St
Rf4St'etiell III time name of
Thurston Bacon, taxes, pen-
alty and cost $ 2 33
I Lot eittiated on N. R. It. St ,
stesessed in time name of
Lizzie Itioyd, taxes, peoalty
soot co.t
1. d situated on N. Main St ,
asseesed in time name of
Peter Boyd, taxee, lemony
and stet II 40
4, Lots situated on E. First St.,
assess/sett in the name of
Ben Boyd, taxes, penalty
avid cost $19 10
Credited by cash on above 5 00
Balanee taxes, penalty and
cost due  $14 10
1 Lot situated on E. First street,
assented in the nameof Ore-
gon Brenatigh, taxes, pen-
alty tool cost  $ f4 65
1 1.ot eituated on Lovier St., as-
settee I in the name of WM.
Crabb, taxes penalty and
cost  1 5 35
1 lot situated on Elm street, as-
sessed in the nanme of tirutm-
dy Du I i to for eim ildren, taxes,
penalty and cost . . $ 4 25
l'redited ty cash on above 1 00
pi;
Balance taxes, penalty and
cost due. $ 3 2.1
1 Lot situated on NV. Seeomi St 
asmesoted in the name of %Vim
Dade, taxes, p4inalty and
cost  $ 35
Credited by cash on above 1 00
Balance taxes, penalty and
cost due $ 4 3.5
1 Lot situated ou E. Second St.,
assessed in the name of
John Hickman, taxes, pen-
alty and cost   $ 5 90
1 Lot situated on N. Railtoad
St., &messed in the name of
Aaron Lindsay, taxes, pen-
alty anti cost . $ 4 SO
1 Lot situated on N. Compbell
St., emsessed in the name of
Jane Leaven, taxer, peua:ty
anti cost ....... $3 70
1 Lot situated E Hayes St ,
assessed in the name of
Clinrity McComb, taxes,
lewdly and cest $ 5 90
I Lot situated on E. Hayes St ,
assessed i u the name of
Chrietoplier NIalone, taxes,
penalty and cost. .....  $ 4 50
1 lot situated on E. Howe St ,
assessed in the name of
Nathan Norris, taxes, pen-
alty aud cost ........ $ 4 52
1 Lot situated on E. First St ,
assessed in the name of
Parnmelia Norman, taxes,
penalty an a cost .......  1 4 25
1 hot situated on N. B. It. St ,
assessed in the name of '
Agnesm Phelps, taxes, penal 
ty and cost $ § 90
I redited by cash on above I DO
Balance taxes, penalty and
cost due $ 4 90
1 Lot situated ou 5lechanie St ,
asseesed in the name of I :eo 
Petree, taxes, penalty and
cost  $ 4 25
1 Lot Niteated on E. Second St.,
armeessed in time Dame of El-
vira Tyler, taxer, penalty
and cost $ 3 15
1 Lot eituated on N. Main St.,
assessed iti the name of
Nannie 'roriali, taxes, pen-
alty and cost . ...$ 2 33
1 Lot eituated OD E. First St.,
assessed in time name of
Chas. Wade, taxes, penalty
and eost . . $ 5 1K)
1 Lot situated on E. Ninth St.,
asseseed in the name of
West Dennie, taxes, penalty
and cost $ 60
I Lot situated on Second St.. as -
140-40m,,q1 in the name of
NVillianms, taxes, penalty
and cold ... $ 4 SO
Credited by (-soh on above 1 75
Relative taxes, penalty •nd
eost due  $ 05
I Let s;tuated on E. Howe St.,
ease/teed t he name of
K ate Wooldridge, taxes,
penulty and cost $ 2 60
W 1.-rEst F. GARNETT,
City
The Registration Law.
Tin. people of t he whole county are
now pretty well advised in regard to
the "Itegietrat 1.aw" and with the
exceptkm of only a few "I laronic
1(lekers" there is no ohjection to it,
and there is a disposition on the part
of every On e to register. The law ism
mot oppressive to tiny party or class
but is mimply protection thrown
around the ballot that will be ap-
ireciated by all fair-minded men, no
natter to %limit party they belong.
In a little Inform. than mu Week's tittle
be voters will have ati opportlinity
to register, and we imps every legal
voter will avail himself of the omen-
unity. The days are the 6th, and Stie
and Istit and 14th of June. We ven-
ture the prediction that everybody
will be pleased with the workings of
be law.
Real Estate.
Insurance and
Collecting Agency,
Next Door to Front Entrance et
Court House,
Hopkinsville - - Hy
Et R T- House amid lot on Bryan Street
near Clav .
Two-story frome dwelling. on 7th Street,
near Mrs Latham's, fl roomm. and basement,
good cistern garden and fruits. A bargain to
a good tenant.
CITY PROPERTY FOR RALE.
acre lot on South side Princeton Street
_One of the finest rcaidence locations in Ike
city. A great bargain.
F to.. corner of Princeton Street and
Jeimup Avenue.
Cheap lots near R, R. water tank.
The ice house property on 7t.b street WSW
Princeton bridge. W ill sell as a whole or la
lots.
The J. W. Daniels lot on Liberty street.
will be divtded into 4 or more lots.
Popes) on north aide eth Street, near de-
pot I ti lots to suit. blood for residence, hetet
or business.
dente* on Sout n street. t about
•
Tli E COMING CIKNSC19.
Mr Quay A.aerts 1 hat 'Betakes. lis lhe
south Are Not to litio Repeated.
W•SIIINUTON. Mny 27.-"Oime of
the mean+ whiter a ill he emp'Oyed
to lessen the iepieseettation of the
South in Cone:reel, mole'. the next
appartioument," said a SOU Otero
repreeentative, "a ill be to take lit-
tle or no trouble to enumerate all tLe
negroem. Many of the -e igutoraut
people have ot certain dread of
ausweriog queetioims propounded by.
a census taker any way, and time string
of personal peculiarideit they are re-
quired to give reply to is not calcu-
lated to lessen their feelings. Some
of them think the census taker is
only an avant courier of the tax
gatherer. Now it will be a very
easy matter to do the census taking
in a perfunctory way and fail to hunt
up anti repert thousands in each
cruet's (111460. I cannot forget Roe
howl that went up in certain Repub-
lican quarters over the census takers
in South Carolina in 1880 because it
showed such an increase of popula-
tion atod the retaking of the census
in a part of time State, which showed
the first census to be corr-ct.' I have
been Moulted that Senator Quay has
said that 'the mistakes of the census
takers in the South are not to be re-
peated this year.' As Mr. Quay is a
man of action rather than of words.
timis remark is significant. My ad-
vice to Southern communities is to
see to it that the census taker does
his duty, and to that rud for each
comnalinity to take some organized
action in tbe matter. It is not yet
too late to do (iris."
Both Able Men.
' )(mirror Ledger.'
Bob Burnett, of Cadiz, is an-
nounced a candidate for delegate to
the conetitutional convention from
Trigg county. His opponent is Col.
Fent Sims, either tif whom would
ably represent that county, and we
would be glad to eee such well quali-
fied persons come to the front in every
county in the State. The convention
to revise the constitution will be au
important assembly and the people
ought not to make a mistake in time
selection of delegates.
& Wallace,
Real Estate,
Collecting and
Insurance Agents
FOR S.A.=
A farm at Pon I'. 0., of 1.10 acres. All ff. vod
land. Imwelling. storehouse and school-
house. linuirov ements all new. Will sell at
• burgaln or exchange for city property In the
eitj of llopkitirvi ie.
A tract of laud situated at Crofton
Ky., containing PS) acres, 10 acres in-
side of corporate limits of Crofton,
80 acres cleared aud under a good
fence, and 40 acres in good timber.
Good dwelling and all necessary out-
buildings and large shedded barn
suitable for tobacco or stock. A well
of lasting water convenient to house
and barn. Will sell at a bargain.
A first-class business house for sale
ou reasonable terms, situated on S.
E. Cor. of 9th and Clay Ste., Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
A farm of ItZ acres, situated fls
miles south from Hopkineville, Ky.,
on Cox Mill road. Improvements
good. 115 acres cleared and 10 'cross
in timber
For sale. lots in Stites' addition to
Hopkinsville, Ky. These lots are
well located and are situated west
and eaet of R. It. :rack.
McPherson lots situated on south
title of 15th St., hookineville Ky.
11 desirable lots (or sale. Situated
on eaet side of Clarkeville iu
Hopkinsville, Ky.. bei•onging tio the
Wallace heirs, and be.ng a part of
Sharp addition to the city of Hop-
A farm of 105 acres 3 miles east of
Crofton, all limestone land, well im-
proved, *tell at a bargait
400 acres of land 13 !Liles south of
Hopkiasville, Ky., fo - sale. Im-
provement good riot laud erek-elass.
Fermi. reasonablm
dwellings on Eln, Strtet for stale.
/10t1 
II 41 a I
Brown ". " "
" East of ('Iarksville St., for
ale.
dwelliug west side of Virginia St.
" east " "
Building lots well located in any
part of the city.
3 dwellings on Elio at a bargain.
I dwell ing on East Lioerty Street.
1 dwelling on Eitel. side of Virginia St.
1 dwelling near Clarkeville St.
1 dwelling on West side of S. Vir. St.
1 residence on N. Bryan St., Hop-
kiusville, Ky.. 6 rooms anti all neces-
sary out-buildings. Terms easy.
1 residence on West side of North
Main St., Hopkiusville, Ky., 6 rooms
and all necessary out-buildings.
Will eel! at a bargain.
FOR RENT.
1 dwelling on Campbell St.
‘, 
" 10th and Clarksville St.
1 
41 
" South side 9th St.
44 
" Elm St.
5 room house east side Jessup Av-
enue. Price $11.50 per month.
Means place situated on east side
North Main St. Large lot with sta-
ble.
Poindexter place situated on west
side of South Main St. Large house,
servants rooms aod stable.
5 room house. Tenth and Clarks-
ville street. Price $12 per month.
Folt RENT-A neat house and lot
on corner of Liberty and 10th Sts.
INSURANCE.
We write all classes of fire
and tornado insurance and
prompt settlements in case
of loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commission.
Loans negotiated, houses
rented and rents collected;
property hated with us for
sale advertised free of charge
to owner.
Callis & Walace,
terOffice in rooms
pied by nost-oftiee.
Hopkinsville.
CASTOR IA
for Infants and Children.
"Caster's Woo well adapted to childreo that Cainerla curet Constipation.
I recommend it aa superior tastes prescriptios 14°‘0 DisaTbovis, Ernetettnn.Wortua, gives sleep. and promotes di-
known to me " A. AWES; D.,
ill So. Oxford Et., Brooklyn, N. Y. wit=nukairious inedocatioa.
Tag Carrara coarser, 77 Murray Street, Y
South :-: Kentucky :-: College
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
AL. SEG cAnt c:)col rcox- Niecvtli SEP •e mce, a as.
Spring Term Begins Tuesday, January 21, 1889,
First-claso advantages offere6 in El .;lish, Science, An-
cient Languages, French, German, Music, Art, Telegraphy
Short-hand, Book-keeping, Type-writing and Norma.
Course.
Entire expenses of young ladies boarding at the college-
irregular college classes-need not exceed $90 per term cl
five months; for young men boarding with Prof. Kuyket -
dall more than $67.50 to $72.50. The business course--it
eluding Book-keeping, Telegraphy, Short-hand and T.)pt
writing, is under the direction of excellent teachers and th•
most reasonable terms will be extended-much less than a,
regular Commercial Colleges.
All practical edncational wants can be met at Sot 11.
Kentucky College For Catalogues, Circulars and Inforn a-
tion, Address,
JAMES E. SCOBEY, President.
or A. C. KUYKENDALL, VicP-President.
Central.s.Tobacco.s.Warehouse,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky,
H. H. ABERNATHY, Proprietor,
Personal attention paid to sampling and selling tobacco
Wm. 11. TURNLEY. En. Tvairtsr.
W. H. TURNLEY & BRO..
Tobacco Salesman
- 
A N 1)-
COMMISSION MERCHANTS
Elephant Warehouse
CLARKSVILLE, TENN
We never speculate directly or Indirectly in tobacco. Careful attention to the Interest
our Customers and be.t price. obtained. Ad Vat.** made on Tobacco mn Store. All Tobs-A.
at owner's expense unless tit lierwire instructed In writing
A General Stampede in Prices
FOR 30 =).A."2"S..
Mm.tx-Escv3r41.13:kes.r3r COffe• Trim's us
35
15
5
25
20 Patterns Lovely
to .55 and .90.
All Our French Novelties
Pieces
(6
Fine Drees
44,
6 it
China Silk
44 16
Al 40
Goods, worth $ 90 go for $ 75 .
60 " 374
4 4 1 00 50
75 55
worth .90 and $1.25 down
worth $20 00 go for $16 49
15 00 " 12 00
66 12 00 9 00
12f 10
10 08
OS!: 05
it
Dress Gingham worth
4 4
A Beautiful Line of Calicos worth
Lace Caps worth
.6
Ladies Shoes worth
66 6
2 50
2 00
1 75
2 50
2 25
1 50
II
It
At
hl
1
1 50
1 25
1 75
1 50
1 10
A Big Drive in Carpets, Rugs and Lace Curtains.
White Goods worth 05
Parasols worth 5 00 for 3 50
4 00 " 3 00
3 50 46 2 75
2 00
1 75
1 50
114
.0
1 50
1 25
1
The best $2,00 Ladies Shoe on earth for the money.
full line of Stribley & Emerson's Shois at bottom...A)
Everything in the Notion Line can be found ivitir house
throughout the season. Respectfully,
ONTES Se CO.
SCHMITZ,
Hats, Caps,
Umbrellas,
-AND-
LADIES
WRAPS
209, Main,
71.11 street, large lot, 2 alleys., 8 room bourn,
lately OCCU- One or the most desirable residences on east
out-buildings, etc. Price M.750.
One of the large:,:ind beat ft:rollnted reel-
• acre lot, at a bargain.9
Seven room house and all out buildings,
cistern aod large lot, all tu_ splendid repair,
sr, h MOW We offer for MIW. Situated on
North Nato street.
11. S, Goods sent on ap- Four room house and lot.)11M10 fest.cta Oman
vim-sluts street at a bargainproval with privilege of open- The line M. Lewis lot on Ninth
90•164 feet, can be divided so as to make.II=ing. business lots.
Lot on Seventh street adjoining New Era
°Moe very cheap.
Five room house and outbulldIngs nearly
new, with one of tke finest lotAon south Main
"Are:rte loAt WittirgaiitunProveklhea,mpricroepairtanTyHooapskoicustriw
A. II. 11,111K. J. 1. LA N D nto7:11t.r eerrAo., iiRt1.7:7,1;r7i
me dwelling; 5 rooms;
tarn and stable. Will exchange fur oily
property, or sell cheap.
Mu acre fano at Oak orove, Ky. One of the
Ibti:tkavnd cheapest farm. Li Southern Kea-
acree,tinn ber land, 4 tulles west from Gar-
rettaburg, adjoining Mrs. JI•rtlia King.
Ky. It1 acrer. farm near West Eork oi Pee.
mri ;.ileteitr;e 1.4r:7;1 reCaniumbelliayille; good sole ale
thrrinneeitt,arntelc uartbaty $
timber; stone dwelling; two tenement houses
and all out buildings. Only $3,10)
115 sere farm, on Sinking Fork bottom mad.
wet' improved, adjoining farms of Judge Jae
McCarroll. F11/111 Renahe w and others
A cheap 50 acre !arra, web improved, nee,
Pellembacmrekseland east • de Cox 11 tit road. near
clittVacinr"etlarm, finely Improved with splen-
did custom mill. miles from Pembroke,
will sell at a bargain.
Fine farm of 24, acres, adjoining Cerulean
Springs tract aud extene.ing to depot. Farm
well improved, with ISO serail ander pod
fence. with plenty of good timber and
4 room house, two tenements, barn,
and orchard, Good for wheat, lobate° et
stock farm and at a bargain.
498 sere farm near Oarrettsourg. Land
first-clam wild farm well Improved. Every-
thing in good order. Price. 117,50u, an•-tlaird
cash. balance, 1 and 2 years at per cent.
ley acres w Alt dwelling. tarn, stables, wa-
ter and orchard, 10 miles east from city, aod
three miles from Purguson's Store for Mu.
The finest little term. Dio *Crab, Weil Im-
proved, on I. A. rik T Railroad, between Oak
0:ar o.rpenver:an.dortleckmuswlasseillogetta:tlroon.rocinInaUhtorletbannollan
ger place, 2 utiles f
the heat improved farms If the
.and very fine. • banga.10 Offered
1111. acre hallo k pip ho the Kenbeta
to anyietin,tnhber:joe.. oa.
I l'he D. T. Carter 441 acre farm, COW f
114411 In Mouth Christian. Has every near.
• dsaivr:alosnu.betantliel 'mem- ement Including or.
..t,ard One in ir from Elmo and only tarn
mimes, fro i, Railroad Depot. To be sold foe
S. O. BUCKNER, JAB. ID HA YF.
BUCKNER & HAYS'
KY. EVANSVILLE IND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Far Clerk of Court of Appeals.
We are authorized to •nnounoe
blEOROE H. MADDEN
a. a candidate for Clerk ot the Court of Ap-
peal., subject to the action of the Democratic
nominating primary or convention.
We are authorized to •tinounce
MR. JAMES B. MARTIN,
of Barren county, as ea nditiate for the orrice
of Clerk tit the eourt of Appeals of Kentucky,
subject to the action of the Oetuueratic party
For Constable.
We are autorixed to announce
W. W ES I'
is a csnmilmlate for the office of Constable ol
the Houk insvil e Magisterial district. Elec-
tion Id Monday In Augmod Immo,
_
-- -
For Magistrate.
Wc arc authorized to announce
HENRY NloRitls
ami a candidnle for Mimirbr ratc t he Hopkins-
vine :Magisterial liktrlet. Eloction August
ilk,
UR. RICE,
I OT IS :Miff 17 Court Place, now at
9'et!itrkrdae:tdsFlur7iilioaisville,Ey
rodalarty liducauel lega.114 i phi easy th
moo offorouttal •• his peseta 4c.P. e
ru
forms
G and  E
permatorrkes and Impotency,
eo Ito rayort of .011•44,•• TO/A.• are.' tic tone. I• OM-
igrer V.I. or the. eausom. fool fondue tag some St tUe lobe
loot ay oder I • 'so rousoe.• bee lea • lutagi,ro•
aloof to dreams) thou,. of f•tibt. Loth, Of, llo•fory eh,.
•ssl , F•e•, • rem.. To Sanely fri Pram loa
,00ftrao• of Ides., Loa• of Men.' it•ofer moth rt.,
alonago tzar sr aVt.sigfp Abe...wild. sod root...
• fo'r eft pooutely cured tool .411.
lir iv ersdicioted UaL.A,ittesa, enorrkea,
GLEET, Stricter., OrcleUe Herat, tor kupturaf•
s •od of. or private di••••oh eirebli rand.
It . Pleat that • phy *lb. • le pa.. lerei• I atteetkal
to • feuds taws of 411.1••••, bed 11.(1•1
ally anoirte /not Kill 'epos. I.e. I ur I o fa t eft,.
f, 'ow-fed per*. to ewe. 111•••• 511- Is..., rm.., .•
i• I tat eh, tor uesumast, weeNclue. cos be Sin prii
aii.i iately by mail rx pry. • •••
Cores Guaranteed in Came
undertaken.
•,...1,f1...48 iwnwmall• by latter free ..41 NO.&
Carry. nameable au. cernsi•itoica. • eva.-tly 4.1.
PRIVATE COUNSELOR
or 100 peer, we< t• say add now Poore', •••lod.. yoe tewi,
C.:nisi. 0074a. ti  Lewd, vakali. Adam; ;:dairie:
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Landes & Clark.
Attorneys at Law
Hopkinsville,
HUNTER WOOD. U. M. BULL
WOOD & BELL
Attorneys At Lay.
OFFICE IN HoPPEK BLOC K. UPSTAIRS
Will practice in -the courts of Christi&
and adjoining counties. daw
D. L. JOHNSON.
Attorney at Law.
V. ill practice in all Me courts of the com-
monwealth. Office upotairs in the M Daniel
block.
Especial attent paid to the collection to
claims dieshte
W. W. CLARK
Attorney At Law
()Met- with Judge merarroil, near Cour
house. HopkItuiville, Ky.
practice I n the courts of Chrillitatin Mad
adjoining counties.
Especial attentioa paid to the_ uo
claims. denials, If
, s&es.-..Ases4sso
  
Stopper Brue• Tuesday s.t the family berying
r'intir mud Ham sacks for sale at ground. Mr. BOyil west in the 4 all
dist ors ie wale . Ws •
 
 this office. year of age. _I, Nt ire suit tire
& moo_ dren survive him.Frida Ma 30 1$110) ! Just received at Than'
E NV E R A
- MY-
Ere Priatmet awl Pwliiak at 14
•
W. L. Voysi, superintendent of the! 1111ICUS-COHEN.,,,,,nty ,cr house died Niontlay 4 4
at his home on the allidosonvills rood,Refrigt r dors and Water Ctmtlers at -_—
Huesca 4 It u I.ARD. , four miles from thy ta.y. lle hadlwk. Ceadratiors ef thbeen sick of pneumonia about four Al•Pitiug*
a- weeks. The I iii•-roactit took place list: at tits A in ryWall paper--hatest desigus, t
emit focueings.
y• y • • does, 2000 rolls latest designs in wall
We will furuish the Weekly NE.,A
Ems aud any of the publicatious
mimed below at prices indicated:
romoisso No o soot. .. ... . - • Sore
Downy Louisville Post 5 le
Glees+ Demo .. a t.. 1.75
t. biome' N -ws 1.90
at. LOUIS Republics I *5
Courier-Jourual . I All
Cincinnati P:nquirer eta
Century Magastue 4.511
St. Himmel's.. s so
Psursaistr'S Home Journal .   110
Arri Games Magazine 3 51)
Book Buyer . . ....   LIN
Herper'n Magazine .... 1.10
El * rree's a eget I y . .. tilt
Harper's Bazar.. . 4.1111
Barter's Young Psiop:e isis
paper.
Chin Hates.
All the schools wilt et tote the pres-
ent term during the first seek in
June.
All our Banks will be elts-ed on
Friday, May :Oh in commemoration
of Decoration day.
A protracted meeting will begin
at the LaFayette thodiet Church
on Sunday, June 8th.
A protraeted meeting will begin
at the Roaring Springs Methodist
Church Sunday, June let.
The brick work s begiu ou the
Nloayou block this week, the founda-
tion having been cotupleted.
A protracted meeting closed at
the Herndon Methodist Church Tues-
day night with twenty-elet addi-
tious.
The dry ticket won in Logan coun-
ty Saturday by S24 majority, and the
question is settled for two years to
co:ne.
Dr. W. K. Nisbett has removed to
his residence on South Main streeet.
Calls left with Wyly & B iruett will
receive attention.
Rev. R. N. Barrett and Miss Jamie
O'Brien were united in marriage
Monday at the home of the youug
lady near LaFayette.
Messrs John Felaud, Jr., and Wal-
ler Downer have been selected to de-
liver the orations to the A. It.
Post, at Crofton Friday, Deeorat ion
day.
Rev. J. H. Nash and family, of
Bardstown, will reach the city tt-
night, and will take rooms at Mrs.
Juo. P. Campbell's, on South Main
street.
Tobacco Leaf-C h ro n lee: -Re v. J no.
0. Rust has been offered the pastor-
ate of the McFerran Membrial church
at Louisville. It is likely that he will
accept the offer.
Another pic-nic is under discussion
and it is propoeed by the young peo
pie to charter a special car and go to
Red River Bridge on the L. & N.,
railroad near Nashville.
The work houae commissiouers
have placed a telephone at the work-
house. This is very commendable,
and the court of claims should have
one placed in the county jail.
Mr. J. S. Force and Mime Albertine
Wallaoe will go to St. LOWS J uue
10th as delegates from the First Preis-
byterian Church to the National Con-
vention of Christian Endeavor So-
cieties.
Mr C. C. Giveus addreassed a large
number of voters at the Court Court
House Saturday. Mr. Givins'
speech was well received and Perved
to strengthen his following in C brie-
tian county.
The ease of the Conimonweath
against Ed. Buckner, charged with
burning Max Meyer's slaughter
house, was dismissed Tuesday,
the evidence not being sufficient to
sustain the charge.
Sa.ne ant/ gfoctetB.
Ur. NV. S. Withers is iu Louisville
en business.
Mrs. Dr. Gish will left Tuesday ev-
ening for Henderson.
Mrs. Petree, of Fairview, was in
the city Wednesday.
Henry Boyd, of Church Hill, watt In
the eity yesterday.
Kr. D. G. Crabtree, of Crofton, was
ha the city this Tueeday.
Mr. John Haffey, of Henderson
spent Sunday in the city.
V. W. Crabtree, of Hopkins county,
was in the city Monday.
Miss Elleu Young is visiting rela-
tives in Aliensville.
Ernest Sallee, of 13elleview, was in
the city Wednesday.
Hugh McGaughey, of Newsiest!,
was in the city Wedueeday.
Mr. Stewart Starling, of Hender-
son, spent Suoday in the city.
Tom Dude, of Hartsville, Tenn..
Is visiting his father's family.
Miss Ella Richey, of Gracey1 was
shopping in the city this week.
Sainmie and Lizzie White,
of Julien were in the city to-day.
Mr. and Mrs. Giles, of Howell, were
shopping in the city Wednesday.
R. C. Roach& leading merchant, of
Grace,. was in the city Tuesday .
Capt. E. M. Howard, of Nashville,
was lu the city on busineea Saturday.
Mr. and Moe T. L Harvie, of Clarks-
ville, are vi siting relat i yes in the
eity.
Miss Mary Moore, of Louisville, is
Use guest of Misses Lucy and Green
Henry.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Andrews, of
CIA/kayak, speut Slonday in the
eity.
Miss of the Sinking
Fork vicluity‘ visiting relative* in
the city.
(244 Lewis Clark, a itiug tobac-
estadet of Clarksville. attended the
sales yesterday.
Mrs. Henry Hardy and Miss Wood,
Neitstead, were shopping in the
city on Wednesday.
Messrs. F. M. Quarles and Ben
Boyd, of Howell, were in the city
thl4week on business.
Mrs. James Rowe and Mrs T. W.
Long attended the Sunday-school
eonvention at Henderson.
Mrs. John X. Bell and sister Mists
Edna Radford, of Longview, were
shopping in the city yesterday.
Miss Pin, of Nashville, and Mire
Landy, of Stewart county. Tenn., are
the rusts of Mr. and Mt s. C. H. Bush.
-1111111InefestV Lewis, who has been at-
tending the General Conference of
the M. E. Church, at St. Louis, re-
turned home Tueaddrir
WORTH KNOWING.
Hromies' TON IC.—The old time, re-
le remedy for Fever and .Ague.
potation earned by Thirty years
. You can depend upon it.
IT. DRUGGISTS HAVE IT.
bough Kentucky College.
fortieth session of this time-
institution is now rapidly
to a close. The examination
is progressing, and goon
nd pupils will bid adieu to
id school duties, at least for
annual exhibikon of the two
y Societies will be given at
Band's Opera House Wednesday,
4th day of June, beginning at the
nt. We are assured this will be
me of the most pleasing entertain-
among the many which have
been given by the Societies..
May evening, June 5th, the
went exercises proper will
p ON at the Opera Houre, and
students, consisting of both
ladies anti young gentlemen,
graduate. There will be, bow-
, only a few who will take any
in the reading of essays, or speak-
, and these have been selected by
01111111111111 as their representatives.
*ill be a beautiful and pleas-
selection of music, both instru-
ta.1 sud vocal, at the entertain-
t the societies and interspersed
ofseitri exercises of the graduat-
pnbik is invited to attend these
aad we are assured that
these who attend will feel amply re-
paid.
TOBACCO BALES.
CLARKSVILLE.
dales by Wm. H. Turnley & Bro.,
of the Elephant Warehouse, for the
week ending May %th, of 101 Mids.
tebaeoce as follows:
2 bhda. fine leaf, 14 50, 12 00.
lids. good leaf, 11 00, 10 50, 10 00,
13.1rheas medium leaf, ft 99, 7 50, 7
,/,//e7 ZS, 7 2a. 7 20, 7 00, 7 00, 7 00, 7 00,
11111, 6 20, t: SO.
blob. common and low lest, 6 M,
6 10, 6 00,6 00, 0 On, 6 00, 6 00,6 00,
76, 6 76, 6 754 5 75, 5 00, 5 40, 5 25
Sahli 00, 640. 4 75, 4 70, 4 00, 4 00, 4 00,
40164 SO, 450, 4 .50, 4 40, 4 25, 4 20, 4 10,
01/0,11116, 3 90, 3 70, 3 40.
Wis. good lugs, 4 25, 4 25, 4 2),
41111,17143 75, 3 50, 3 50, 3 50.
bhda. medium lugs, 3 30, 3 25,
1 10, 3 00, :1 00, 3 00, 3 00, 280,
II TO, 2 50, 2 50, 2 50, 2 50. 250.
doinakon lugs arid trash,
IS, ID, 2 30, 2 00, 2 00, 1 85,
110, 1 56, 1 55, 1 50, 1 50.
Notice.
fbielt-Unione are requested to
ard at once to me at Sinking
, Ky., tbe number of male mem-
over 21 sod under, number of
ha member's, total; President's
mad Secretary, and post office
, with name of Sub-Union.
on • postal card at once. •
ally, J. K. RAMSEY,
811e. C. Co. I nion.
Shp f'o.ii't eat well, 11111.
well. she d look well. sine
n's Worm Destroyers. Papas
Ilareets-0•13i ten.
Robert H. Barrett and Miss
O'Brien, both of ImFayette,
Wednesday at the
home, Rev. Mr. Jordan, of
ing. The con tract.-
are well and voreldry
ghout r/as,ot por-
i.ennty ).% rien
lie, aria% . Barrett
the La Fayette Baptist
"l'he attendants were
raheezt, Beszly, Cooper and
tol Mimeo Evie Ranh, Halite
Williams' and etudie
lit The you're couplewish*, of the entire
411124e00.,4v.
The examination of applicants for
positions as teachers in the Hopkins-
ville Public Schools will be held on
Friday and Saturday, June 6th and
7tb, commencing each morning at
half past 8 o'clock.
The trial of Albert Dade, charged
with attacking and robbing Mr. Mur-
phy on the public highway, has been
again postponed owing to the absence
of very important evidence for the
prosecution, uutil Saturday June 7.
Mr. Andrew l/regory fell front his
hia horse on seveuth street beyond
the bridge Saturday afternoon and
was severely bruised and cut abeut the
head. He fell upon a pile of large
stones the sharp edges of which inflict-
ed the wounds.
Messrs. Ed Gather, Gus and James
Moore, Chas. Jarrett, Chas. and Bank-
head Dade and T. J. Morrow will leave
to-day for Sinking Fork creek,
where they propose to have a big fish
fry all to themselves, provided they
can catch the fish.
reports the wheat crop in his vicinity
now putting out fresh green puckers!
from the, rtxds, which are utilizing
ffrZito-littance and will Hot mature. ,
The yield, lie says, will not be half
so much per acre am last year's!
crop.-Clarkevirie Tobacco I.eaf.
The city fatherts have fixed the tai i
levy for this year at $1 o5 on the hun- I
dred dollars for all purposep. This is
the same rat of taxation that was in
force last y
city seesaw sho
values.' rty
PurP101110 •
.coe
At the senti•annual election iif ',fr-
eers of Evergreen Lodge, K P., held
Thursday night et the Lodge room
the following were selewed: G. M.
Bell, C. C.: Jno. P. Csompbell. V. C.;
0. 0. Lander. pr. late; (ire. Cumin-
plain, M. A ; Polk Cauale Trustee;
1). 0. Wyly, C Komiedy sod A. D.
Rodgers,Represeniativestothe Grand
Lodge whieh aemenalles at Bowling
Green in Sept. mher.
Arnistrung, our of our liv-
ery men, has made a eontract ith
the city to pull the hose t•art of the
fire engine to all tires. I lerealter the
firemen will go directly to the place
of action instead of going to the en-
gine house to lug the hose cart to the
fire. This will be a great help to the
tire company, as considerable time is
required to get the hose cart out by
hand. Several firemen now lodge at
the station house, and when a fire oc-
curs the bell will not have to be rung
au hour or so to get the members of
the company out to work.
The series of meetings which Revs.
Nourso aud Kellar have treen con-
ducting at the Ninth Street Presby-
terian church have ended, much
to the regret of the large congrega-
tions that anive crowded the church
every Wert. Rev. Dr. Kellar is au
eloquent and impressive speaker, an
earnest and consecrated christiau,
and a faithful laborer in his Master's
cause. He made an exceedingly
favorable impression in the com-
munity, and his able, interesting and
edifying discourses were Itighly ap-
preciated by his large and attentive
audiences. Many members of the
various; denominations attended the
meetings, and all speak in highly
commendatory terms of I/r. Kellar
and his sermons, and express genuine
regret that it war not in hisi power to
remain longer. There were several
additions to the church, and the good
effecte of the meetings will long be
felt.
Worthy of Trust.
A tourint climbing up a twentieth side
doesn't want a Milan, Ilinbcr or rt&w• stick.
No, he wit nts a stout staff that wile bra, Jilt
whole weight, one that he can lean on in
cie.ftdence, one:th.t is worthy of trust and
tbat will uphold him should his I'. et slip.
So an invalid. In ieearch of health. They dis-
like to fall into the hands of a doctor and be
raperimented with. They sant to use the
proper retneoy for their ailment in the Wart.
They are only willing to take medicine on
contrition that it will make them well. Now
there is one remedy whose effeet la a err-
tinnty. It has been tried and tested Li
thotoiands of instances and han never once
tailed. It Is caned Smith'. Tonle Syrup. Ito
iptrinciple was discovered by the eminent Dr.
John Bull, of 1.0U1M tile, Ey. It is plemaint
to tare. and polo/wears all the good medicinal
qualities of quinine, but I. free frem nil its
obpietionable qualities. It will cure chills
and fever when quinine fails It will U1160
prevent and cure eabis, I nfluenzu. la Kriel*.
etc ha Influence Is positive, end It is a
rimedy worthy of trust.
eae—_ _ _
A GOOD blOGENTION.
A Plan F'sr a Re-organization of the
Various County Committees.
Oae of the matters that is coating
up just now for consideration is the
re-organization of the county com-
mittees. The State Central Com-
mittee must be re-organized as the
chairman will resign, and many of
the delegates express a desire for the
re-organization of a number of the
county committees. Several of the
members, they aay, have held the
office so long they have become do-
nothings', aud many have bolted the
ticket and voted against their party
nominees.
Judge S. G Sharp, formerly Chair-
man of the State Central Committee,
who Is stopping at the Louiiville
Hotel, was speaking about the matter
and said:
"1 would suggest that a regolutiou
be passed by this convention requeet-
ing the Democrats in each county to
eleet their county commit (*men on
or before a certain day, aud that such
elections be by preciucte, so that each
precinct may have one ar more nieuu,
bent of said committee, just as they
may be entitled. I would also suggest-
that in that resolution the chairmen
of the various county committees be
requested to fix a day and give at
least ten daysi' notice of said electiou.
And, in case of failure of any chair-
man to call said election aud give
said notice, that the Democrats of
each precinct hold their eleetiou on
the day suggested by this convention,
and that when said committees are
elected, within a reasonable time
thereafter they shall organize by
electing one of their own number
chairman of the said committee, and
another secretary, and that said
secretary within five days after such
organization notify the chairman of
the State Central Committee by for-
warding to him a certified copy of
said preceedings, together with a list
of the names of the said county com-
mitteemen with their post-office ad-
dress. I would also suggest that
under this plau a re-organization of
county committees be held every two
years, in which event those proving
themiselves worthy of serving upon
said committees would undoubtedly
be elected, anti the dronea gotten rid
of."
•16. 
The Spring Medicine.
The popularity which Hood's' Sar-
saparilla has gained am a spring med-
iciue is wonderful. It possesmes just
those elements of health-giving,
blood-purifying and appetite-restor-
ing which everybody seems to need
at this sZason. Do not continue its a
dull, tired, unsatisfactory condition
when you may be so mueii benefited
by Hood's Sarsaparilla. It purifiem
the blood and makes the weak
strong.
Decoration Hay.
To day, throughout the entire
United States, the Grand Army of
the Republic will hold speck! servi-
ces according to the the ritual of the
order and decorate the graves of the
Federal dead. May 30 has been set
apart by the t.. A. It., as Decoration
1/a).  To whom is to be credited the
origin of this day Is unknown, but it
is stupposied :o have been a private
soldier, residing in Cineinnati, who
wrote a letter early iu baits to Col. N.
P. Chiptinan, who was then (len. Lo-
gan's Adjutant General, Gen. Logan
having been elected at Philadelphia,
Jan. 15,•as Commander-in-Chief. The
writer of the letter, a ho was a Ger-
man by birth, mentioned a custom
prevailing in hie Dative country of
annually strewing the graves of the
dead with the first flowers of spring,
and suegested that the then young
Grand Army of the Republic ebould
inaugurate a movement of the kind
to honor the memory of their fallen
comrade's. Unfortunately, the letter
has been lost, and thus the origina-
tor is unknown. Gen. Logan was
particularly favorable to the Nuggets-
tion and, on May 5, 1865, issued Gen-
eral Order No. 11, in which the fol-
lowing language is ()pied:
"The 30th day of May, 1868, Is desig-
nated for the purpose of strewing
with flowers or otherwise decorating
the graves of comrades who died in
defense of their country in the late
rebellion, and whose bodies, now lie
slmost every city, village anti
hamlet churchyard in the land. lu
this obecreahee no forth (I ceretheilly
is prescribed, but lasso, and tatintadest
will in their own a ay arrange such
fitting services' rind testimonials of
reple.et eireunirtunees wry per-
Foie"
•
Contagious Blood Ditwasee.
Cliii ra, mires. pimples, itch salt rheum
ete Joe rs Idence • r contagion's blood iiiiieese.
It is 111.11•Ifeutly duly to el adleate dol-
men from the system by a time B. B. B,
le 1-11.14i H111111 . thus enabling the sire plOterg
to heal. nod thereby re .ne all temailillity
of other member% of the family bee lug
,Ikswine afflicted. Send to hioed halm Co.,
A hint , Ga., for book that will covitiee.
J. H. Outlaw, Mt. (olive, N C., writ, SG "1
lied running *ohs tie no' shou Itier* it aid arms.
One bottle B. li. It. eared We entirely..
Johnston, Be mons Stet Pm, Mise,
write's: "B. li. II. bait worked 1/11 hie a
eliartit. My be el and body wt.'. covered
wi, llama and my heir came out but It. H.
Si vet al it a It. es-elleil .ri !o• ‘1.
ledoiN Il.Nans. 1/11. 11i 111111111
111111 it Iteliliaitt
It is as si:4:5 o'clock Tuesday eve
wit ii at brilliaut proceseiots tiled into
the armory on Sixth Street o here the
the lemilieg couples; passed under en
&rill of flowers and evergreens, from
the center of which was suspended a
floral (I-sign ingeniously wrought in-
to the ohs's. of a horee shoe. As the!
procession paused, the soft oar:sins of
musie to which they had tottered,
died away and every sound ceased as
Rabbi Lowenthal, of Nashville, step-
ped forward 11nd in a clear and int-
pre-sive 'roomer, delivered lite fol-
. Ilowing beautiful words 1/f ininnn11-1
tiOn to Sir. Herman Stereos and Miss
Nlattie Cohen :
The hour has come in which you
are to be. pronounced husband and
a ifs., to live in peace and atAity, in
aecoid with the law of (hod and agree-
ably to the regulatious of well erstab-
limbed communities. Reflect there-
fore that it is before the searcher of
hearts you are to avow love and fidel-
ity to each other, to be true and faith-
ful on all occasions, and to bear to-
gether the trials which In the course
Id nature will assail even the happi-
est. I a- ill not admonish you to love
one another, since it is for thist very
reason, because you clierieli the kind-
est mutual affections for each other,
that you have invoked the aid of our
holy Religion to bless your union.
Think, therefore, well of the nature
of the obligation you are about to as-
sume.. And do not esteem lightly the
weight of the duties; which will
henceforth rest upon you. Imagine
not that the joy of this hour will last
forever; think not that the vigor of
youth will always impart strengths
to your limbs, or that sickness and
sorrow will Dever reach you; to ex-
pect this would be to suppose that the
cobruon lot or mankind is nct to be
yoTrs, and sure am I that you have
told this already in the recesses of
your hearte, though perhaps your
lips have not given utterance to your
apprehension.
As regards your conduct towards
each other, I need say but little., for
this has, without doubt, been long
sinee impressed on your mind. Yet
would exhort bridegroom to cherish
an unbroken attachment for ycur
closer companion. There may be
dark momeuts vihich may oversha-
dow the peace of your dottiest ie circle,
but if this should ever unfortunately
be, fly to our God for aid, and light
will chase away the darkness, and
brilliancy of reuewed affect*  will
again illumine your dwelling. And
you, belovettb•ide, reflect well that
graee deceitfel and lseauty is vain,
the woman that fearetit the Lord, she
alone will be praised.
The (lay of youth will surely trams
away ere many sears have passed,
and approaching age will rob your
eheek of its bloom and your eye of
its lustre. What will (bell chain to
you the husband, who is no longer
the ardent lover? Nothing but tilt.
cheerfulness of the mature matron of
his house, who labors for his welfare,
and renders ratty for him tile trials
and hardships inseparable from our
mortal state.
Now if you both set thus towards,
God, yourselves and all your fellow
men, you nosy joyously look forward
to the future; all is well, all will be
wed, this earth may fade away from
your sight, but re-united you stand
before the Mercy Seat of the Lord slid
in the mean time your days will glide
along in tranquility. Whether you
are wealthy of barren IlleallW for peace
will dwell in your hearts, awl God's
blessing will summon you home.
At the conclusion of Rabbi Lowen-
thal's remarks the young couple were
pronounced one, in accordance with
the impressive rituals of the Jewish
faith. Under the horse shoe,_typical
of long life and happinesm to come,
the bride and groom remained to re-
ceive the sincere congratulations of
their friends anti acquaintancs P.
The bride was attired in white
mull, mulish bodice. bridal veil,
natural flowers and diamonds. Her
appearance as she stood beneath the
arch in bridal array upots the arm of
her handsome yoiing husband, elicit-
ed expressions of admiration from all
a lio witnessed the beautiful eere-
After congratulations the obstruc-
tions were removed, tha oreliesttra
played a waltz, and as if by magic,
the scene changed and the audience
became at once au 'assemblage of gay
dancer's instead of mpectators of a
marriage ceremony.
At 10 o'clock supper was anoounced
and the dancers format! for the grand
march with the ease and preeimion of
a well drilled battallion. The long
procession, headed by Mr. and Mrs.
Marcus and their innuediate relat Dies
passed several tiniest around the ball
room and under the arch, then down
the flight of steps to the lower floor
where the banquet boards had been
spread, under the direction anti su-
pervision of Mr. John B. Galbreath.
Here were long tables artistically
decorated with flowers and fruits,
and laden with delicacies suggestive
of an pictireau paraditw. The guests
were seated without needless cere-
mony, anti it goes without saying,
that ample justice was (Ione the boun-
tiful feast. Mr. anti Mrs. c olieu, as
host and hostess, were attentive to
the wants of their guests, and divest-
ed the occasion of embarraselug re-
straint without saerifieing in the learst
its dignity.
Telegrams of congratulation from
distinguished friends Nvere read
r. Jake Samuels They were couch-
ed in language no less bright and
witty, than sincere and earnest, aud
their nestling was one of the most en•
tertaining features of the evening.
Many toasts were proposed and hear-
tily responded to, all joiniog in the
sentiment, "Long life and happiuess
to the bride and groom."
At the conclusion of the banquet
the.guests once more adjourned to
the ball room above, where Banks'
oreliestra diecourised the siseetesit
music for the (lancers until the faint
gray light in the east suggested the
birth of a new morning. The dancers
dispersed with mutual good will, at-
tributing a night of unalloyed pleas-
ure to Mr. and Mrs. Morrim Cohen,
and wishing their fair brids•-datieliter
and her Handsome husband the hap-
palette a they riehly deserve.
titia the N Etta joins.
The populatity of Mr. an I NI rs
Marcus is. al t.oled I.y ilionit•iotts
costly and handsel:le pre wilts a hiell
hey received.
They left this morning for their fu-
ture home at Huntingdon, Long 1
))))) g Ilic 'Botha who participated
in the ball are:
NIrs. ercue, le isle, nee CoVelt,
white iiiiill,eurali bodice, bridal veil,
natural flowers. Oriinnients, ilia-
'mall:pis:Calls to bride's, toothier, blaek
milk lace over 11 reSS. Ornaments, di).-
tithe:tied me qu lek ly."
W. J. K InnIn. utehliv, Texas, writes: "II. IllOinle.
B has cured IIIV wife of a large L111.Yr 1111
her leg that doctor% ithd all other medeine
could tiot cure."
The returns of the M J R41•114111A11, a prominent merehant of
an Increase in the cape, or ton;ot eit;esee 1.13Ct.linykenuo,wed"tr,7- lace. Onto Mel t I i
isted ras taxable It.iln:eve bot,tles cur. d Is lady of ugly ecrolu toms 
I gr..4.11
irs Sort •
hem. the Board of "Iiir.•4w/i7.11gClitill"ra mit maxee, writea N
Greensbeiro Gil write.: "I
Robert Willis and Chas. Downer,
col., of Hubbardsville, were tried be-
fore Judge Winfree yesterday for as-
saulting Matt Gregg with a pistol.
The caere were both disuoieeed, the
evidence going to show that the pro-
vocation justified the assault.
Rae:Intel E. Goode, widow of Benj.
F. Goode, Co. A., 3t1 Ky. Cavalry,
has received through T. E. Lawson,
penisisn attorney, $12 :per month
during her life. An allowance of $2
per month for five children was also
made, also arrears amounting to
K=80.
James Kirby and S. R. Murray, the
principals to the recent shooting af-
fair near Sinking Fork were arraigned
before Squire Tingly Saturday.
Kirby was fined $25 for carrying con-
cealed deadly weapons and Murray
$10 for breach of peace in provokiug
the difficulty.
Died at Sinkingfork, sevms miles
north west of Hopkinsville, on the
night of May 27th, of chrouic ulcer-
ation of lymphatic eastern, Leonora
J. wife of Jno. B. Wright, in the 47th
year of her age, was buried at
Brick church NVedoesday afternoon
at 4 o'clock.
We are erieved to announce that
Prof. J. \V. Rust ia no netter. He is
a very sick mail. Prof. Rust is one of
the kindest, best men we ever knew,
and if it be the will of Him who gov-
erns all things, may he soon be re-
stored to his friends and family a
well mace
The leading merchants in several
of our neighboring cities have de-
cided to close their business houses
at 6:30 o'clock during the summer
months in order to allow themeelves
and salesmen time for recreation
and social enjoyment. It is hoped
that our merchants will do likewise.
Owing to•the sickness of eeveral
who were to participate in the operet-
ta of "Little Red Itidiughood, which
was to have been rendered by the
Keen Missionary society of the Bap-
tist church, it has been changed to
"The Old District School," which is
a very fascinating piece, and deserv-
ing of suecess.
Isn't there an ordinance requiring
red lights to be hung as danger sig-
nals over street obstructions? If
there is the authorities have allowed
it to be violated in numerous iustaii-
Cell. The people who psy their taxes
.intoithe city treasury do not wish to
pay heavy judgment in a damage
suit.
S. J. Lowry, of Christian county, i
in a very bad condition. Wheat is
Mist; Birdie Celle!), sister to ['rifle, I
white tnull. floater.
Mrs. Mark's, talsringtleitl, NI soblack
rmitiarto lay the bi" 
pouonilett:rmur.4„ r.o Robert ;.% id or silk, diamonds.
of most Won- 1 Sirs. H. Kraver, Hen/ler/um, green
a rate,
.„ ,
r cares that ever eame to our
,,tiosed.slit4kaigyula.„.yr,
Mrs. Lowli.thal, Nashville, Tenn.,
black silk, pearls.
.dii
CoNC .Hli. MA L1401 -Tho wheat
attest ItIps Joseph, t ,:irke‘ii.e, is looking leo:yr anti the prop-
pink China silk, natural flowers'. 
octet for a half crop or more is gosh!.Ala'. Slime Dsi-y Kies mar, white luille
Corn that wes painted early, is look-! Frariessis, Littoral Wiwure, pearls.
log well, hut needs eultivatioe,
.ss L 'retie Opie nheinier black
;NV*. ..% orange si,k, man rat floe era.
' NI: s. Cate:oust i, black
'awe, notiral
ante( Fenitie Fratiket, s a foam silk,
torture' flowers.
Sliss Sadie Frinkel, hitt. mull._
SI ice Pattie Mergar, blue satteen.
Nloss Lula liartr pink silk. Orn
meots, dianissittis
al ism Sallie Nlentlel, tail silk. Otto
rates' s, diamonds
Miss Bettie alsoidel, china silk.
Ornaments, pearls.
Mites Bettie %Veil, Week lace. Oro-
*mettle, diamonds.
St sot Lula Cohen, sister of Whir,
%elide mull, natural floe tos
Mrs. Jos. Frankel, black 1111-1-.
Mrs. NI. Frankel, Week silk.
al's. C. Bery, Week silk.
Mrs. li. Rosenbaum, tan silk.
Mrs. M. Elb, black silk.
Mrs. J. Moayon Mack silk.
Mrs. NI. Lipatine, black silk.
Mrs. D. Mendel, black silk.
Mrs. Dr. Cohen, black silk.
Mrs. M. J. Hartnett!, China silk.
Sirs. Weil, black silk.
Mrs Ike Hart, black silk.
The Presents.
Following is a list of britial pres-
ents received by Mr. and Mrs.
Hernia(' alert:us, with names of the
donors:
Bronze statues, Mr. and Sirs. (her-
etical, vases, Mrs. Moses, cuapidors,
Mr. and Sirs. Moayon, silver jewel
case, alr. Jake Samuel, cut glass
vinegar and mustard cruet, II. Lip-
stein, silver tea spoons, Mrs. O.
Gumpertz, sils•er cake bas , Ed
F:phraini, silver reale c ta, Mr and
Mrs.. Glick, silver 11111k pitcher, Mrs.
Steele, St. Louis, silver stoup 'spoon,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Frankel, salver
pickle stand, Mr. and Mrs I.eon
Black, silver cake basket, Mr. and
Mrs. II. Rosenbaum, silver cake
plates, C. and 1.. \Veil, silver after-
noon epoonat, Mr. and Mrs. H. Kra-
ver, cake plates, Mr. NI. aloayou,
toilet case, Mr. and Mrs. J. Hays,
silver molaases pitcher, Mr. and Mrs.
Salmon, napkin rings, Mr. Harrie,
silver tosoons, iss Lulu Hart, silver
spoon, Mr. and Mrs. aloft. Elb, silver
spoon, Mr. \V. L. Bamberger,
scarf, Miss Ida Joseph, eilk scarf,
Mrs. Trumbo, table cloth and nap-
kins, Mrs. Schneider, bed spread, Mr.
and Mrs. J. Leweitistien, brass table
with onyx top, Mr. Morris coal
stand, Mrs. Lipatein arid Hart,
elegant clock, Mr. and Mra. N B.
Shyer, elegant folding bed, Mr. and
Mrs. Ellis, $50. 00, Mr. Sam Ellie,
silver fruit knives, Mr. Ike Lipstein,
silver napkin rings, Ed Nlendle, silk
saddle bag, Miss Sadie Frmokel, sil-
ver fruit knives, Mr. SAM Frankel, /Ri-
ver dinner knives, airs. aratikel and
Miss Fannie, silver nut cracker and
pickst, \lie. Berry, large glass dish
and side dishes, Mrs. Hartfield,
hammered brass urns, Deasy and
Arthur Kleenian, side dishes, air.
and Mre Richardson, caster, Mr.
Chas. Shyer, (melee from Cincinnati
check, Mr. and Mrs. Juke Marx, of
Springfield, a check, front the mother
to _the groom, a gold watch, from
aunt in Columbia, a check, two
handsome engravings, Mr. Henry
Frankel, plaque hand painted, Mrs.
Smith, relatives in New York, house
corupletly furnished, a hand-tone
bridal boquet, Mrs. N. B. Shyer,
silver nut crackers, Mr. And Mye, M.
Livingston, from brothereand isistefis-
of the bride, $50.00.
11111.
CATARRH.
Catarrhal Ileafneass-H ay Fever. A
hew Home Treatment.
Sufferers are not gelierally aware t tun Melte
ilieranes are etintngtous, or that they are due
te the presenee of living parealten in the lin-
ing mentbrane of the now and rust widen
tithes. Microscopic reseiarith. however, has
proved this to be a tile', mid the result Minim
dIseov ry is that a eimple remedy ban been
("num toed whereby etitarrh, catarrhal (lear-
nt's. snit hay fever sire permanently cured In
;rem one to hree simple appileat I, ins msuJi• at
[Irene by the ',anent 11111, 111 WU 11Wk*
N. It -1hin Imminent Is not a muff' or an
ointment ; both have Iniest illiwarded by repu-
table physiciann tnjurionn. A pamphlet
explaining this new treatment Is rent free, on
receipt ol %tamp to pay poistag.-, by A. 11.
Diem) & $1111. 517 /11111 *4 %Viet ng St., To-
ronto. 'uoitila.--Chriatian Ads °este,
Sutter, rw from Catarrhal troubles sliouhl
carefully read the above.
d.ly
AT MISS lbloORK-A.
The Voting People t:ttioy a Pleasant
Et- ening at Her able
Mhos Belle Moo* wits indeed "at
home" to her (dentist Tuesday ve.
Her beautiful home on Walnut street
was the scene of a joyous gathering
of young people who are uustiimoue
ill the opinion that her reception was
one of the most pleasant of the many
delightful social events of the season.
'Miss afoore's reputation as a boldest's
was a suflieient guarantee that those
who were favored with invitations,
would pees a pleasant evening under
her roof anti that their anticipation's
were more than realized it is useless
to assert. A more congenial aseetn-
Islage of young people was never seen
on a similar occasion In Hoiskinsville.
It 'was u reunion of friends under the
direction of one whose friendship is
prized bud appreciated by all. At
eleven o'clock the refremliments eon-
sissing of keg, eakes and coffee, were
iterved to the guest's, anti an hour la
ter they all dispensed after thanking
the hostess for an evening of pleasure
which will long be remenaliered
Those preeent were:
Misuses Sue Ruseell, Elkton ; claytie
Ford, Nashville; Sallie Olasgow,
Nashville; 1 ury Primo-, Gallatin,
'retin; Cora Petree, Lizzie NIercer,
Mary Bell Nlercer, alary Radford,
Genevieve A iitierson, Julia N'euable,
Mande Clarke, I.00lye Winfree,
Green Henry, Lallye Wooldridge,
Frank Campbell, Lutie Campbell,
Julia Arnold, Mary Gaut, Fannie
Breathitt, Mettle Young.
Messrs. \V. I,. Hoppar, Jouet re
Henry, Walter (7atiipbell, Gabe
Campbell, Jtio. I'. ittliplisql, Ben W.
'ampbell, Julius Oswald, Jas. Rad-
ford, Kit Wiley, Frank Bell, re C.
Mercer, Thos. Fairleigh, Sherwood
Buckner, Robt...1. Johnson, Walker
Wood, (*has. Jarrett, Chas H. Ander-
son, Harry Bryan, Henry tenth', L.
L. Buckner, Walton Wyatt, E. K.
Amliby, Juo. Burnett, Ed. Arnold,
'rhos. Dade.
Mr. and Mrs. Juo. Felatel, Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Wood.
__-.••••
I hid enlist for twelse bottlee of Smith'',
Tool, -.mil • day lief re noon. There is
no chill auil frier medleine that give% rilfis
good NOW:tell. -J. .S. Harwood, cerinth,
Mism.
Be Sure
If you have made up your mind to buy
Hood's Sarsaparilla do not be Induced to take
any other. A Boston lady, whose example is
worthy imitation, tells her experience below:
"In one store AM re I went to buy Hood's
Sarsaparilla the clerk tried to induce me buy
tlielr own instead of Ilood's; he told me their's
would last longer; that I might Like a on ten
To‘ Cet
days' trial; that if I did not like It I need not
pay anything, etc. But he could not prevail
on me to change. I told him I had taken
Hood's Sarsaparilla, knew what It was, was
eatIsfled with it, and did not want any other.
When I began taking Hood's Sarsaparilla.
I was feeling real miserable with dyspepsia,
god let weak that at times I could hardly
Hood's
stand. I looked Mae a person in consump-
tion. Ilood's Earsapartlla dot me so much
good that I wonder at myself someUmes,
and tny friends frequently speak of it." MISIS.
ELLA A. Gorr, ei Terrace &reel, Boston.
Sarsaparilla
asitkpoidessies. gri:shesellt. PrehesedeelY
IsfaL HOOD • 00., Ape*rearies, Rams
WA' .isegi "meat
e se. it will tido. a tentr WArri.11' lop
flud it.
The-crep ti its IN a total leilore
over the enemy, and nne-thi.d 4.1
the seed that was soina ill mit tio
harvested, or at least thil farmers will
not get 'leek their seed.
The prospect for a tottery() cosi. le
very slim, as tobiteeo pi tilts ere mit
very 'strut aid anti ratifier seein not
care Dwell whether they plata a
great deal or not.
Died, at his home on the adiron-
vile road, nee- Kelly's Station,Tues-
day mornitsg, Slay Nth, Mr. \V-, L.
Boyd, of eneumonia. The ileceiseed
was born and raised iti Christiau
eourity, Ky , and wus a noble, gener-
ous and upright man, ever ready tit
help the sick and needy, and a friend
to the widow and orphan. The F. and
L. Union, of which he was a valued
member, laid his rewins to rest at
the Dick Boyd burying ground and
fully three huirtired p‘ople were ores-
eta at his burial. leaves a wile
and five little children, four girls and
a lisby boy, two brothers and a host
of Merida aud relatives to insurn his
death. When the Union meets, of
which he was a faithful member,
there will be a vacant plaee, and
"11111 Boyd," as he was called, will
trot be there. To wife and children I
would say, trust in a Saviour's love
and when Ile conies to make up His
jewe'os, I trust there will be no sepa-
ratiou then, but a united family in
the K ingdom of heaven. Foostsv.
Program of Kentucky State Conven-
tion.
lit•Id Hopkinsrille, Ky.,
May :to to Juue 1, 1590.
Friday, May 30, moruiug 'woman'.
Prayer and couference ineeting at 9
o'clock. Convention called to order
at 10 a. m. Convention business
from 10 to 11 o'clock. Sermon at 11
by the Rev.V. M. Turnlin, of Georgia,
after which the Communion will be
observed.
Afternoon. Business of Conven-
tion at 2 o'clock.
Evening. Sermon at o'clock by
the Rev. al W. Tabor, of Indiana.
Saturday, May 31. Prayer and song
service at 9 a. no Business tit Con-
vention from 10 to 11 o'clock. Occa-
sional sermon at 11 o'clock by the
Rev. G. L Demareist, D. D., of New
liempshire.
Afternoon. Business+ of the Con-
vention at 2 o'clock. Sunday-school
work at 3:30 o'clock with au address
by Rev. 1/r. Detnarest.
Evening. Sermon by Rev. Sophie
Gibb, Decatur, ill.
Sunday, June 1. l'rayer and song
service at 9 a. tn. Sunday-school at
9:30. Sermon at 11 by Rev. V. /kI.
Serntou at p. by. Rev.
Mrs. Gibb. Sermon at p. m. by Rev.
NI. NV. Tabor.
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The H. B. Garner Drug
Co. are still in the lead, on
Paints, Oils and White lead.
S ild on a written guarantee.
Our new FitosTED CREAM
I The DEERING BINDER TWINE made by ourselves is the beet In the world. edmtnistrstor of W. D. Moss. demssed.I deel re to tattle Ms estate as speedily as pos-Apply toournearest agent for 111 ustrated Catalogne and Full Information or writedireat slide, and all persons bolding claims at/virilef0 WM, DEERINC CO.. Chicago. III. the said detiedent's estate are beret's' notified
to We them with me properly verified In ac-
 conisnee with law, within the next thirty
days or they will be forever barred, and all
indebt.ii to said estate are likewtar
eoine forward and setalleaad t here-
r Int JOHN MOM, Aden'r.
Of W. D. MOSS.
4w
Jugs
Am)
Bottles
—FREE—
For the Choicert Wines, Liquors,
Beer, or Rye Whisky 12 years old
at 15 cents a drink call at
R. B. HALL'S
NEXT DOOR TO NEW ERA.
I will treat you fair and appre-
ciate your patronage. Bourbnn Will/s-
ky. red or white, $1 h0 to $4 00 per
or 50c. per quart up.
Free Lunch at all Hours.
HERNDON & MAJORS
NIticeet,rs to Herndon,
Tobacco _ Salesmen,
Crange Warehouse,
Notice to Creditore.
per.ions
noeilled
by save
May A, BOO.
Cluistiae COMB Plea CI
John P. Burnett, Adwi'r. of I. Bur-
uett, Dee'd Planate% nenis
.•. epistler/.
IDtente P. Burnett. &c.1)efeadaata.
purituanee of an order estersd hereto at
tbe present Maj. Ilia0 term el OE above Meted
cause. I hereby notify Ike eredhere et I. Bur-nett, deceased. to Ole wt1.11 lobe soy (datum et
they may hold isitaisst said estate. ft
Office in liopttubt ill.. Ey., properly proven, at
or before June Stii,
JAMES 1.1. HAYS.
Special Cogan Warottar.
ClarIcsville, Tenn.
113liolial Ferttliier Cum,
DEERING JUNIOR STEEL aINDER "'ft"'
TIE MUST WEIGHT PRACTICAL BINDER EVER MADE.
e
ft works perfectly on robe!, uneven ground; in tall, heavy grain;
In light, short grain; badly lodged grata, Soo oho is ml.
Strongest Frame, Stinplent ColiNfrilelion. Lightest isrart, Greatest Durability, Witt ReallyMattered (MEAT I sti.ItoVEnENTs for 1800 plaoe it farther than ever in theleadpr.•1..nded
Riglia9 ogA
EVI7 510-0 war reN311: Each the Leader in its Class,
Solieitsi the patronagt• of planters and dealers everywhere. Liberal aa,
advances made on tobacco in store, or Bills of Lading in transit. All tons.
co insured while in store maestri written instructions riot to insure. l'etti1
all tobacco to GRAN9E WAREHOUSE. Are gelling their
NASHVILLE. TENN.,
H IGH GRADE
TOBACCO GROWER
anti other brand, of Fertilizer at WHOLilliALE
FRANK FISCHER, 
,...1( as LO 'Wheelers" aod other tamers.. If
feble it
yonr local dealer or agent Panned= ft•
write *.o the Factory for prose&
Ro 328. Nashville, TOW
The Tailor AND Draper,
NO 212, UPPER FIRST STREET,
LVANSVILLE IND.
Contract To Let
The commisoioners will let the
contract to build a portion of turn-
pike and otherwise repair tbe Hop-
kinsville and ,Newstead road near
Birch Walker's, on Saturday, May
31, 1890, at 3 o'citeck, p. m., at the
place where the work is to be done.
Specifications can be seen at For-
bes Bro's.
J. D. CLARDY,
J. B. WALKER, Committee.
M. B. KING,
The Mill Ell Grinds tower Prices
Than Ever were known in the history of the
CLOTHING BUSINESS
Of this city. The country demands Low Prices, and we have and are
answering the call, beyond their most sanguine expectations. All who
call to see us are pleased, and carry home more gcods, ami better
goods, aria still have more money left than they expected. We wero
lucky in striking a Bankrupt sale and bought a large lot of
Clcoetlairie zacricl. Ificoesis
At 50 per Cent. t.iti the dollar, and we are selling them at less moneythan any merchant in tuvr purchase them. Therefore we can sell
our farme? customers a suit c eager than any house in this city or,
even cheaper than he could buy at wholoisale if he was a merchantWe are just receiving a handsome line of Gents, Suits ,
]pirintg
In Black and Fancy Worsted, Corkscrew, Cheviots, Etc., made up in
Sacks, Cutaways and Pi ince Alberts. An elegar t line of Cutters de Cros-
sett's Neckwear. Also a fine line of Lilly, Brocket & Co., and Spencers
& Hocker's
It is useless for us to mention prices, as no living man can buy Clothing,
Boots, Shoes, or any kind of goods without seeing them and comparing
prices and quality. So we invite you to come and examine, and we are
sure to sell you what you want. The famous Plymouth Rock
PALNT7LISSS rifiC4ALIMB giro coi;ursigize.
SUITS $14 MADE TO ORDER, FITS GUAR&NTEED.
Fine Suits made to order on short notice. Call on us before pur-
chasing, ard we can save you from 25 to 50 per cent.
Pye, Dicken & Wall.
7PC:01EL '111-3C
BENEFIT Of OUR FRIENDS
And Customers who live in the country and have been unable to take advantage of
our Cut-Price Sales on Mondays and Tuesdays, we will for
EVTIPE WEEN
Beginning on Monday, May 25,
Greare;ljtelZiwx‘14:17; Sale
We have ever made. Please remember that our Cut Price Sales are not as a great
many are, only in the fertile imagination of the person making the sales. We guar-
antee every word, sylable and figure in this advertisement to be exactly as the facts
are.
SHOE DEPARTMENT.
Choice of our Ladies Finest French
Kid, Patent Leather, or Paris Kid,
Hand-turned, for
$3.24.
This lot includes all of Bolton's,
Hoeker's. J. & T. Cousin" P. Suli-;
van's, Gardiner & Estes'e and
in fact ineludes our entire stoek of
al 00 and $5.00 Ladies Fine Shoes.
7 .1 oairs Ladies Kitt Oxford Ties-
Warranteti-worth $1 25, for this gale
only
98c.
100 pairs NIens ustoru-tuade Calf
Shoes, high anti low cut, anigress and
Lace, plain and eap toe, all sizes,
original priers $3 00 to $4 Isi, for this
sale only
$1 99.
Ladies Fine Kid Front Lace Pat-
ent Tip. isrioinal price $.2.00, for this 
Gilt Edge Dressing, the finest 250
sale 
Polish made, in this Kale only$1.49. 16c.
1110 leti.s Stites Bolton'e, I'. Sul -
liven's C250 Leine+ Fine Kid Button
Shoes for this sale
$1 98
CLOTHING DEP'T.
50 Mens all-wool Sack Suits, Sum-
mer weight, worth $10.00, in this sale
only
$6.00.
Mous fine fancy striped woreted
Pants, value $4.00, in Otis sale
$2 99.
Meue all-wool Cheviot Pauts, val-
ue $3 00, iu this sale for
$1.99.
Mena best New York Mills Blue
Cottouade, value 75 ets , in this gale
49c.
Meqe I est full stock, mingle sole -
lirogane, firth $1 2a, in thie ettle for Nlenm broad iekory Harvest RA*
worth 10 eta., in thie sale993
Melte 'alf-tsk in Shoes MADE T0
leo pairs" 1.9dies Kid Tee Siiiipers GitliKit and tit guaranteed, worth
worth $1.00, for this sate
49ete.
50 tesirs Mitoses Rid Button Heel
and ariog Heel, original late.. $1 511
to for this stile only
99c.
$0 :NI, for this sale only
$4 99.
5;e11. Iltiekerat Freneli Calf Farm-
er'', Sotithern originel prioe $3.
:01 in thia stale only
7c
50 doz. Gents Cambric Handi '-
chiefs, worth Wets., hi this sale
4c.
Grandest Barg/tine in Fine Negli-
gee. Shirts ever at els ut
Half Price.
$2.25 cor.
wr ]Ft.1vX Come• 1P1 1F"1
J. H. ANDERSON & CO.sop., is recognized to be the
beist soda in the city.
R.--.C.orneae Moto. re% (11,ASS CORNER MAIN
•
•
,.••••
e..
VOICE eem Otero. Beni teaporwals of Mr. bawl-er. of Delo.. 0110,.
o Wan at ;reek ea • *MI fra ,
• 111101•6bi. I ea., lam .11
for R. C. Atka grOe's elbelem sou peed- .
art ease welweelle • try.-
tared) W. IL GAISIIVOS.
Wink., !Mpg. liewebenr. ra,
wriest ••••• *erre Is sews
sayibleg Ilk• yen, aliases
pay re DPW Vi 11-mammy 
Issileter steees, te
Ism" .0r, 'IMimi! far year rises, at
seer P•••• I on, Dv1••••••••••tha• *OH
•f • •••11• 40.y•wwit.Othi•••0160011p11•••
mot Nom t• roe OW
*OM dark la stirs. Era
ells= ishrabdil
Ina SOINit.glibliarrirra*B111; i mesa,
p e•• woes
verairb Wribeenerill hos all &beet Is kie W•
removers wry Ire eria sans you tey•• dm% delay sent treated r4r best latat fliyitchrayt,
WIFT'S SPECIFIC
•001bur. DM y•• ye.. Dart ,Wipes will be Weise Mel op pie ate._gritessit- :ses dude et • Owed •••••Def•rer • ma lisa,04110 tea
Mia. •EltrifirliParreseratiessiesilleareares.... k.a..,11 1.baual;,,...•::
Albano" re so Do ...PI to tl.•
. Mama la Day•J Ilium. Silk I ,:oot
.11•11111. Swam ilig semey far tirialt. An. erste ,-..,Unseals • amensital Sidle Poole ori eigto-iiiiie cc so
willbeasernawy, 1.1•0.11. every one eau". so ow-
r
/14mM lake timmeedls of wears wilt. rapano NVS VF............ seen every or.* of A roe,• antailleseake es mach a• woo. 1 0., nu.1••••.
wia es me de Tull lalbnymalloll won Porn.. I Pee.
*1 Ina IPA, for 4•00. DOR putital•r• sod toro.• r• , ...I
Para Dare rid estrillesto •fhof yr know IPA
*MANI. no Ds as 100•••, orb, wo hors I. •••e.
El c. ALLAN 4 Ct.. Al:CitAt•. MALL\
SAYI1E FEMALE!,E1IIIPI
A eseillethearding sad day school for min. ; ...1; eel
' leseiNgrtimp$M4 la INK Sur to en t y year. tt ',Ire the
ellaies• eg Ye •1 Principsl. K ' nder,orrt en.4154
..A. end Osilsigiate Deliartito•illi
AglIz' ,T1Weelle, edam Langusges, • n.1 iti;1 1 .i...i.:t.
Ole Coarse. eyeessa of fleeting and
Ifanseitinellees. Large ground. and bui1.1: ti4s, a ; ..,0.42erloif appyallIttle Inf Cia..1 I notruc i p di Niiniii...c
vf ottersleril limited to t tii rty tit. 1....i cis is i.i,ort
gp„riy to et /IL liseltrnILANI, Priaelpal.
-SETH
• C•C!,i- .0 RTAI IN .- -odd- ., LI. EIRECH 1.- sad IlIftleetual Cerro
 
s • and ewer, _Intermittent. Retains-tit,
sad Malarial Fever, Dumb Are%sipmp r...r aad aft Diseases originating
llnem • Torpid Liver or Malaria.
Perreetty harmlera. contains to A rsen le
see Sulalasts and can be given to UPO Moont
delicate person with perfect safety.
As • Tonic for rued Feeli . Loss or Ate
estate, Headache, Nervous ano
Low dpirita originating from Malerta. it stands
alma and without • Paranol.
i'llsICE, 01.00 Per Itottk
iambi, Dnemytits geweredig.
J. C. MENDENHALL & CO.,
SOLO IMOVIICIWOOM.
orTAXdrziLlf, Del., FY S. A.
For sale by }tarry B. (4 , • 1
.111111.1111111111•1011111111>-
I
I k "14 0)11441ii
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lit H
I LADIES' FAVORITE.
NEVER OUT OF ORDER.
Mycis &etre to purchase a sewing machine,
oaragent at your place fur terms and
If you marmot find our stmt. write
nammitaddrunto  ou below named.
awliPOINE acwicumss.
, eeee AL - ZS UAION fielLIARE,Pee- Dee_1.24-
trx7-0,As GA.sAinvdmoTjttc.,„
ALIEN f el WANTED
Address H. A. LOZIER &CO.,
340 Superior st., Cleveland
- $75 00 to $250.tm be made work-AA A MONTH can
pig for us. Agents preferred who can fur•
*Mb a horse and give their whole time to thelemelasea tilare ziwenta, nutazobees pinifitotawbuly.
F IHNSON a CO., ROD MaleBt. Bieassoact, V.
N. 1.-Plesiee state age and business cape-Hosea. Never mind about lending stamp for
YoltIlf• B. F. J. It Lo. dew
We wish a fALEsmENgasen
_ate.
,,,,,earserre. r tribe lax
irottfassa In lei Enclose two-
MOS ramp two • viAnrs
peeseat eyed& estey ads -.uteri
ocidinee. No nitenllive 1.0,;i sa"."'''''
for wages, mei ertistr.g. etc.feentsermal Man Co.. PER DAY.
.00
T1-113 OLD DOCTOR'S
Ct\e\ Vattl\a‘g\ INALADIES' FAVORITE.
AleincedRelLable and perfectly cage, no
=Ilesies. in the Old Doctor's private well
by L1,0...flay 01 women ail over the
pleareefAller me years, and not a single led result.
IISSIMPIEN8 ABLE TO LA DI OS.Nom, sesersed ic not as represelevd. Send Iones (ossaas I for reeled particulars. and receiveAbliablillaerre knows to fail remedy by aialL
DR. WARD CO..
RS Mona Deraml It., St Low, Me.
'JILL mat 3112111.21111
. - Pear sierie.w sla C. P. 11•OT,2 P ernes ale11 
f 1.. C. Leenme. LeDen haprotel 14,4 FIND
1108 DP reorges is
D W. IEDIRE Ma ElaN..111lasspillith1
Sala lost 1••••eDi
Stocks and Bonds
BOUGHT AND SOLD
JOHN W. Ey, D. S. GREEN,
454 West Main Street
Cr."ZcZad"" LOUISVIIILE, KY.
JNO. A. GUNN,
PHYSICIAN MD SUREEON,
OFFICE OVER CITY BANK,
CORNER MAIN AND 7TH STS.
Large Samples Rooms.
Hese system of Call Bells
kateS, S2 Per Day.
SHERWOOD HOUSE
(Under New Management.
T. C. BRIDWELL, Proprietor,
EVANSVILLE, - IND.
eg IELSEBelioliTEIsr'Cle
For any Lady or Miss that we can
not
MESDAMES MOSS & FOSTER,
Poste Mee Block. MOLESTER
Hog Cholera Cuerd.
THE SECR ET DISCOVERED
SIN Card
Cvttia Prevativ!
READ WHAT HOME PEOPLE SAY:
•• We, the undersigned eay to the publictiled we have weed the "Eagle Hog Cholera
• re." and have cured our hoge with it, anddo cheerfully recommend It to nil partieeles a reliable eure a preventive for cholera inhogs."
R. W. Morrison. I twenaboro, 11C,y.C. H. Vrost
J. W. M. Pield,lien. Smith, Livermore, Ky.Jno. H Blanton, YelvIngton, Ky.B T. Lawson, Masionvill Ky.E. L. Eindenger, Hartford, Ky.W. C. McKinley. Falls of Rough, Ky.Jean fft Field. Fleaaant Ridge, Ky.st W. Wood. Red Hill, Ky.C. E. Meier, Macedonia, Ky.
Mael Burnet, Osk ford, Ky.
Keep your eye on this spare for new en-mow s.
nt tijo in one pound boxes, nuMdlent Cot tenPrice O.
Address,
LE HOG CHOLERA MEDICINE CO.,
Owensboro, Ky.
at Slaughter McCull'oehs.
and ROMs
FOR renovating. tle
entire system, eliminating
ail Poisons from Me Blom4
whether of scrofulous or
malarial origin, this pr4k.
cration has no equal. . .
ABM.
" FJr err:it:Tit neoellat I had AM
eating sett on gory tongue. 1 IIVIS•
4ut otkarned we rettef: the sore
rrodstally rms. worse. / jfna.tYy
lath S. S. S, and War rialree/y
sacred after an Mg a few 1Vitlel."
C. LbblORE,
Headerson, Tex.
'F'REATISE on Blood and Skin
1 Inmates maik.d free.
THE SWIFT S PDC I VIC Co.,
Atlanta.
DEAFIeftmariEM,,
eon. HS testes:, Dm 1•••• Irmiteese kedieresesallin
direina. yearedld
TECT1VE
Ranted In every Constr. Shrewd am Set afpler IPSO ••-00f•
le OW Secret Seesaw Itzparistsse iret mermen. Particulars free.
Gramma Detective Marisa Ca. 44 anale,Cisciaaati.a.
HINDERCORNS.
The only sure cure for corns. Stops) all
pain. Ensures conifort to the feet Ide. at
Druggists. Hiscox A Co.
ARRyou CONSUME FIVE?
Have you coughs, bneich it *Athena, Indi-
gestion!' U pie PARKER'S GI St I E It TON Ic
It lois cdred the worst Coors and io the best
remedy for all Ills arising from defeet•ve un-
Wilton Take it in lime. Mk.. and Wu.
- 
----------------- - --
CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH
PENNYROYAL PILLS.
Red Croat Diamead Brand.
Measly relights •411 faloo. We sat
erk Draggies eler the Der
ototall4BbodM.SNIMA1140 . Take se e.k.Tirt 
Cbrbeere Madison ba, naiades re..
„, peewee" esi •
• es wow. by sealL Nacre Pura%
_
- 
HAla BALSAM 1,...- -.. PARKER'S
S.g,:.? -r-, Ls, Clean.cs r•d beautifies the haif
P • Pronaites a luxuriant growth.
NO•er F3;111 1C, Resler* Orel,esy,e,e 
 Flair!) ire Ted:1rd Color.V.I..... ,.?
';."%r '''  
Pres rtItt I ,,,,, ,.., f sod Noe ir,11
4 ane.ann el 'etre leseneu".
Pianos-Organs.
The improved method of fastening Airings of
Pianos, invented by UtO, Is one of the most -
portant improvements ever made, making
the Instrument more richly musical in tone,
more durable. and les* liable to get out ut
tune.
Both the Mason A Hamlin nrgane and Pi-
*nos' excel chiefly in that which is the chief
excellence in any musical instrument. quell-
ty of tone. Other things. though impertunt
sire touch lees so than this. A u instrument
with numueleal tones cannot be good. II nue
trend estaloguee of new styles, introduced
this treason. sent free.
MASON & HAMLIN
Piano and Organ Co.,
BOSTON. NEW YoRK. CHIC (10.
HIRES'
2te HIRES' IMPROVED !Sr
ROOT BEER!
•0 lan4011Tnikno uo• L•14.Poout
T1113 PireCS.AGE MAKES FIVE GLIJ.0113.
ROOT BEER.
The midst AeferrtZrNO and WROLFSOIllTilIPERANCR DRINK Us the world
Delicious and Bp•rkltrig TRT IT.
Ask your Druggist or Grocer for IL
C. E. HIRES, PHILADELPHIA.
THE GLORY OF
STRENGTH .VITAL '
How Lost! • How °gained,
•
KNOW Thrilf.
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE.
A Seien:Ific and Standard Popular Medical T.rstise
on ihe Errors of 'fontb,Preteenue Lecline, Ser. eer
and Physical Debility, lin • nritics of swe
EX HAU STED VITAITa
-ANT OLD MISERIES
}franking from Folly, Tice, Ignorance, Excesses orOvertaxation, Enervating and unfitting the steel.'for Work, Bosinem, the Marriedor Social Relation.
Avoid unsklIlfol pretenders. Yodels this creed
week. It contains ere pages, royal beck Ilenntilulbinding, embossed, full gilt, Price only F de) by
mail, postpaid. concmled in plain wrapper. fees-
'retire Prospectus Free. if you apply now.distingnished author. Wm. II.* Parket, )1. D., re-
ceived tae GOLD AND J EtVELLED MEDALfrom the Narlesial Medical AnameictIon forIbis PRIZE EasAY en NERvoes andPiresfeAL DEBILITY.Dr.Parker and scorer
of Aesiitant Physicians may be consulted, confi-dentially, by mail or in person, at the office ofPEABODY 'MEDICAL INsTITUTE,
N.. 4 ballisch Reates. Mare.. to whom all
orders for hooks or truer. for "dram slonid bedirected as abuse,
ROP
TRUTH FIELrycst"-Y.eird..r1wisay reread caret. Cure patients promemedbr lovelabyarino. Fens ben dome symptoms
repellty dhow. • or ten days at least two-thirds of all
=
see rewind. sere] Ins F RE SADDAM w.cl-
1."- "Kelea• cures. farelseeol ye order
-Ma, semi ers crass is stamps so raypa. IL IL GREEN de 0411/1a. anlirairr
eetioTHERsFRIEND"
ryri4 EASY
„ AmEsainioRTE.NSulinD SH "LABOR
LESSENS PAK.
BD_IMIPILLSHE..SwAD NT:912i
47:11411(4niniAtri Xs° CHI
MOTHER
T:LIFE op
TO WEAK_MEN
Suffering frem the effects of yentbfal errors, early
decay. waaturg weakness. lost manhood. Mc , I win
send a raltreble treatise I sealed Containing full
eareetilare for borne enrs. FREE or charge. A
spleadia medical work should be read by every
-nen 'who is nereons and debilitated Address,
Fret. F. C. FOWLER, Coaa.
FOR MEN ONLY1
or LOST or 1,111.191 0 MAW
emend end NERVOUS plUI
Waskade el Body sad Niue Effecti
of Errors or femme is Old or Young.seeea. sem. ••semos folly Ile•sowoolL Hoe l• eal•ry• •••4Ilkovegolor• W I. I l DO 14171101V MOMab••4•tely •sfallis• 11011 TDIATIIIIIIT-11••••t• Is • 4ay.
••• Pointy rem 40 Stat. awl Iwo*. Coossui.. W.1•.•
Illeerrapthe lomat VI sioration eel yniefe mailed (monad )11•0.
*IMMO utia miwitsm. CO.. BUFFALO. N. Y.
,:,M1NT7
ELECTRIC BELTNPITZTMIC 11111T-TIMX.r117(31014.11%memo AUL IL 1444. IlroCIPED FM. 1. MI6
-o
°WA °V Alm 1 C IL CTTRO.
sad Somensery BODY BELT
este rontiplalote.
red sod Nervous
saes It idoey Die- 
,s.......,,... De.iji:legbu'i't"halAi r"ti°1 aalm't."°eme:t4
Imre the fol low-
niers, Trembling 4%.44.. Sexual abases.
, Diseases IC.,%te . \ /Vasil leg of NV
lion. Luca la la,
c • cau. 4 by Indialo Youth or Kett, IN. al I Dimas** petted"tog_to the Womb or run I organsThis Is the LAYttrr sod 0 aren't Improvement ref111410. and le superior to all others. I very buyer of
terra Belt- It differ* horn all ot here. as It hi a 111•77115
Eleetrte Belt waste the latest-this be .111 find r
MELT. and ant • cha o, voltaic or wire belt. 15.111(TM.al Camglainte resettle by Bleetrarlity. T he electric currentcon be Tiarari by anyone befo:e it Is ea, pli• d to thebody. and (sworn on; y sir tO ten 110. rli deny. If yeadile:dela" th Is be t yea wilt bey no other. To showthe iNTINS 001411OPAP'n we I aye In our Electro-Gel-wi•le Belts and A ppl E. neve we gall awl dor Po. 4 DalC0000.4.• ID 1•• •••144• hullos se TIOty Dap' TAIL dead
tli Graeae,. one.. illerkle OlEatill,AAVI= PalapOrtaspo for our raw g 11; initmitted p asphlet, sNt OWEN ELECTRIC IELT MO M.Wanes ale Paper./ (IorolePelalliD Jo!. IrtM, T.)300 North Broadway. MY. LOINS. NO.
TO MACKINAC
SUMMER TOURS.
PALACE STEAMERS. Low RATES,
foe, Tripe per Week Bet ween
DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Petoskey Pauli Pt• Marla. and LakeHuron W•y pore,
Every Week Ely Between
DETROIT ANC!' CLEVELANI)
114.1•1 D•opsy reps *Meg Jew, P•17, •••••• mod PePt
Demme Deny Lino
01•01140 AND ST. JOSEPH, SIVA
OUN ILLUSTRATED 19•Al•let.•Ti
awns sins isearoarleiliwilwill )1• ..1104 .1
*IMP
LOCAL LIGHTS.
Something Maid About Certain Citi-
zens-Popular end Prominent
Persestree Deem ibed.
-Jo Hoek tier its mitts in, the slate
au effickent servaut tit- especity
of steword at the Western Asylum.
He ie wide awake vigilaut and full
of business, ever mindful of his du-
ties to the inetitution anti never for-
getting him responeibility to lie loo-
pie. His offiee is not the soft seep
that trodie people seem to think it
To fill the duties acceptsbly requires
mature judgment and mound dieere-
tient whiell not every MAO of Ms age
poesesses. Ws lime is n •v er hie
own: Ht. mutat be alwe.) is oil tee
alert; in fact he t he tireless
and illeepleise sentinel at the door
which opens upon that appropria-
tion. It will not be an easy matter
for Mr. Buck tier's eucceeser to im-
prove upon the record he hn made.
-It is pretty generally conceded
that Major John W. Breathitt is go-
ing to succeed Mr. McKenzie as
post-maeter 111111 city. Those
who oppose his appointment may
argue Cuat he has been in public life
many years and therefore ought to
step aside. This is ver- weak logic
with which to ages(' him. They can
not say that he ever betrayed a trust
duritig the many years his party has
honored him. It is true that he ham
held important and lucrative offices
in this county for many years, but
it is also true that even the most rad-
ical aud uncompromising Democrat
in Christian county never questioned
his integrity and ability in the ad-
ministration of the offices. The
friends of Major Breathitt, of every
political persuasion, were surprised
when he asked for such a small slice
of the epoils. His services from
youth to age have been given to his
party and its continued supremacy
in this county is due in no small
measure to his energies and his sac-
rifices. Nobody doubts that lie
could have received an important
federal appointment had he asked
for it. He keew Ben Harrison as a
boy over iu Indiana; He Was for Ben
Harrison before the Chicago conyen-
lion met. .He predicted when. the
result W AS yet uueertain that the In-
diana man would receive the nomina-
tioa ; and when his prediction was
verified he threw up his hat and said
"it 18 wise," when many of 108 po-
litical brethren thought the Repub-
lican party would euter the fight
confronted by a grave and serious
blunder. Of course the NEW ERA'S
adv iee has not been asked in this
niatesr, hitt it jest wants to remark
that if lie dewsn't get the short !dice
of pie v. ukii lo gs fer, it *ill be
base ingratitude oil the pert of Mr.
B. Harrison.
P. S. The NEW 1":1tA le& Puceees ate
a prophet, but has ite (dr days, Po to
speak, the above wale written on one
of them. If Mr. Harrison doesn't
see proper tu verify our prediction,
it is his fault, not ours. The predic-
tion was a good one, end before mak-
ing it we consulted the moon. which
hueg just right aud case a horoscope
which, amording to all rules of aetron-
omy, made Maj. Breathitt's] nomina-
tion to the office a dead sure thing. If
we were less a believer ill science
the above paragraph would have been
suppreseed and we would have as-
sumed a knowing look, and like the
usual prophet of the past, say, "we
told you so." But we are notile
back oti the moon anAl-the-Illars. If
Ben Herrison feels like taking that
awful responsibility and tempting
Providence by running counter to the
decrees of fate, why let him. If he
chooses to disregard the language of
science and handwriting of the "three
dark sistere" 88 it appears upon the
scroll of the jeweled firmament
is translated by ourselves, the seers,
upon his owu reckless head be the
consequences. We have doue our
part, like Laocoon of old, see raised
our warning voice and our admoni-
tions have fallen upon unresponsive
ears. But unlike Laocoou we do not
propose to have the "snakes" about
it. We leave them to Ben Harrison,
and when they writhe through his
perturfed and troublous dreams, may
he realize what a crime he has been
guilty of when he used his power and
the power of the administration to
falsify one of our predictions, and by
this means seek to destroy the confi-
dence of the nation in our prophetic
powers. We don't wish Ben Harrison
any harm notwithstanding this [spite-
ful effort of his to injure us. But
know full well thst the demon of
retribution is camping on his trail.
Let it be understood that we have no
quarrel with Beu Harrison for ap-
pointing Mrs. Wright. She is an- es-
timable lady and thoroughly cotepe-
tent. It. is the motive which prompt-
ed the appointment at which we are
hurt. It is the fact that the Presi-
dent should PO far forget the diguity
of 111110 position as to be actuated by
motives of spite at us, and by the ex-
ercise of his appointing power strives
to break down the confidence this
community ham, and justly ham, in
our ability to prophesy.
-Hon. !Arkin T. Brasher can
hardly be milled a handsonas Ills it,
and the sculptor in search of a mod-
el combining till the pliymival greees
of manhoo would hardly tind ou,
Larkin to his taste Neither %%twill
the faeltionieble tailor demise him to
adorn a fashion plate as an evidence
of his skill in cutting. But what do
these things siguify? nothing. A
deficiency in that gift which is ('ol.
Clark's pride, "personal pulehri-
tude," does not argue a deficiency in
the intellectual balance, and a want
of taste in dress can not be taken as
an evidence that romething is want-
ing in the mental make up. Not by
a great deal, 'enlace indications are
often deceitful and occasionally lead
men astray. Especially are they so
in the case of Mr. Brasher. The sp
pearanee and the apparel may not
be very preposesming but these things
d ppear when you know hlin.
That coat may hang rather loosely
about him, but to those who have
known hint for years it is suggestive.
of the heart beneath it which is big
and warm and le-edit roont for ex-
pansion.'" That hand is not sweet li
and email and delicate, but its grasp
is honest and cordial, in obedience to
the inupdises of his heart. He does
not shake your hand like a politi-
cian, yieldiug warmth in proportion
to your supposed etelitimitoun in his
cause, but he shakes like the rugged
and hottest man that he is. You do
not feel when you talk to him that
Lie is giving you just so much of his
conversation as he thinks your vote
worth. He is too {nein to be a pole
clan, and too holiest to resort to the
wily methods of that class in order
to attain success. Larkin 'F. Brasher
is essentially a man of the people
and every official act in his brief
public career proves him a man for
the people. Unasked and unsought,
the Democratic notnination for
county attorney was given him, and
he enters the race proud of the honor
and the confidence implied, alive to
the duties incumbent upon the of-
fice and determined if lie wins to
serve the people faithfully.
•
Dyapeptia and Liver Complalet.
Is It not worth the small price of
75 cents to free yourself of every
symptom of these distressing com-
plaints, if • you think so call at, Sur
store and get a bottle of Shiloh's
Vitalizer. Every bottle has a printed
arantee on it, use accordingly, and
itiabiou „no good It will mei yes
THE EArITH A DYNAMO.
A rAcTony EFL -:.11)E.
A• Interedlne Argument A f11114110ttl tsw a ;
Pletalliergirol F.ngleseer. (The Broody Was Good But Its EN'. .
The earth is a great dynamo, re-: Win' Not Pleasant .
Vol v ing a:reind it:: axis at a peripherical
A rather eingular incident 1,(' ell redvelocity lit the equator of than
1,000 railes hour. a- mu•fa higher at ill" 1"baee" manura(1"rY or !tog.,tk Co. Mr. Rice, the iiiager of teaspeed than is attained by any man.
Ity virtue of the dynamic action of titanufnetory, uses a hoer MIll'iUllt Or
the ea •th electricity is drawn into it. very tine imeerted brandy, Witil
And as the dynamic aetion is largely whieliptriti,:istv.•-irofbeFV::rerIsI
due to its volocity, and the
ing greatest at the PI fi tiator the dynamic‘1.1"eitY the l'ri nitrly t113eleriouely
effeet will be greatest at that point. Iii isailiTi4;d":"0:
Ilence the greatest amount of electrice lim1. Al" 1.. I", :",..1,11
ty will be drawn to the earth at the Nutria. lie neeeo-eliegt, teed: titianequator and the least at the poles. tity of the homely tiouslly need, andTem perat ure being the measure of m ix ing ti,,r,w e.risti ll (..,,mpteleds
molecular activity (as weight is the unkeowii to ally verso!' !luso bitn-
measure of matter) the tempei attire self, he plaee i it. it* eu- [weary
will be highest at the equator becaiele position, u here it WM. /11.14.1•14 II-le to
the molecular activity is gis atest at trtiv: imiblin:eresatelenrplzeiditil4t,heilitieNeler.-.
that point; and so the teniperature will
Rice's .stotiip.iiiiient, a few hours Is-be less and less as we pass from the ter, and antiterment set reeeillw eertnillequator toward the north or the south
of him laborers, prilielpall V sudden!poles, because the periplierical velocity double themmel yes p like jack-grows less and the dynamic action 1P kiliVeri and spriiig eipetii again as ifdiminished. The phenomena we call they were nutomitton• the 'handssun rays are produced by the electric 'of an expert. In the early history ofcurrents drawn to the earth by its dyne- I revivals in Written' Keetticky, there
mic action.
Matter pet: se is imponderable and in-
ert; it is endowed with energy by the
physical force'', and is thus made elec-
trical. The different elementary bod-
ies are endowed with energy indifferent
degrees, hence they vary in their elec-
tric capacity. The phenomena of weight
and specific gravity are caused by the
dynamic action of the earth drawing
electricity to it, and coneequently draw-
ing all matter containing electricity,
and as the matter is differently en-
dowed with electric power. the dynamic
effect in drawing it to the earth will
vary accordingly. We thus find that
the difference in the weight and the
specific gravity of matter Is caused by
the dynamic action of the earth.
Matter may be divided; the end of
physical division is the molecule. Sir
NVilliam Thompson, an expert in molec-
ular physics, says that "there are nine-
teen million million million molecules
in a cubic centimeter of any gas."
From this we learn that the particles
that compose the atmosphere are in-
finitely small. The dynamic action of
the earth drawing the electric sun cur-
rent through the atmosphere forces
these minute molecules into such a
high state of activity that they exhibit
the phenomenon we call sunlight- Sun-
light being produced by the molecular
activity of our atmosphere is confined
to it, and darkness prevails between
our atmosphere arid the sun.
The electricity drawn into the earth
by its dynamic action increases the
molecular activity of the material, and
as the electric currents approach the
center of the earth they focus, and by
their aggregated action the molecular
activity of the earth is increased to
that velocity that exhibits incandes-
cence. Thus we find that the heat of
the earth is not produced nor is it sus-,
tained by the combination of fuel, such
as coal, oil or natural gas, but is
generated and sustained by the dynamic
action of the earth.
The greatest peripheries! velocity and
the greatest dynamic action being at the
equator, the greatest amount of incan-
descent matter will be found beneath
the terrid zone, and for this reason vol-
canic action will be confined to that
locality.
The normal path of energy is from the
higher to the lower degree of activity,
hence the electricity drawn to the earth
by its dynamic action passes from the
higher peripherical velocity to the lower
velocity near the axis, and from thence
out at or near the North Pole and from
there to the North Star, thus producing
the Northern netts and an arctic open
polar sea, for the electric current pass-
ing out at the North Pole will put the
water into such a high state of activity
as will prevent its freezing. notwith-
standing the low peripherical velocity
of the earth at that locality.-Jacob
Reese, in 'hiladelphia Inquirer.- ---
A. Ane7-417:10- or Rubinstein.
Starina, a Russian paper, tolls
how in Rubinstein's earlier days he
narrowly escaped being sent to Siberia.
He played before the Czar Nicholas in
the house of Count -Wielltorsky. and on
returning home lost his pass-port. A
day or two afterwards he was arrested
and brought Isefore tie:ter:el Gulahoff,
then chief of pollee, who informed the
prisoner that he declined to believe
any body's evidence of his identity,
even that of the Count- Rubinstein
persisted that he was a mere musician.
and as one of the subordinate police of-
ficers knew something about music the
two were sent to try matters over on a
dilapidated piano. The test proved sat-
isfactory. and tlus General. remarking
that "the prisoner was apparently -a
musician," gave bite a tazaait for three
weeks.
Retainers Has a old Reset.
A 1.%1 va. ;leo lias always resided in
Delhi, a well known, answered an
advertisement for an agent. and re-
ceived. a request LO 'some of the
business men recommend him PO be
honest. lie procured some signatures.
which he sent to the firm. end received
a box of goods. Not havlier the money
to pay the express.' charge.' (seventy
cents), he applied to his indorsers) for
that amount, but he could not get a cent
from any one of tkem. Ile was honest
enough to handle other people's goods
to the amount of fifty dollars, bu,
couldn't be trusted with seventy cents
of their money.-Oneonta lieraid.
-The height of an olive tree is usual-
ly 20 feet, but it it sometimes aelligh as
50 feet, and it reachee an almost fab-
ulous -age. Ont• lately .destruyed at
Beaulein had a r. corded age of five
centuries. and W:l :11. feet in cireunifer-
ence. Th,. olive free is exceedingly
prolific under caltivation; the fruit
yields about 7(1 yer cent. of its we•ight
(exclusive of k. fit in oil. Italy is
said tu prodree and France
7,00t.1.003 f ate neully. 'I he
tree doe: not re t be.rend
2.00:0 f.,•;. •, 4..' 'Avg. 4 hi' •
'tido.
Oh, What A Cough.
V:I I need the wartensti.1 The
peelirtmt of the sure- ai;proachof that more terrible disease, Con-
sumption. Ask yourselves if you
can afford, for the sake -of saving 50
cents, to run the risk and do nothingfor it. We know ' front experience
that Shiloh's Cure will Cure your
Cough. It never fails. This explains
why more than 3 Million Bottles
were wild the paid year. It relievesCroup and W'hooping Cough at once.
Mothers do not be without it. For
Lame Back, Side or Chest, use
Shiloh'e Porous Plaster. Sold by
WYLY & BURNETT.
•
e mashed I be Record.
TACOMA, W; T., May 26.-George
Francis Trait' stepped from a Union
Pacific train at 6:45 Saturday evening,
completing the fastest trip ever made
around the world. He was gone 67
days, 13 hours Red 3 tnioutee, but his
actual travelling time wait over thir-
ty-six hours better, lie having slopped
that length of time in New York. He
was iu a great rage becettee some one
robbed him at Huntington, Ore., Fri-
day morning of $600 and because the
Tacoma people did not (untie,' him a
special train from New York to Ta-
coma over the Northern Paeifie
Bueklen's Arnica alv
The Best Halve in he world for
Cuts, Bruises, Sines, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fee .1 Sores, 'Fetter,
Chapped Hands, Cs bitting, Corns
and all Skin Eruptions, and positively
cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfac-
tion, or money refunded. Price 26
cents per box. For sale by H. B.
Garner.
Monument to Perry.
WASHINGTON, May 26.-Itepresen-
tAtive O'Neill, of Pennsylvania, has
reported to the House favorably the
bill providing for the erection of a
monument at Pit t-in-Bay, 0., com-
memorative of the Commodore, Oliver
Hazard Perry, and those who had par-
ticipated in the naval battle of Lake
Erie on the 10th of September, 1813.
-.moll.. •
We have a speedy and positive
Cure for Catarrh, Diphtheria, Canker
Mouth, and Head
-Ache, In Shiloh's
Catarrh Remedy. A-Nasal Injector
free with each bottle. Use it If you
desire health and sweet breath.
was a speeinothe infecticit that made
the subject deuce jigs and perform
other ludicrous contortion's. It sup-
posed that this was nothing to eom-
pare with the anthropologieal exhi-
bitions that were %%littered-A at !tier
& Co.'s factory on this day, and thee
too, without regard to race, co'or. or
previous eondition of eervit elle. The-
-penmen! pulehritude" of reel' of the
vietims was so distorted that they
looked not initike the frazzIed eelp,•re
of antsgonietie gestalt lee, thro s 
- ')(ether without regaled to hoiLogen-
eity. They meemed to have beenjeeked up at random told prestented
'somewhat 'lie appear. 11144 of he
molobe o' a Conianchr lite•k that hadbeen promiseously (re-leered with
halo chipts; they looked like chatter
aequaintances thrown together at a
country shooting-mateh; they reeent-
bled a new map of Mexico after one
of hei chreuie revoletions, or rather
congreem of her numerous factions
net to patch up a truce, but all Pull-ing in oppoeite direction's. There
never was before seen such ieolation
of features; there was nothing in
ememen; cote panionithip; no
neighborly feeling, but each "seemed
to be antagonistie to the t ther, and
all engaged in a generel ear. How-
ever, after the proper emetics had
been aelniinimtered the victim* mere
hauled to their respective homes,
where they, in a short time, recover-
ed. Each one of them hats einee ta-
ken a most soinin liledge that "he,
title or it" will never again touch,
taeteor handle the uricleau thing.
•
THE RAZOR-BACKED HOG.
Grandfather 1.1eltishIngle Conveys Bombe
Facts About the Bette.
"1 would like," said Grandfather Lick-
shingle. as ho entered the World office
and looked around cautiously, -to lay
before your agricultural editor some
facts of interest regarding the razor-
backed hog. I used te farm down in Vir-
ginia, and also in North Carolina. and
have been more or less intimately asso-
ciated with razor-backed hogs. The
razorback 13 so-called because it is
razor-backed. You can't make any tiling
else out of him. It would have been a
misnomer to have called him any thing
else, except, possibly, a son of a gun.
"The razor-backs have peculiarities
peculiar to themselves. You can't fat-
ten one of them any more than you can
fatten • clothes-horse. At the same
time they will eat any thing that is
loose and squeal for more. 1%'ben squeal-
ing for something to sustain life a razor-
backed hog can be heard across three
counties. They regard their own off-
springs as a great delicacy. although I
don't see why they should, and they will
also go further to eat a colored baby
than a crocodile. You can't kill a razor-
backed hog by Vny ordinary means.
Unleee he is run over by an exprese
titan he will live to be a couple of hun-
dred years old.
"The statement made by the Com-
missioner of Agriculture at a recent
Cabinet meeting that a North Carolina
man had invented a fence that would
turn a razor-backed hog was premature.
There is no fence that will turn this
animal if he wants to go through it.
and he generally does. Barbed wire is
a positive delight to him. Ills skin is
so tough that it simply affords him a
pleasant, ticklish 'sensation, and he will
go a great distance to find one of these
fences to amuse himself with.
"You can't drive a razor-backed hog
any more than you can drive a hyena.
The only way to get him from one spot
to another is to hold out to him the bow
of promise In the shape of an ear of
corn. i'or an ear of corn he will swim
the English channel. If you haven't an
ear of corn handy an old tin can with an
ear of corn or a tomato pictured on the
label will do just as well. The intel-
lect of the razor-back is not what you
would call brilliant, and it is not dif-
ficult to cheat him this way. His in-
telligence is of such a low order that ho
will eat the tin can for the sake of the
picture and enjoy it just as mueh as it
it was the real thee.
"There is no vital spot to a razor-
backed hog that a bullet can find. I
have shot at them in a fit of anger, hun-
dreds of timem. and the bullet slides
from them like water from a duck's
back.
"A drove of a dozen of them once took
the town of Clarksville, Va., and ate
and destroyed every thing in the place.
As for the Clarks, they took to the
woods, and were glad of the chance.
The razor-backs got to rooting on the
railroad that runs through Ciarksville
for some grain along the track. link!
they rooted up the ties and rails for a
quarter of a mile and wrecked an ex-
press train. They tore down the City
Hall and post-office. te get at the picture
of a fat woman, some sleek-looking acro-
bats' and the wild children of Borneo
that a circus had pasted up. The speed
and endurance of a razor-back is some-
thing that will pretty soon be attract-
ing the attention of turf men. I have
seen them jump over a stake and
ridered fence that was fourteen feet
high-standing jump. They can walk
on the lep of a board fence. and can
catch birds like a cat. Three or four of
them will tear up more ground in a given
time than a plowing match. Turn them
loose on the granite pavements of New
York, and if you give them a night at it
they will rip up Broadway from the Bat-
tery to Central l'ark, and do it worse
than a subway company. and that is say-
ing a great deal.
"You have these facts all fired in your
mind?" asked grandfather. as he paused
Li the narrative
The reporter said he had.
"Then just convey them to the agri-
cultural editor. with my compliments,"
and Mr. Liekshingle drt•vs• the door soft-
ly after him as lie passed out.-N.
World.
c./ USE OF KEROSENE.
vas 4rirai,. Way. In Whirl, Housekeepers
Can Utilise It.
Marks on tables caused by hot dishes
may be removed by keroeene rubbed in
well with a soft cloth, finishing with a
little cologne water. rubbed dry with an-
other cloth.
When giving the final polish to stoves,
before putting away for the mummer,
mix the blacking with a little kerosene
instead of water, to prevent rust.
Tarnished paint may be cleanes1 by
rubbing with a cloth wet with kerosene.
Black walnut or any wood finished in
oil may be kept bright by polishing with
kerosene.
Pour a teaspoonful of kerosene int('
each quart of boiled starch. for a gloss;
this will also prevent irons sticki g to
thin goods.-
Kerosene will brighten silver.
Rue lamp chitnneye with newepaper
on wheel has been poured a little kero-
sene. This wili make them intieh clear-
er than if soap is used; they will also be
less liable to craek.
To remove rust from steel, rub with
kerooene, and 'mak for a day, polishing
with emery dust and kerosene.
Rub rusty flat-irons with kerosene.
Kerosene will soften boots and shoes
hardened by water. and render them as
pliable as new.
Brighten zinc with kerosene.
A tablespoonful of keroaene in a boil-
er of clothes will greatly facilitate the
rubbing.
Iron and polished steel, when not in
use, may be kept from foisting by wiping
with a cloth on which a little kerosene
has been poured.
Oil
-cloth may be brightened by rub-
bing with kerotiene.
All soiled spots found around door-
knobs on light-painted doors. may be
removed by kerosene on flannel cloth,
with no injory to the, paint.
Keromene poured on red
-flannel and
bound on the theoat, will greatly ease a
me woo,. wadi al heal cuts and
„ 
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TRICKS OF SMUGGLERS. PRINCE ALBERT VICTOR.
How the Custom' Laws Are Evaded be Salle
ors end Their Officers.
Smuggling as a profitable pursuit is
lot carried on in this vieluity at the
present time to any very great extent.
Yet the legitimate practice is by no
means wholly extinct. 'Has effective
customs force which now exists does not
permit of any very extensive evasion of
the law; but of vourse the inolectors iu•e
not able to prevent thousands' of cases I
of smuggling of a voreFaratively insig-
nificant nature. Smuggling, as now car-
ried on is almost wholly confined to!
sailors on merchant ships, both steam
and sail, and the i•ig ocean liters offer
peculiar t.dvantsges for Vai'i0114 little
evasions ..f the eustoms law. The offi-
cers of 1111•440 steamers themselves are
by no means above a little private work
in this line, and while perhaps iew of
them Avail themselves of the oppor-
tunity for gain, they might do so if they
wished, with but slight prospects of dis-
covery.
Sailors coming from the West Indies.
Manilla or other places from which to-
bacco is imported frequently do a little
smuggling with a view to making a few
dollars. In most of these places peddlers
visit the shops while the.y are lying in
port, with tobacco and cigars in any
quantity, and the sailor, if he has any
money and is of a spsculative turn, will
buy a few boxes te bring home with
hini. These neatly stowed away in his
chest. his clothing stored in one or two
canvas bags. will easily pass the cus-
tom-house officers, as these officers, un-
like England and other Enropean coun-
tries. seldom g thv, trouble of in-
specting the personal effects of the gait-
ers. Most sailors. however, after they
have got their goods safely on shore,
either do not know how or can not dis-
pose of them. and the conxequence is
that not they, but Fiume other party,
generally the boarding master, performs
the work of selling the smuggled goods.
lie also takes good care to get the
greater part of the cash for hich they
are sold. Recently it has become diffi-
cult for a sailor to dispose of smuggled
property for the reason that he is not
well enough known by the purchaser to
be trusted. Under these conditions he
is obliged to either give the articles
away, or let the boarding-master act as
negotiator. In the latter case the board-
ing-master, having the advantage of
friendship with those who are in the
habit of dealing in such goods. can se-
cure good prices. of which he. of course,
receives the lion's share.
In smuggling goods (rem Europe by
means of the ocean lines, a good traffic,
yielding considerable profit, might be
worked up, members of the crews being
employed as mediums in bringing the
goods over. One favorite way of defeat-
ing the customs laws, and one which is
practiced to quite a large extent, is the
purchasing of clothing in England by
persons residing here. through the
agency of an officer or sailor on one of
the steamers. A person wishing to
avail himself of the good quality and
cheap prices of English goods will go to
a member of the crew with measurements
for a suit of clothes. The latter takes
the measure's and money to an English
tailor on his arrival, and the clothes
are ready by the time the ship is about
to sail on her return trip. If the cus-
toms officials look about the cabin at
all it is easy to deceive. them by claim-
ing that the clothing is intended for his
own LIPP. Then placing the clothing
avers suit of his own the medium walks
on shore, delivers them to the owner
and receives his compeneation. Thus
the purchasers save from 33 to 50 per
cent. on the cost of the articles. Numer-
ous other articles are brought over in
the same way. and some of them en-
gaged make quite a remunerative busi-
ness out of it.-Boston Advertiser.
BURIED UNDER SNOW.
The lientarkeirle Ex perirnee and
1.1 Englialt
Snow is cold and damp to the touch,
but it has saved many a human being
from freezing to death. Fremont's ex-
ploring expedition was caught in E. storm
in the Rocky mountains. and but for the
mhelter afforded by the snow would loose
perished. Many similar instances might
be cited. Cases where persons have sur-
vived after being buried many hours in
the snow are also Timm-roue. The York-
shire (England) papers had an account,
in Il414, of onow,,torin no;:r Market
Weigtiton. in a woman had a re-
markable experience. On March 7 she
was crossing a moor in the vicinity
when she was overtaken by the storm.
The snow came down rapidly. and
she soon became exhaueu-d in trying to
'flake her way through the drifts. She
stepped, and was gradually snowed up,
being enable to move either forward or
'oackward. She remained in this condi-
tion for forty-eight hours. The cold
was intestse, but her snowy covering
prevented her from becoming benumbed
and losing consciouness. She was bare-
ly able to keep a breathing-place about
her head. On the second day after she
was snowed in a man who wes crossing
the moor was surprised to see a woman's
bonnet on the top of a drift Upon in-
vestigation he found to his still greater
surprise that there was a living woman
under the bonnet lie procured assist-
anee, had her taken to her home. and
summoned a physician. Before long
she was restored completely to health.
having suffered less from the effects of
the cold than from starvation and fright.
-Chicago News.
A Queen of the Germ in Court.
The Countess of Waldersee was a
Miss Lea, of New york. and she has a
number of relatives in Kentucky. She
is now the first lady of the German
court. Iler husband is nearly related
to the present Emperor. and he and his
young wife are devoted to her. She
lives like a Queen in the palace adjoin-
ing N'on Moltke's. Though every thing
about her is royal. she herself follows
the most severe simplicity. From her
fine forehead her aoft silver hair is
brushed smoothly bark. Iler com-
plexion is as fresh as a girl's; her
face, with its beautifully chiseled feat-
ures, is full of expression, and her car-
riage is regal. At home she wears dark
cashmeres of finest quality, but made
absolutely without trimming, while the
necks and sleeves have plain linen col-
lars and cuffs. Yet with all this sim-
plicity hers is the most magnetic pres-
ence I have known.-Atianta Constitu-
tion
••••----•••1110--411.-
LaFayeite Denis.
LA FA VETTE, K v., May 23.-M r. Joe
Trayliern and John Hester went to
Clarksville to-day.
Rev. J. P. Stubblefield 'is having
quite a good meeting at Herndon this
week.
Mrs. M. A. Ellis and Miss Mary
Landy, of liumpub' Mill, Mr. Percy
Pigue and Miss Aunie Pigue, of
Nashville, were pleat-tan( vitsitors of
Nils. Myrtle William'. Wednesday.
Tim road workers are very busy
jumt now getting their sections in or-
der.
The Trustees are having main street
improved just now. We &rein hopes
Dies mill vontinue the work.
Mr. Crane has voromenced the new
Baptist (+welt.
The High F4'11001 is preparing for a
big concert the night of June 5th.
Mr. M. M. Fuqua, (if Rose Hill, was
in town this moroing.
Mr. J. W. Davidson is spending a
few daym with his father in Logan
county.
Mrs. E. It. Bogard epent the week
near Hopkineville kb her grand-
mother, Mee Laey.
A great mans farmer* are losing
rattle from reuniter on time clover.
\Valter Garner was in Clarksville
during the week.
Or. P. '. Wootton, spent two days
in Clarksville this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Thos. Elliott have re-
turned from a pe.tracted stay in New
York. They have both impro.-ed
great ly in health during their stay.
EROS.
Would Bather Marry he Girl of MS
Choice Thanisb:d.King of Eng.
1.41:tiloN, %Is). 21;-ti is reported in
well informed circles tit it the domes-
tie diffieultire hi-the ros al Jarnily are
approa.diltag a climax. Prince Al-
bert Victor, the oldset son of the
Prinee of W has returned from
India, and finding that Ho establish-
tuent had been provided for hint in
hi. absetiee lie inks eta been at all
backward in expresolug Ills diecon-
tent. All suggestions of his marriage
with any one xeept his couein, Prin-
cess Mary of Trek, are scouted by
ni, and he has informed his inti-
mates' them lie met only corresponded
a ith the Prince ss regularly during
his India') tour but loyally carved
both 01eir names, in lover like fash-
Wu, on the Tetiipie of Delhi. He has
made an offer to waive hie rightet 10
the throne :otitis father's eldest son
in consideration that he be allowed
to marry the girl of him choler and
have settled upon him an ample al-
lowance. H is brother, Prince George,
who will be Zi on the 3rd proximo,
would in that case become the heir
and in all probability the next King
of England. This arrangement is
coneidered the more desirable as
l'riuce Albert Victor is loth pbysical-
ly and mentally weak, while his
brother is cf sound 1 mist Redo,.
FULL OF FUN.
-Woman (to Tramp)-"Want some-
thing te eat. eh? %Veil, here's some
cold hash." Tramp-"But I haven't
any thing to cut it with."' Woman-
"Just keep on a little further. and
you'll find a fork lu the road."-Ex-
change.
--Docter----Well, my fine little fel-
low. you nave got quite well again! I
was sure that the pills I left for you
would cure you. llow did you take
them, in water or in cake?" "Mil
used them in my blow-gun."-Fliegelide
Matter.
-An old negro who had business in a
lawyers °MCI' was asked if be could sign
his name. "flow is dat, sah?" ••I ask "
the lawyer atswered, "if you can write
your own name?" "Well nu, ash, I
neber writes my name. I jes dictates
it, sah."-Arkansaw Traveler.
-Wise by Experience.-MeCasee who
has married his typewriter)-"Well, my
dear. I suppose I must be looking
around for somebody to take your place
in the office." Mrs. Case-"Yes; I
have been thinking of that My cousin
18 ItiBt; out of school." Mr. Case
-"What is her name ?" Mrs. Case
(sweetly) - -John Ilenry Briggs." -
Puck.
-Custoiner--"I've been cheated. I
thought you said this parrot would talk."
Bird Faneier--No, sir. 1Vhat I *said
was that he had been brought up in the
company of learned men. and was full
of philosophy and scholarship. Of course,
he don't talk. Mere idle words have no
attraction for him. But lie's a remark-
able parrot because he's a great think-
er."-Munsey's Weekly.
-Captain Sp •ar--And. were you never
wounded. Pat?" Pat-"Faith. sor, and
I was. In the fight at Spottsylvania a
dirty reb lifted his gun and fired. I was
scared, I tell yez. Ile struck me right
under me left breast." "Bueif it struck
where you say, the ball must have gone
through your heart and killed you."
bedad. see me heart was in me
mouth at the time."--Ilarvard Lampoon.
-New Editor to Old Schoolmate-'•It
hurta me, old fellow. to wound your feel-
ings, but really we are so overstocked
with poetry that it useless to read yours.
We can only accept what shows unmis-
takable genius." Old Schoolmate-
"Well, just read that poem, and tell me
what you think of it. It may prove better
than you imagine." New Editor (hav-
ing read the poem)-••It is as I feared;
the poem shows no promiee whatever.
Pardon me. but it le simply absurd."
Old Schoolmate (with a broad grint-
"That's just what I thought. It's a copy
of some verses you wrote in my auto-
graph album while we were at school
together."-Munsers Weekly.
HER FIRST STORY.
A Touching Nlarrat Is e Told hy • New Perk
Magazine Editor.
A sad little story was told yesterday
by a co-editor on one of the largest and
best-known magazines in the country.
'Almost ten years ago." he said. "s
short story of considerable merit had
been submitted to the magazine by a
young woman quite unknown to ts or to
fame, and had been : • and paid
for. It was filed laity v. ith other ac-
cepted articles, to be used when its turn
came. A short time ago there came a
letter from the young girl, asking mod-
estly if that story might not be printed
soon, but giving no reason for the re-
quest. Two months went on and then
came a second letter. written in the
same hand. but in weaker and fainter
characters, as if the hand that held
the pen were 'scarcely able to "guide
it. This letter again asked that the
story might be printed soon, if possible.
'My physician tells me,' it said, 'that I
Ian live buts few months at the fartheet.
I had hoped to live to do a great deal of
good work of this kind. but you have
my firat and last piece. I have cared so
much for it that I think I could be hap-
pier in dying if I might see it in print
before I go.' " Thr magazine for the
cotning month was bound, so nothing
could be done with that. The sheets
for the seeonel month were printed and
ready for binding,. and the matter for
the third magazine was well under way.
We held a short consultation, the result
of which was that the story WM set up
and the sheets containing it Substitute:fel
for certain sheets in the magazine for
tLe second month. It was no small mat-
ter to make the change so late in the
day, but we did it and theeletter of
thanks re•ceived from the young girl,
who died shortly afterward, more than
pa.d us."-N. V. Letter.
POINTS ON NOSEOLOGY.
Why All Great Generals Have Had Roman
Noses.
The features are developed by the
mind. A child that is reared amid
pleasant surroundings and whose mind
is filled with pleasant thoughts will
have a pleasing face. The shape of the
nose and Olin will depend entirely upon
the strength and character of the men-
tal faculties. At ten a boy's nose. may
be small and turned up at the end; at
fifteen it may have grown large and be
straight on top, and at twenty-five it
may be a pronouneed Roman. It all de-
pends upon his mind. The Romans had
big noses with high bridges because
they were a sturdy and determined race
of people. Sturdiness and determina-
tion will give a man a Roman twee, no
matter how little or how snubby a
man's proboscis may have been when
be was born. The Greeks had straight,
delieate, finely-chiseled noses, be-
cause their tastes were artistic •nd
poetic. You never saw a poet or an
artist with a !Ionian or a snub nose. did
you? On the other hand. it would be
hard to find a great General who had
not a Roman nose. Get pictures of
Alexander the Great, Caesar. Frederick
the Great, Napoleor, Wellington. NVash-
ingion. Grant. Sheridan. Lee, and see if
they haven't all got big, strong noses,
of the Ronianestitt,. typo. Yet it 18 quite
safe to say that if we could have por-
traits of all theee personages, taken in
latency, we would find their olfactory
organs little, pudgy affairs, not unlike
those of the common run of babies.Those
men were not great Generals because
they had Roman noses, they had Roman
noses because they were great Goner-
ala.--Cleveland Press.
A Pleasing Sense
Of health and strength renewed and
of ease and coomfort follows the use
of Syrup of Figs, as it acts in harmo-
ny with nature to effectually cleanse
the system when costive or bilhous.
For sale in 50c and $1.00 bottles by all
leading druggists.
Highest of all in Leavening Power.-r. S. Gov't Report, Aug. 1:-. 1669.
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Union Tobacco Warehouse.
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T THE PARK.
• 
I desire to say*to khe farmers of this andlions named belew will ineke the eretion of
my supervision. Au examiitation of theseit is to your interest to breed to the best sloe
Respectfully,
adjoining counties', that the stal-
1890. at the Driving Park, under
stallions will convince you that
k.
P. H. McNANEY.
BONNIE 11AHLETONIAN.
Dame g 0-rioter -A deep chest nut, lel, heeds.fine style and speed and In every particularthe grandest stock horse ever in the sew ti try.
PED"Inzi-137 IFIrCerdy's H•enbi etonianby Harold int Dem Belle, the Dom ofNutwriod Wsdgewood 2:1102, Noontide2:20'7, and :natty °then. In t, e 2.3n Ilst.Bonnie's thent,Kat'e Oh .roostibred) byRocheetreblie by Imp. &mule seotiand.Dam Ladf Lancaster. 21 Dam Kate by LeePaul.
Taars-Will make the Sermon of IMO attwenty dollars the 11014•011. If mare Proveilnot in foal or tureen, money will he refunded
When the (net detdrmined, or $11) Ineurea mare to foal. Note payable let of Augustwill he aceeptel lieu of c oh, for season'sservices.
GBDON, O. 3127.
DESCRI rrt on
-The doe t eet made. beetboned y °unit dadion I u Kentucky Beyhands, foaled May 12th, 12014, bred by Capt. ILM. Clay, Parts Ky.
Pantries g-Stred by Onward. record 211111(4,
sire ttf Howl 2:17, Filoadelan Onward 2111111fiand 20 others In 2:V. let dad Csimiet. (emuof Cyclone 2:211 y. sire of Lr feetarks 2 yr. MIL2:Wy., by Hamlet RM. Ere of 7 in 2:10.. Mu=Favorite by Abdullah LS. sire of licesSaki 2:14 and S others In 21A. SdMembrino Chisf II, sire of La •y Thorn 2:110(and S there In 2:311. eth dam by crowder.5th dant by terry Keel*. eth deny by Whip.
merviee fee riktiM by the season, with the
usal returo psi liege
BRYANT & STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
rAtv."... Short '4":"a 1"%r1r:17-tTikt:LOUISV ILLE, KY,
M C. FoRBES. J K FORBES.
Planing Mills,
WAGON FACTORY,
IMPLEMENT & SEEL) STORE
We with to call the Special Attention of Farmer.. to our immense stork of
Plows, Wagons, Baggies and So
Guaranteed to be First-Claes.
Illountle True-Blue Cast Steel I'lowe,
South Bend Chilled Ptowit.
Heilinan's :est Steel and Chilled Plows,
A very's steel •nd Chilled Plow,
NOTICE. Burden 2D ti Farm Huhu?,The world renowned Deering Giant Mow-
ers cutting ."), 11 and 7 feet. The cheapest and
most economical machine ever put In the
field.
Climax Dere Harrows.
Iron Duke Harrowsi_
The Evans Hareem*,
Buggies, Keyetene Harrows,Phsumona,
Spring Wagons,
Road Carts.
Buggy and Wagon Hammes,
Saddle, and Bridles,
Engines, Thresher% and Stackers.
White Lead,
Linseed Oil,
Glees and Putt y,
Paint Beteseser ,
Sherwin-Whitener, Mixed Paints, remit;
Paints, Floor Palate, Etc.Seal],
Doors,
Blind.,
Mmildlnra,
Brackets',
Lime.
Hair.
Cement.
•nd Fire Brick
We defy any implement houlse In the United States, to beat the shove line of get .made close to home, and we keep a full stnek of repairs for all. We most oonitally Is 'ou to roll and see us. Most Respectfully,
FORBES &
 BRO 
'I' NI MI
Prescription Drug Store
 CAITHER'S.
Here you will find a pure assortment ofthe
BEST DRUGS
to be had in this or any city, and prescriptions are com---
pounded by Graduate Pharmacists. Also a full line of
the leading
Patent Medicines
kept on hand. A complete line of Toilet Articles
Stationery,
Pure Old Whiskies, Fireiqn and Domesti: Wi
for medical purposes always kept on hand,
Robz. Wooldridge,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE,
NINTH STREET NEAR DEPOT, HOPKINSVILLE, HY.
Sate horses and elegant turnouts. Patronage of commercial travelts
solicited.
CV-Also orders taken for coal.
NI. II. NELSON.
--
F. W. DABNEY.
43119147,11 air. MD
Tobacco and Grain Commission Merchan
R R. and 11th Ss. HOPKINSVILLE. KY.
ads Made on Tobacco store A 11 tobacco insured at mist of owiser
written instructions to t he cont rary.
Open! Open
AN ENTIRELY NEW
Millinery Departme
XI SO AN ELFOAN1 I INE
Dry Goods, White Goods, Clothing, Boots, Sh
And Furnishing Goods.
MORRIS COH
Shyer's Corner - - - Hopkinsville,
Fulton- ue Bre
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Made from Pure Malt and Hops. Warranted Strict,
Kept in Quantitlos on Ice and Can,be../C-E.
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